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SUMMARY

The long-term reliability of U.S. Army tactical missile systems in
storage should differ significantly from that of other non-missile systems,

which are normally operating systems. While much information has been

accumulated on the failure rates and reliability physics of operating elec-
tronic components, relatively little knowledge exists on the behavior of

similar components in storage. The overall MIRADCOM storage reliability
program has as one of its objectives the development of methods for pre-

dicting the reliability of missile systems that may be in storage for

periods greater than five years. One approach would be to use statistical

methods to establish predictions based upon failure rate cata accumulated

from field experience on older missile systems in storage or the storage

failure rates of discrete components kept "on-the-shelf" for a number of

years. The otherapproach, that we have basically pursued in our program,

is to focus on the failure mechanisms and materials degradation processes
which will possibly cause the failure of electronic components in missile

systems under long-term storage conditions. The limitations of the statis-

tical method are: 1) there are insufficient failure rate data to make reli-

able predictions; 2) the different electronic technologies associated with

the wide range of Army missile systems introduce an unknown factor when
predictions based upon failure rate data from one technology, e.g. discrete
transistors and diodes, are applied to components using a different techno-

logy, e.g. integrated circuits or MOS devices; and 3) the precise environ-
mental conditions are most often not known or not Cirectly related to actual

missile storage environments. On the other hand, the materials de2radation

approach that we have used is necessarily subjective in nature and therefore

will not provide numerical estimates of failure rates for devices in storage.

It is suggested, however, that, from a careful assessment of the potential

materials degradation processes for electronic devices in storage, alternate

circuit designs can be chosen which will ensure the improved reliability of

future missile sysLems.

The need for an advance assessment of potential materials degradation

processes in storage makes it essential that a knowleoge of the missile
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storage environment and the associated environmental stress parameters be

developed. The storage enviroriment, as defined in this report, includes

all the environmental conditions a missile will experience from the time of

its manufacture until it is fired. The variety of conditions include maga-

zine storage, air, land or sea transportation, dump storage and temporary

deployiment to combat units. Some missiles are expected to spend much of

their storage lives in earth-covered concrete magazines, or igloos, where

daily temperature variations are sma-l. Other missiles may spend consider-

able time stored under field conditions involving widely varying ambient

environments corresponding to their location, with extreme conditions in

the arctic, desert and tropical areas. The transportation and field environ-.
ments may involve wide short-term temperature and humidity variations as

well as some mechanical shock. In addition, the field environment can in-

clude rain, ice, salt spray and other atmospheric pollutants. Most Army
missiles are electrically dormant throughout their storage life. Even

those missiles which are periodically checked remain dormant most of the
time. For these systems, however, the reliability of the ground test equip-
ment may be a contributing factor to failures in the missile's electronics

systems. This particularly would be the case for electronic circuits based
on MOS technology where excessive voltages or transients from the ground
equipment could cause breakdown of the gate oxides. According to our

findings, very little data exist which directly relate storage degradation
of electronic parts to relevant missile environmental conditions or which

enable correlation of device failures with the fractional storage life in

each environmental condition.

The storage degradation processes are determined principally by the

most critical storage environmental stresses, These environmental stresses
are chemical and physical quantities which induce changes in the structure

of a microcircuit and therefore include such quantities as temperature,

electrical potential, chemical potential and mechanical stresses. The two
primary sources of mechanical stresses in a storage environment are inertial
forces and thermal-mechanical interactions, inertial forces occur from both

th& cyclical accelerations associated with vibrations and the transient
accelerations due to shock. Except for some of the large hybrids, most
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microcircuits have very small masses so that their parts are not particularly

susceptible to damage through inertial forces. Thermal-mechanical stresses

are introduced due to the differential thermal expansion between materials i
in a microcircuit and between subassemblies and interconnections. Tempera-

ture gradients can also lead to differential expansion between different

regions of the same material. An important distinction should therefore be

made between slow "thermal cycling" which is normally employed in nicrocir-

cuit screen tests and "thermal shock" where the temperature changes are rapid.
Polymers present thr potential for very severe thermal-mechanical problems
and thermal shock is most important for materials having high thermal imped-

ance, such as ceramics. Thermal shock as a screen test can cause failures

of package seals. Chemical stresses may develop in microc~rcuit structures

from a variety of potential chemical interactions. Some sources of chemical

stresses are concentration gradients, residual process chemicals, evolved

gases, trace contaminants, moisture, environmental gases introduced through

faulty hermetic seals, stress-accelerated chemical reactions and galvanic

cells. Moisture has been iJentified as the most critical of th, environmen-

tal stresses because of the corrosion processos il; induces direct.ly and

because, in combination with trace contaminants, iz rauses the occurrence of

reactioris or physical processes. The establishmenti .f allowable moisture

-, levels in recent modifications to MIL.-STD-883B of 6000 ppm for hybrid micro-

circuits and 500 ppm for integrated circuits represeat conditions which may

be adjusted downward as manufacturing methods and moisture measurement tech-

niques are improved and when moisture-induced degradation processes and

thrcsholds are better defined. Thermal stresse•; can affect the rate of chemi-

cal reactions and cause atomic diffusion. While storage temperatures are

not generally high, this is not the case for high temperature screen or ac-

celerated testing. The importance of some reaccions may be g'r&ter at par.-

ticular elevated temperatures than at the lower temperatures. Furthermore,

certain chemical reactions may well be arrested above a temperature where the

moisture is driven off surfaces. The dew point of the package ambient gas

is thus a significant factor in determining whether moisture-induced chemi-

cal reactions will occur. The failures of stored devices from such mechanisms

should be expected to be greater than those of operating devices where the

temperatures are elevated above the storage level due to power dissipation

in the device.
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The physical mechanism, leading to failure in storage cannot be assumed

te be the same as those normally found to cause onerating devices to fail.

The environnient of a device in sLorage may be miarkedly different physically

and chemically from that of an operating device. For example, the storage

environment is normally free from the electrical stresses and the higher
temperatures associdted with operating devices- However, where there are
similar chemical or physical driving forces the failure mechanisms for de-

vices in storage may not vary significantly from those which occur in opera-

ting devices, but the relative importance of these failure mechanisms can

be very different.

A wide range of mechanical failure processes have Leen identified in

microcircuits. Those most likely to occur in response to the mechanical

storage environmental stresses are aesrribed in detail in the report. The
greatest area of concern for mechanical damage is at geometrical configura-

tions where stress concentration occurs. Thus, the several investigations
of fatigue damage due to temperature cycling include studies of alumiaum

interconnections crossing oxide steps. Other areas of stress concentration

include metallization steps, scratches, bonds and various interfaces between

ductile and brittle materials. Configurations most susceptible to thermal

cycling induced mechanical fatigue damage include solder connections on
printed rircuit boards, polymer materials, die 3ttach bonds, package seals,

wire bonds and p3rticular metallization regions such as at oxide steps. Com-
plete mechan:.'i ý'ailure is not necessary, however, for a mechanically-induced

failu-e to occur i:! a microelectronic component. Mechanical defects such as

voids, slip lines, )artial bonds, fatigue damage, etc. can alter tne electro-
nic operation of a device and eventually result in either degradation cr

catastronhic failure.. Predirtionn ,f rai hility ,I ie1uir.,,- f + firs.kn.

ledge of how mechanical defects or damage affect the electronic performance.

Chemical failure processes which limit the long-term reliability of
microelectronic components in storage result from the influence of chemical
contaminants introduced either from the environment or during fabrication.

Moisture is the single most important of these chemical contaminants and

moisture-induced corrosion is the most critical chemical failure process.
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Secondary effects of moisture include the formation of phosphoric acid in

rrmi;.rocircuits employing phosphorous-doped passivatlon glass and the growth

of gold dendrites in packages containing sufficient moisture and halogen

ions. Other moisture-induced failure mechanisms include crack propagation

in brittle materials such as ceramic seals, glass passivation layers,

nitride coatings, laser trimmed resistors and the silicon chip itself.

Efforts to protect parts by polymer coatings may be defeated, because mois-

ture is transported through plastics and will displace the polymer bond.

Thermal degradation processes would ordinarily be expected to be less
important for stored missfle systems since storage temperatures of the elec-

tronic components are generally low compared to those of most operating
devices. However, there is concern that low tempetature atomic diffusion

might occur, particularly at interfaces in thin multiple layer structures,

and that diffusion rates will be enhanced by strain, mechanical defects,
grain boundaries and contaminants in other thin or thick film composites.

While the three predominant storage stresses, mechanical, chemical and
thermal are responsible individually for failure processes, the synergism

of these stress factors is also expected in storage. For example, certain
chemicai reactions would probably not proceed under low temperature storage

conditions were it not for the introduction of mechanical stresses due to
temperature changes. Also, certain mechanical and chemical degradation pro-
cesses are found to be accelerated by temperature cycling through the dew

point of the package atmosphere.

Particulate contamination, especially that inclu6'r, c icnuctiw &rni-

cles, represents a major potential storage failure mecinr,-Is,. since "','k.ve
detection is often not accomplished during screen testing. Trapped conducting
particles may be relcased during storage due to the severe vibration encoun-
tered in the transportation of a missile and they will cause problems when

they short out critical interconnections or bunds. Conducting particles may
be introduced into a package at many stages of the fabrication process. They
include wire fragments, broken silicon chips, metallization flakes, solder
balls, weld balls and extraneous metallic debris, Some success has been
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achieved vith glassivation cnd plastic conformal cuatings to mininmize the

shorting problem. However, improved methods for detecting the particles

and better fabrication procedures to reduce them to a tolerable level

would be a preferable approach.

The principal conclusions and recommendations are:

SArmy tactical nissiles normally incorporate state-of-the-art elec-

tronic components as of the time of missile design. fhere will

always be a need, therefore, for an evaluation of the potential

storage failure mechanisms of the device technologies current at

the design stage.

* The most important environmental stresses in storage are mechanical,

chemical and low thermal. The synergism of these three primary

storage stresses is critical.

O The failure mechanisms of greatest importance in storage are those

related tc various marginal manufacturing mistakes, corrosion pro-

cesses and mechanical fracture. Moisture within a microelectronic

package is probably the most important factor for both corrosion and

mechanically induced failures.

The hermeticity of microelectronic packages is a paramount concern

for long-term storage conditions.

When hybrid microcircuits employ polymeric materials for die attach,

the compatibility of these materials with electronic materidls Ur

devices enclosed in the same package must be proved.

Missiles placed in storage should never contain electronic parts

employing polymers for package seals.

° Thermal shock should never be used as a screen test stress for her- 4

metically-sealed devices intended for missiles that will be in

storage for long times.
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MeaningfUl screen testing parameters need to be developed based

upon the determination of stress-duration levels required for re-

vealing well-defined device defects.

Only general environmental data are currently available for the

temperature, environmental gases, vibration, etc. expected in sto-

rage. There is need for specific information concerning the interior

environment of a missile in storage in order to make judgments con-

cerning future reliability factors. A carefully planned measurements

program should he established.

Future efforts in the storage reliability program should be directed

towards determining the response of the materials used in microcir-

cuit structures to the storage environmental stresses. This will

require the application of advanced analytical techniques to the

measurement of chemical, mechanical and thermal threshold levels for

device degradation processes.

Missile storage reliability is determined primarily by the stability,

in the storage environment, of the materials used to fabricate indi-

vidual components in the missile. These age-sensitive materials

should be well characterized. There is a strong need, therefore,

for compiling material degradation data, performing experiments on

the commonly used materials and carrying out theoretical calculations.

o A strong electronic parts reliability program should be maintained

at MIRADCOM as an essential aspect in the development of new missile

systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The long-term reliability of U.S. Army tactical missile systems in

storage should differ significantly from that of other non-missile systems,

which are normally operating systems. Missile systems may be in storage

for up to twenty years and for' the most part they are dormant or inoperative.

The basic requirement is that these systems maintain their operational

readiness after long periods of dormancy under a variety of storage con-
ditions. A large body of knowledge hds been accumulated on the failure

rates and reliability physics of eiectronic components subjected to various

operating tests including continuous operation, temperature-bias tests,

power on-off cycling and accelerated life tests. Relatively little knowledce

exists however on the behavior of such electronic components in storage.

The broad range of missile types and the differences in the electronc

technologies used limit the applicability of reliability predictions based
upon statistical data on failures,yet this approach can give initial esitimates

of system reliability. A direct but subjective approach would consider the

fundamental materials degradation processes which would potentially lead to

failure of electronic components of missile systems in an extended period

of storage.

The purpose of our program therefore was to evaluate the reliability
factors that would be most significant for electronic components in a storage

environment. Known facts on the performance and degradation of particular

devices were collected and analyzed, the results of screening and accelerated

life tests were examined,and the identification of failure mecharisms which
would be most likely in a storage environment was made. Muchi of the informa-

tion was assembled through numerous visits to government and industrial

laboratories and discussions with key technical personnel. These visits and

contacts are documented in Appendix A.

The types of missile systems and the detailed description of storage
environments were essential to provide the proper perspective for our study.

Moreover the different environmental stresses provide the driving forces for

failure processes. These topics are considered in Chapters II and III

respectively. A detailed discussion of failure processes for electronic

components in storage is contained in Chapter IV. Subsequently special

topics are treated in more detail in separate chapters, that is, hermeticity



in Chapter V, oxides in Chapter VI, and polymers in Chapter VII. The

discussions on screening and accelerated life tests are included in Chapters
VIII and IX, respectively, and a preliminary treatment of some statistical

approaches to storage reliability is included in Chapter X. Conclusions and

recommendations are listed in Chapter XI. The appendices include a listing

of visits and technical contacts and a summary of "he responses to question-

naires on microcircuit technologies sent to v3rious industvial laboratories.

A Workshop on Failure Mechanisms of Electronic Devices in Storage

sponsored jointly by Georgia Institute of Technology and the U.S. Army Missile

Research and Development Command was held at Georgia Tech in Atlanta, Georgia

on May 24-25, 1977. Working groups addressed four specific problem areas:

thermal effects, package integrity, chemical effects and oxides. A summary

report on the Workshop will be published separately.
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11. MISSILE SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

A. Introduction

The U.S. Army's programs include a wide spectrum of missile systems

for tactical operations in land combat and for the defense against air-

craft or ballistic missiles. These systems range from man-portable,

shoulder-fired weapons to complex, surface-to-air guided missiles. Missile

systems have been under development since World War II and particularly

since 1950 when the Army established its rocket and guided missile program
at Redstone Arsenal in Alabama. A parallel development in electronic

component technology has also taken place and therefore, the electronic sub-

systems of a particular missile will reflect the state-of-the-art of com-

ponent development at the time when system design specifications ,,ave bcc!-

completed and approved, For example, the PERSHING long range, ballistic

missile originally (1958) incorporated electromechanical analog computers

for its guidance and control functions. In 1970 a single digital solid

state guidance and control computer replaced the older design. In PERSHING

1I further improvements have been made by replacing circuits which use

discrete transistors with advanced circuitry employing monolithic IC's.

A similar comparison can be made between the electronic components used in

HAWK, developed prior to 1960, and IMPROVED HAWK, which was approved for

production in 1971.

The storage reliability program has as one of its objectives the pre-

diction of the reliability of missile systems that have been in storage for

periods greater than five years. Predictions based on previous data on

failures of electronic components in storage, either in missiles or as dis-

crete parts "on-the-shelf," are likely to give only approximate statisic -'

estimates. Furthermore. there are just not sufficient data to deterrmine
device failure rates for particular failure mechanisms or technologies. In

our program we have focussed orn failure mechanisms and materials degrada-

tion processes which will possibly cause the failure of electronic devices

in missile systems under long term storage conditions. Based upon the
basic understanding obtained, which should be supplemented by further

studies of materials degradation processes, it ougnt to be feasible to
arrive at confidence limits for the storage reliability of both current

and future electronic device technologies. J!

3



The puriose of this chapter is to provide some perspective on the

types of Army missile systems by giving illustrations of a few missiles

and their electronic subsystems, examples of storage containers that are

used, and a discussion of electronic component technologies, currently

being used or expected to be incorporated in future systems. Following

this overview subsequent chapters will focus on specific failure mech-

anisms and materials degradation processes at the component level.

B. Survey of Missile Systems

PERSHING/PERSHING II is a two-stage, solid propellant ballistic

missile with a selective range capability. A truck and trailer combina-

tion carrying the missile, mounted on an erector-launcher (Figure 2-i),

is capable of travelling over roads or cross-country. The missile is

periodically checked out with ground test equipment and thus the reliability

of the electronic components may be altered by repeated power on/off cycling

or by transient voltages from the test equipment.

HAWK1 IAPROVED HAWK (Figure 2-2) is a low/medium altitude anti-aircraft

weapon which uses a radar homing system for guiding the missile by follow-

ing the reflected electromagnetic waves from an illuminated target. A

"certified round" concept is used with IMPROVED HAWK in the field;

individual rounds are checked out with sophisticated test equipment and

failures are subjected to complete failure analysis by the manufacturer

(Raytheon). In addition, documentation is maintained on each round so

that failures may eventually be correlated with the accumulated time in

each of several storage conditions.

CHAPARRAL/IMPROVED CHAPARRAL (Figure 2-3) is a single-stage, solid

propellant, infrared heat seeking missile used in forward areas for defense

against aircraft. The basic CHAPARRAL missile is essentially the Navy

developed SIDEWINDER modified for ground-to-air rather than air-to-air

launch. The improved CHAPARRAL uses guidance, fuzing and warhead com-

ponents designed for all-aspect encounters and is optimized for the ground-

to-air role. The launcher on the tracked vehicle, as shown, contains a

rotating turret that contains four missile launch rails and provides the

gunner with the necessary means to aim and fire the missile at a target.

The shipping and storage container for the CHAPARRAL (Figure 2-4) is

4
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insulated to provide a thermal lag for reducing large temperature excur-

sions in storage.

The internal packing of the electronics in the missile is shown in

Figure 2-5 and a typical hybrid microcircuit used is shown in Figure 2-6.

Twenty-one hybrids are used in the guidance package of the CHAPARRAL.

TOW-i•S_ a heavy anti-tank missile which is optically tracked and •i

guided by signalIs sent along a wire attached to the missile. A shipping

and launch container forms an extension of the launch tube when the missile

is in position for firing.

STINGER is a ground-to-air missile, at present in engineering develoh-

ment, that uses infrared tracking and is fired from the shoulder (Figure 2-7).

A view of STINGER in its shipping and storage container is shown in Figure

2-8. The arrangement of components in the missile is shown in Figure 2-9.

The STINGER/Post concept (Figure 2-10) 'is the stacking of hybrids on a com-

mon base. A typical hybrid used on the STINGER/Post arrangement is shown

in Figure 2-11. Note the rather unconventional package used.

COPPERHEAD (Figure 2-12) is a 155 ,,-n cannon-launched guided projectile

(CLGP), still in engineering development, that can be used against moving

tanks or other hard point targets from miles behind the front line. This

system is managed by the Project Manager, Cannon Artillery Weapons Systems,

the Armament Research and Development Command. In operation, the target is

illuminated with a laser beam by a forward observer on ground or in the air

and the projectile homes-in on the target using the reflected laser signal.

COPPERHEAD is fired and handled just like any other round of ammunition

and threfore requires no special , treatment or preflight testing. Like

other ammunition it will be stored either in the open or under cover, in
'I,

all climates. The rounds must survive the shock, vibration and handling

of self-propelled howitzers in addition to the environment typical of both

tracked and wheeled ammunition supply vehicles. The "wooden round" con-

cept is used with COPPERHEAD, as with other missile systems, since no test-

ing is envisioned during storage or prior to firing.

The missile electronics contains approximately 700 electronic parts

and a number of plastic-encapsulated integrated circuits. Accelerated
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tests of these parts at high temperature and humidity are planned as well

as real-time aging tests in which the parts are to be sealed in plastic

bags and stored at room temperature and ambient conditions with electrical

measurements made at 6 month intervals.

PATRIOT (Figure 2-13) is a single-stage, solid propellant, surface-

to-air missile, now in engineering developm.ent. The PATRIOT system includes

a phased array radar that can simultanecusly detect and track multiple

targets and issue guidance commands to individual missiles in flight.

The missile uses the "certified round" concept. The guidance system is

predominantly digital and the electronic packaging technology (Figure 2-14)

includes discrete components, IC's with dual-in-line packages (DIP's) and

hybrids mounted on mi-ltilayer printed circuit boards. The ground equipment

is also packaged in a similar configuration, that is, discrete components,

IC's in both flatpacks and dual-in-line (DIP) and hybrid microcircuits

mounted on multilayer printed circuit boards.

The PATRIOT canister (Figure 2-15) serves both as a shipping/storage

containerforthe missile and as a launch tube. The canister, shown in

the drawing of Figure 2-16, consists of flat panels stiffened by external

frames. The missile is supported by a launch rail assembly with two support

positions located at the missile support frames; it is restrained longi-

tudinally, laterally and vertically. Thermal protection to provide a thermal

lag and to maintain the missile temperature below +130°F is provided by

internal polyurethane foam insulation. The forward end cover permits a

missile flythrough capability during launch. The aft cover is designed

to blow-off at ignition due to the rocket motor exhaust. An environmental

control system for the canister includes controlled breathing to limit the

variations of inside and outside pressures and a desiccant system to main-

tain the reldtive humidity below 60 percent.

C. Current and Future Technologies

in the early part of our program a survey was made to detlermine

industry optnions on trends in electronic technologies that may be relevant

in t-e storage reliability program (see Appendix B for questionnaire used and

surnliiry of results frao the survey). For examp;e, there appears to be a

trend towar, t'e use of more hybrids in missile system electronics. The

cyyorids wi?. proban-y include more circui- eiements in larger packages;-
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however, the increased complexity and cost requires that die attachment

and the bonding of chip capacitors and resistors be accomplished with
.epoxies to permit in-process repairs. Thick films, especially for inter-

connections, will predominate except in circuits where greater precision

is required, such as resistive networKs or microwave circuits. It is
expected that the current industry use of dual-in-line packages and flat

packs for hybrids will continue. For high reliability a welded seal as

opposed to solder is preferable but the question of hermeticity remains

as one of the most important considerations for storage reliability

(see Chapter V).

An increased use of digital rather than analog circuitry is predicted.
MOS/LSI components based on CMOS should see greater applications in the

future; the use of microprocessors should continue to grow; and the

dynamic random access memory which has progressed from 4K to 16K bits in

a few years will likely be available with 65K bits in the future.
Charge-coupled device technology is being applied to reduce the size

of RAM cells below the 1 mil 2 needed for 65K bit devices. Furthermore,
CCD's for visible and infrared imaging and for the processing of analog

signals should find applications in missile systems. For example, the Air
Force MAVERICK, an air-to-surface missile, is one of several US weapons

which use TV guidance systems. Replacing these systems with CCD-based

systems is conceivable in the future.

23
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III. TACTICAL MISSILE ENVIRONMENTS

A. Introduction

The environment seen by a tactical missile during storage is critical

to long term reliability. The need for an advanced assessment of potential

storage degradation makes it essential to develop a knowledge of potential

environmental stress parameters, This topic has therefore been approached

in numerous conversations with experienced missile personnel in both govern-
ment and industry as well as a review of published reports. Unfortunately

the environmental conditions expected during the life of an Army tactical

missile system can never be clearly defined in advance. While it is gen-

erally intended that missiles will be placed in well protected magazines

for storage, military needs often dictate their movement to practically
any location on earth for short duration. Therefore the assessment of

potential storage environments of Army missile systems must take into con-

sideration worldwide ambient conditions.

The degradation of missile electronic parts under realistic long term

storage environments apparently has never been subjected to thorough analysis.

Individuals long associated with missiles state that both high costs and
rapidly changing technology are responsible for this situation. It is expen-
sive to pull missiles from storage, test a statistically significant number

and conduct failure analysis on all defective or marginal parts. Funds have

not been generally available for conducting the detailed failure analysis
and record keeping needed to develop storage reliability information.

Detailed records are maintained for certain strategic missile systems such
as MINUTEMAN and TRIDENT but the controlled environments of a MINUTEMAN

silo or a TRIDENT submarine are far less severe than the conditions seen by
tactical missile systems. The available body of data from these systems
must therefore be carefully evaluated to determine how or if it might be

applied to assessing storage reliability under environments related to
Army requirements. According to our findings, very little data exist

which directly relate storage degradation of electronic parts to relevant
missile environmental conditions. Practical methods for addressing this

important need should be put into effect so that data can accumulate to

guide the design of future missile systems.

24



B. Definition of Storqe Environment

The term storage environment used here will include all the environmental

conditions a missile experiences from the time of its manufacture until it

is fired. The term therefore takes into account magazine storage, air,
land or sea transportation, dump storage and temporary deployment to combat
units. Some missiles are expected to spend much of their storage lives in

earth covered concrete magazines, or igloos, where daily temperature varia-

tions are small. For example, the temperatures of missiles stored in this
type of magazine at the Anniston Army Depot range between 10C and 21°C
over the year with daily temperature variations less than 2°C. However,

the relative humidity in the magazines is normally above 70 percent. Certain

missiles may spend considerable time stored under field conditions involving
widely varying ambient environments corresponding to their location incluc-

ing such extremes as arctic, desert or tropical areas. Many storage loca-

tions are essentially under covered sheds with open sides. Examples of

these conditions are shown in Figures 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3. All systems are
subject to periodic transportation based on military requirements. While

the conditions in a magazine are fairly constant, the transportation and

field environments may involve wide short-term temperature and humidity

variations as well as some mechanical shock. For example, thermocouples

implanted in CHAPARRAL missiles revealed that components near the surface

can reach maximum temperatures of 75 F while exposed to solar radiation in

Arizona. 1  Daily temperature cycles greater than 50°C are therefore probable

under such conditions. Alternately, the field environment can also include
rain, ice, salt spray and other atmospheric pollutants.

C. Monitoring of M.-il ItVag I ý

Storage periods of fifteen years or more are manditory for many Army

systems. Unfortunately, a system for cataloging actual detailed storage
environments is not employed for any of the Army's missile systems and
therefore storage environment histories of active systems cannot be traced.

While many systems can be stored primarily in the magazine environment

mentioned above, others will by the nature of their mission have to be

exposed to severe ambient conditions for extended periods. Extreme weather
conditions therefore must be used to guide evaluations of the potential for

25



Figure 3-1. Tropical Missile Storage Under Simple Sheds. Tne Missiles
Shown in the Upper, Photograph are TOW and those in the
Lower Photograph are SHILLELAGH.
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Fe(-ure 3-2. Storaye of TOW Missiles in Desert Sheds Within the United
States.
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Figure 3-3. Arctic Storage Sheds for SHI1LLELAGH Missiles.
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environmentally activated degradation processes. Use of recorded weather

parameters must be done carefully since certain extreme values do not occur
simultaneously and individual extremes may have a low probability for occur-

rence. Some of the anticipated extremes are summarized in Table A.

The data in Table A inclure extreme measured values for missile storage

environments recorded in various published reports. It should be noted that

certain of the extreme values may rarely be achieved. For example, the

maximum temperature of 75°C was measured at the surface of a small missile

exposed to solar radiation in the desert. The time at temperature was small.

Schafer2 states that the use of too wide a temperature range in design

specifications "may be one of our most all-pervading errors." This is

particularly true where unnecessary costly material substitutions are there-

by required. A detailed analysis of the temperatures actually expected in
relevant parts of the missile structure should be made prior to finai design.

For example, Schafer concludes from his data that the design temperature range

for a missile motor grain should be more like -30°C to 550C. 3

With only two clear exceptions, the Army missiles are electrically

dormant throughout their storage life. This is an essential factor in con-

sideration of the anticipated long term reliability of these systems. The

trend for Army tactical missiles has been towards CERTIFIED ROUNDS which
are never tested during storage. Even those missiles which can be electri-

cally checked remain dormant most of the time. The HAWK office estimates

that their field reliability monitoring program results in a random sample
of 15-20% of the HAWK missiles being subjected to operational test periods

of about 30 minutes each year. A missile system's ground support equipment,

however, may be operated more extensively.

cOmpreiriensive study was miade by Dantowitz and 1,,Ischboerger 4 Ad

failures in an aircraft weapon system deployed in Southeast Asia and Coastal

areas of the United States. Although this study concerned many systems

other than missiles, it is useful here because it represents one of the

few degradation surveys of modern tactical equipment. They found, for

example, that fifty-two percent of approximately 46,000 field failures are

identified as having been induced by environmental conditions. Temperature,

vibration and moisture were the major environmental factors found to cause

failures. Temperature-cycling increased the failure rate of some equipment

by four to eight times that of equipment operating at constant temperatures.
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Table A

Estimated Extreme Storage Environmental Parameters

Environmental Estimated

a Maximum Temperature + 75°C *

b Minimum Temperature -50°C *

c Temperature Cycling AT :70°C *

d Moisture Up to 100% Humidity

e Moisture Direct Contact with Water
on Exterior of Missile

f Atmospheric Pollutants Sea Spray

g Atmospheric Pollutants Industrial and Other
Pollution Agents

h Thennal Shock Small iI
i Mechanical Shock and

Viby'ation due to 10g
Transportation and
Hardling

jBacteria, Fungus Heavy Exposure

K Nuclear Radiation Not Applicable

'I Electromagnetic Fields Not Applicable

Th(.se values vary in different parts of a missile structure.
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A sunmmary of these data is given in Figure 3-4. A subsequent report by

Hirschberger and Dantowitz 5 analyzes additional data with regard to failure

rates associated with operating equipment under various environmental

stresses.

A significant body of information available in government documents

provides a guide for specifying the environmental conditions seen by missiles

in storage. Although a full review of their data is not practical within

the context of this current report, a number of these documents are listed

in the bibliography. The report by Durben and Smith6 "The Environmental

CoWnitions Experienced by Rockets and Missiles in Storage, Transit, and

Operation,"contains a comprehensive collection of environmental data and
7

references. Army Regulation AR 70-38, "Research, Development, Test at-to

Evaluation of Materiel for Extreme Climatic Conditions," breaks worldwide

climatic parameters down into the eight categories. Temperature, moisturc

and solar radiation extremes are tabulated for each of these categories

in Table B. Comprehensive investigations of worldwide weather parameters

are conducted by: the Geographic Applications Division, USA ETL at Fort

Belvoir, VA. Publications of this group providing useful background data

relevant to missile storage environments are listed as references. 8 - 13

Other worldwide temperature data are contained in a report by Stokes and

Jorgensen.14 The military standard for climatic extremes are contained in

MIL-STD-210B15 which lists extreme values of quantities such as temperature,

absolute and relative humidity, solar radiation, rain, snow, wind and atmos-

pheric pressure. The data contained in these weather summaries provide a

basis for estimating the general environmental conditions of military

equipment according to location.

The various elements which influence the temperature of a missile

have been assigned the term "thermal forcing functions," by Ulrich and

Schafer. 16 Thermal forcing functions considered by these workers include:

a. Direct radiation from the sun

b. Reflected solar radiation from the atmosphere

c. Reflected solar radiation from the ground

d. Convective heat from or to the ambient air

e. Heat transfer resulting from precipitation

These functions have both directional and time dependence. A missile mass

exhibits a "thevrmal response" to the forcing function in terms of such
as1.6

measured thermal parameters as:
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Table B. Summary of Temperature, Solar Radiation, and
Relative Humidity Diurnal Extremes
(AR 70-38) 7

- i I i . .- _ _ . .

CLIACOPERATIONAL CO IOS STORAGE AM) TRANSITOPERTIONL CNOITONSCONDII' ONS
CLIMATIC ..

AMBI ENT AJ R SOLAR AMBIENT INDUCED AIR I M);U C D)

TEMPERATURE RADIATDON RELA7IVE TEMPFRATURE RELATi VE

F Btu/ft /hr HUMIIDITY oF IiUkRDITY

I Nearly Nearly
WET-WAARM constant Negligible 95 to 100 constant 95 "Q i00

75 80

2
WET-HOT 78 to 95 0 to 360 74 to 100 90 to 160 10 to 85

3
HUMID--HOT

COSTAL 85 to 100 0 to 360 63 to 90 93 to 160 10 to 65
DESERT

4

HOT-DRY 90 to 125 0 to 360 5 to 20 S0 to 160 2 to 50

5
INTER-

MEDIATE 70 to 110 0 to 360 20 to 85 70 to 145 5 to 50
HlOT -D RY

6
INTER- Tending Tending
MEDIATE -5 to -25 Negligible toward -10 to -30 toward

COLD saturation saturation

7 Tending Tending
COLD -35. to -50 Negligible toward -35 to -50 toward

saturation saturation

8 Tending lending
EXTREME -60 to -70 Negligible toward -60 to -70 toward
COLD saturation saturation
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a. Maximum surface temperature

b. Temperature-time variation at a few discrete points
on and within the body

c. Maximum temperature gradients

d. Average or bulk temperature

e. Possible local or average heat flux

Part of the critical information needed for considering potential

storage degradation processes in missile materials is the thermal response

of the missile mass to the thermal forcing functions. Since missiles are

quite complex structures which vary widely in detail from one missile type

to another, Ulrich and Schafer have been developing a thermal standard16

which hopefully provides thermal response data which can be related to

various missile systems. Thie standard mass is a simple sphere filled with
a particular fluid. Sound relationships w~ust be estabilished between the

thermal response of a given missile and the stendard. Where applicable,

the extensive data taken from thermal standards located around the world
should guide the thermal analysis of general sections of a missile structure

without having to compile comprehensive measurements on a specific missile

system.

The information in the weather documents referenced above permit cor-

relations to be made between various extremes. For example, very high

temperatures and high humidity do not occur simultaneously. The highest

temperature at which a 100 percent relative humidity has been recorded

over the ground is 84°F and near the ocean surface only 930 F. The lowest
recorded humidity of 2 percent occurred at 110°F. The chart17' shown

in Figure 3-5 summarizes likely relative humidity values for a range of air

temperatures in worldwide environments. MIL-STD-210B provides climatic

extremes of military equipment in terms of the possibility that a particular

extreme value will occur at a single earthwide location. The highest

recorded air temperature is 136°F or 58 C. However, the 1, 5 and 10 percent

extreme high temperatures are listed as 120°F (49 0 C), 115'F (46'C) and 113 0 F

(45 0 C), respectively. The lowest recorded temperature is -90°F or -68°C

whereas the 1, 5 and 10 percent extreme low temperatures are -78°F (-61°C)
-70°F (-57 0 C) and -65°F (-54°C), respectively. These Yalues would represent

thermal forcing functions whereas the all important thermal response of a
particular missile system will be determined by specific structural and

riaterials details. The listed percentages correspond to the relative amount
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of time the respective temperature extremes will be exceeded in an extreme

environment. Equipment is not normally designed to survive extreme environ-

mental values but rather a certain specified percentage criteria.

MIL-STD-1670(A), 17 "Environment Criteria and Guidelines for Air-Launched

Weapons," contains valuable design criteria for a wide range of possible

environments seen by Navy missiles, much of which are of interest to the

Army as well. This document lists the following situation-dependent

environments:

1. Temperature

2. Humidity

3. Precipitation

4. Small Particulate Matter

5. Sand and Dirt

6. Wind

7. Pressure

8. Corrosion

9. Dissociated Gases

10. Fungus

11. Solar Radiation

12. Electrostatic

The transportation and storage situations of interest here include:

A. Transportation and Handling

1. Flatbed Truck (exposed)

2. Van Truc:,

3. Box Car

4. Flatcar

5. Handling Equipment
6. Exposure on Deck of Cargo Ship

7. Hold of Cargo Ship

8. Hardstand

9. Cargo Aircraft

B. Storage and Handling

1. Igloo Magazine

2. Uninsulated Sheet Metal Building
3. Roofed Structure with no Sidewalls

4. Dump Storage (exposed)

5. Dump Storage (revetment)

6. Railroad Siding
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The Naval Weapons Center at China Lake, California is an important t
source of actual ordnance thermal response measurements for equipment stored

in a wide range of environments. H. C. Schafer and his associates have

accumulated a vast amount of thermal field data during the past twenty years

from stations established at representative locations around the world.

Although the emphasis of the NWC effort is naturally with Navy weapons, much it

of their information corresponds to situations of concern to the Missile R&D A

Command, and was done with Army use in mind. 3 They have placed instrumented

Army, Air Force and Naval Ordnance under conditions approaching extreme

environments and in most cases, continuously recorded internal and externai

temperature responses. Schafer indicated that most of their data is unpub-

lished but they have produced a significant number of documents having inforni-

ation of value to Army missile personnel. Details from some of these reporn;sIý>"24'

are extracted in following discussions.

D. Dump Storage

A severe storage situation occurs when missiles must be kept in an open

storage dump. Dump storage is usually necessary when an Army must operate

under mobile circumstances or in a new location outside the United States.

In addition, the purpose of certain missiles such as HAWK requires some units

to be in ready condition at all times. Solar radiation raises the temperatore

considerably above the ambient air temperature. The daily extremes over a

one year period for the skin of a Navy SPARROW container at China Lake is

shown in Figure 3-6. The skin temperature is seen to vary more than 1000F

on some days. Even on cold days variations greater than 60 0 F are common.

Daily temperatures of the skin of a SPARROW Rocket Motor are shown in

FIgure 3-7 for a year. A thermal inertla is associated wth thE Lt CPM,• ,,I

of a relatively massive rocket motor. One important consequence of a iarge

thermal mass being loczted with a container is to introduce a phase difference

between the temperatures of the container and the missile. The rocket itself
never reaches container extremes. These effects are clearl-, illustrated in

Figure 3-8 by Schafer's data showing hourly temperature measurements taken

at the container skin, at just inside the motor and at the center of the grain-

Although these curves are not for electronic parts, the temperature,

as expected, varies less as measurements are made closer to the center of
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th? mass and are representative of that expected of the guidance control

r, X"q'ge. lemperature profiles are out o phase so that the propellant

achi.-ves its miaximum temperatures well after the hottest time of the day.

K. K. Mitchell 2 5 of Redstone points out that the ideal situation is for the

internal mirnsile temperatu-e to have a twelve hour phase difference with

the container skin which, he noted, is achieved with the container designed

for the PATRIOT missile. Schafer argues that by directing attention to t"he

rate of heat transfer,radiation, convection, et.., into and out of the con-

tainer, it should be possible to develop data and procedures for evaluat-

ing temperature profiles of ordnance based on surface characteristics and

the thermal properties of the missile. The cumulative distributions ov;ýr

a year of temperatures of a larger (12 inch diameter) missile are shown inl

Figure ?-9 for a missile dump stored in the Philippines. The effect of th'a

missiles' large thermal mass is clearly seen in a statistical manner by the

relatively lower temperatures experienced within the missile mass.

Temperature profiles for CHAPARRAL missiles exposed to the envircniient1,

at Yuma, Arizona have been comprehensively investigated by Mitchell. Data

from the skin of a CHAPARRAL mounted on launch rails are shown in Figure 3-10.

A comparison of the outer skin and inner temperatures over a single day foran exposed CH110AP1,

a.n.e..o..d near the ground is seen in Figure 3-11. The importance

of thermal mass and the container is clearly seen by comparing Figure 3-11

with the SPARROW data of Figure 3-8. The cumlulative temperature distributior,

for a launch rail mounted CHAPARRAL taken at various points within the elec-

tronics package is provided in Figure 3-12, A surrmary of Mitchell's CHAPARRAL

measurements showing maximum temperatures; achieved on launch rails are pro-

vided in Table C.

Factors such as the paint color strongly influence weapon temperatures. I
Schafer compared maximum temperatures for fuel air explosive weapons. painted

olive drab and white. His data showed that white paint reduced the weapon
temperature as much as 3 0- 3 5 °F. Similar conclusions are well represented

in the China Lake data2 shown in Figure 3-13.

E. 'Magaz-ine Storage

Almost any type of cover will be a strong aid for protecting equ'ip-

ment from ambient temperature extremes. The insulation of trapped air and

heat capacity of the air and stored equipment is effective for moderating
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aiurnal temperature cycling. Earth covered concrete magazines are partic-

ularly effective due to the additional insulation and large heat capacity

of the earth. Earth covered magazines have been shown to reduce daily

temperature amplitudes within the magazine as much as 1/20 the external

ambient amplitude. However, the actual internal temperatures follow the

mean external values.

Schafer and his associates at China Lake have collected a vast amount

of data from various military magazine storage facilities at representative

locations around the world. Some of these data are available in a series of
22comprehensive reports according to magazine location in very cold, desert,

tropical, and other extremes. The reader is referred to the report of

Reference 23 in which the data from representative regions of the world are

summarized in graphical form. It is clear that earth covered magazines are

most favorable for protecting missile materials from both large daily

temperature cycles and extreme temperature values.

Kurotori and Schafer 2 2 compared temperatures in concrete magazines

both with and without an earth covering in a number of environments. Figure

3-14 presents data taken over a several year period from magazines in Iceland.

The average monthly maximum and minimum temperatures are shown as separate

curves. The benefit of the earth covering is shown by the almost three to

one decrease in temperature variations for earth covered relative to un-

covered magazines.

F. Transportation of Missiles

A last major area of concern is the environment seen by a missile during

normal transportation. An Army tactical missile may have to be moved to many

parts of the world duriny its btordye iift. There is nu way to predict how

often a missile will be moved or to what locations since such movements will

be determined by international events.

Once again, Schafer and his associates at China Lake have documented

data which provide the only known quantitative information available to

guide our assessment of this problem. These missiles should always be

expected to receive great care during handling. Therefore it is useful to

examine some of the worst case situations noted by Schafer. For missiles

transported within the hold of a ship, 2 6 temperatures cannot vary greatly

because of the stabilizing effect of the ocean. However, the humidity will
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always be high. Therefore the concern for missiles transported by ship is

directed towards the possible introduction of moisture with only moderate

temperatures and temperature variation expected.

Studies of temperature profiles of air transported materials also show

that temperature problems are not severe. Schafer and Dickus conducted a

series of measurements involving several types of transport aircraft flying

under very cold conditions. In a case where the heating system of the air-

plane was intentionally cut down to simulate partial failure, the tempera-

ture of the cargo remained at relatively high values. These data taken from

a C-141 flight are shown in Figure 3-15. The outside temperature on this

flight approached -700F but the heat capacity of the cargo coupled with

what heating remained maintained the cargo within the temperature envelope

shown above about 40OF. Note that the cargo compartment floor did go down

to about 5 F. Measurements on other flights were less severe as far as

lowering the temperature of the cargo due to the flight itself is concerned.

Based on these data it appears that the movement of missiles in normal air

transports will not introduce low cargo temperatures anywhere near approach-

ing the very cold values of the outside air at high flying altitudes as in-

dicated in MIL-STD-210B. The recorded temperature of the cargo floor indi-

cates severe extremes will probably never o(.cur. Schafer noted that the lowest

cargo temperature measured during his air transportation studies was only

190F with a true outside air temperature of -82°F.

The decreased atmospheric pressure at high altitudes can, however, be

a most significant factor. The decreased pressure will create conditions

where leakage occurs through the seals of large containers. Upon returning

to earth the large pressure differential has been seen to crush large

missile containers.25 Apparently iP is easier for air to escape from con-

tainers than it is to leak back in. In fact pressure relief valves are

often used which let air out when a 5 psi differential pressure occurs. 3

For cases where the geometry of a container does permit air to leak back

inside, a secondary problem must be considered, particularly if thie land-

ing occurs in a humid environment. The air replacing the original dry

nitrogen may then contain a large amount of moisture. This effect corresponds

to the problem of moisture accumulation insicie a container with temperature

cycling over sufficiently wide extremes to ca.,•e air exchange between the

missile container and the outside air. Ir. mail, cases the missile will be
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at a lower temperature when the air is subsequently forced out again.

The net effect is that condensation of moisture will occur on the relatively

massive missile motor and the air subsequently expelled may be correspond-

ingly lower in moisture content. Schafer has noted large quantities of water

collect in sealed containers cycled under humid conditions. This factor

should be of major concern for missiles which remain in storage after trans-

portation or storage conditions which cause this water pumping mechanism to

develop.

Truck and rail transportation have also been examined by the Naval

Weapons Center at China Lake. A study by Martin and Schafer17 measured

the temperature profiles of truck cargos under both extremely cold and

extremely hot weather conditions. They found that the truck enclosure

offers protection from external extremes. For example, -in a case where

the outside temperature went to about -20OF, the cargo temperature reached

-3°F. Corresponding extremes for hot weather tests showed that 128°F out-

side air temperature resulted in only 116°F cargo temperatures. These values

are probably the most severe temperatures a missile would ever experience

during transportation. Additional missile environment investigations are

being conducted by personnel of the White Sands Missile Range. 2 7  They have

been concerned with measurements on production hardware in the field.

G, Fungus

Fungus can grow and become destructive to missile materials under certain

conditions. As living creatures these organisms must have food, moisture,

oxygen and a favorable temperature range. Dr. Clossmyer28 identifies the

ideal temperatures as 20-40 C and the optimum relative humidity as 85-100%.

The food may be a contaminant or some ingredient of the missile system. The

organisms are practically always present in the atmosphere with densities

on the order of millions per cubic inch of air. During growth, the organ-

isms collect minerals and become conductive for small currents. Missile

materials are usually made resistant to fungus growth if the potential prob-

lem is always kept in mind by the designer and manufacturer. However,

fungus problems are encountered with contaminants, improperly cured

polymers, wrong paints and poor st(rage conditions. Growth can spread from
29Ta susceptible material to a normally non-susceptible material. For example,
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where missiles are storedwithinfa tropical zone under a tree canopy,

materials washed from plants onto the missile storage containers by rain-

water can initiate fungus attack. The key to avoiding fungus problems in

storage is to employ recommended materials for fabrication and keep the

missile dry. The organisms certainly will not grow in a nitrogen atmos-

phere and if the relative humidity is less than 50% inside the missile

container, the potential for growth is small. 28
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IV. FAILURE PROCESSES IN ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN STORAGE

A. Introduction

The physical nechanisms leading to failure in storage cannot be assumed

to be the same as those normaliy found to cause operating devices to fail.

The environment seen by a device in storage may be very different physically

and chemically from that of an operating device. An operating device is sub-

jected to physical stresses associated with applied electrical potentials,

electrical currents, elevated temperatures and some mechanical stresses.

The electrical potentials and currents may cause a variety of electro-

chemical processes to occur. A storage environment is normally free from

electrical stresses and the higher tenperatures associated with operating

devices. The chemical and physical stresses associated with electronic

devices in storage are therefore determined by ambient conditions and what-

ever materials may be within a package. Failure mechanisms which are common

to devices in operation arid in storage will be those having similar chemical

or physical driving forces.

The evaluation of potential storage failure mechanisms must carefully

consider the environment experienced by a device as well as details associated

with construction, materials and fabrication processes employed. Envi -or..cnt

seen by Army tactical missile systems are discussed in some detail in Chapter

III of this report. It probably will never be possible to specify accurately

in advance the environment a tactical missile will experience during its

storage life since Army assignments will always be uncertain and tactical

missiles must be readily available to activated Army units. Most types of

tactical missiles remain electrically dormant for many years and are never

activated electrically until just prior to actual firing. Therefore the

failure iecarnIsfs essociatea with electrical currerts and applied bias so

well documented for operating devices are not necessarily of importance to

Army systems w},,ch operate only briefly after the very long storage period.

Missile electronic systems which can be tested periodically, require separate

consideration.

Many of the missiles currently being manufactured and stored employ

electronic technologies which have primarily been developed within the last

few years. Anticipated storage periods are as great as fifteen or twenty
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years. Failure data are simply not avai'iable for these technologies based

on relevant environments sufficient to establish statistical failure rates.

This situation is not likely to change in the near future since rapid develop-

ments in electronic device technology are expected to continue for many years.

Storage life data for specific technologies will therefore seldom be avail-

able to guide missile design. Therefore a more fundamental approach is

needed to assess the long-term reliability of electronic devices placed in

storage than has generally been necessary for normal operating applications,

The approach to long-term storage reliability must be built around a

well founded understanding of the various degradation processes likely to

cause failure. The ambient conditions in storage which become significant

with long time periods include diurnal temperature variations, the presence

of atmospheric components such as water and oxygen, and a variety of pol-

lutants. In addition, a number of fabrication mistakes can be classified

as storage reliability problems. Potentially critical manufacturing mis-

takes include residual process chemicals, a variety of chemical contam-

inants, particulate matter, incipient cracks in brittle materials including

the package seal, conductors too thin and poor alloy thermal treatments.

These same manufacturing mistakes are, or course, important for devices

placed inregular opcration as well as those 1 , storage. Huwever, the re]-

ative importance of particular defects in storage and in operation should

be evaluated and judgments made about relevant screen test sequences. The

fact that a perfectly fabricated device is not an easy accomplishment is
reflected in the many compromises allowed in the MIL-STD-883 internal visual
analysis criterion. An important concern for devices in storage is how

stable the allowed defects remain over the long time periods character-

istic of tactical missile storage.

B. Factors Influencing Microcircuit Failure Processes

Although the failure mechanisms introduced in storage may not be sig-

nificantly different from those which occur in operating devices, the rel-

ative importance of these failure mechanisms can be very different. For

example, many of the metal migration degradation processes associated with

applied electrical fields in operating devices would not proceed in dormant

situations. Electromigration 1' 2 wear-out processes associated with the com-

bination of high current density and temperature are not likely to occur in
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tactical missile systems. Unfortunately there is not sufficient long-term

field failure information for device technologies of current and future

missile system interests to provide a sound experience basis for the analysis

of potential storage failures. The high reliability of modern solid state

designs generally means that real life failure rate data will not be avail-
able soon enough to influence the design. Accelerated testing methods based

3-7 8on elevated temperature and electrical stresses have been applied for

guidance in making operating life predictions. The theoretical foundation
for accelerated testing based on thermal stress is discussed in greater

detail in Chapter IX. Specific accelerated test methods have not yet been

developed and proved applicable to storage environments, Knowledge of the [
detailed physical and chemical degradation processes which may occur in

electronic systems exposed to Army missile storage environments is therefore

critical to evaluating potential storage failure mechanisms.

Microcircuits are precision composite structures composed of materials

which have been selected to provide desired electronic functions. Condi- ,.
tions which alter the intended geometrical arrangement of materials in

minute detail may well be catastrophic to electronic operation. It is
generally true that materials employed in most microcircuit structures will

,k _- l-"'l whe~n .well +rtcd Prponly farcae integrated

circuits might well remain stable for some decades if stored in a perfectly

dry environment at a low and constant temperature. This conclusion is sup-

ported by experiences at the Naval Weapons Support Center in Crane, Indiana
where very low degradation rates have been found for high reliability devices

placed in dry nitrogen chambers located in a constant temperature room for
a number of years. Unfortunately these conditions do not apply to tactical

missile systems. As in most metallic structures, the materials combinations
in a microcircuit are not in thermodynamic equilibrium. Material reactions

occurinall Xevice structures at rates which depend upon specific fabrica-
tion materials and various physical and chemical environmental factors.

Realistic evaluations of storage failure rates expected of electronic devices

therefore require that the basic processes leading to failure be well character-
ized. Only then can -intelligent judgments be made concerning the effect

departure from ideal conditions will have on device reliability. The pur-

pose of this chapter is to discuss some of the more important stress factors
and material reactions which ultimately determine the reliability of

electronic devices in storage.
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The investigations into various factors important to storage reli-

ability were significantly aided by visits to missile storage depots,

military laboratories, missile manufacturing facilities, industrial labor-

atories and to semiconductor manufacturers. Technical discussions were con-

ducted with more than 200 individuals, each having knowledge and experience

with some technical aspect identified as influencing the long-term storage

reliability of electronic materials. Many of these individuals formulated

constructive concepts based on their experiences even though few of the

organizations had ever addressed nonoperating device reliability questions.

Those groups which had done the most work towards details involving the long-

term storage of electronic materials have been primarily concerned with

environments much less severe than those Army tactical missiles wii? en-

counter and generally with older device technologies. The intuitioi, con-

cerning degradation processes of those workers closely involved with elec-

tronic materials has been moAt valuable to our assessments of potential

storage failure mechanisms.

C. Storage Environmental Stresses

The term "environmental stress" used in this report includes various

chemical and physical quantities which, as independent variables, induce

changes in the structure of a microcircuit. Quantities such as temperature,

electrical potential, chemical potential and mechanical stresses are there-
fore included in this very general definition. This section discusses how

certain of these quantities take on much greater importance than others in

storage. The storage degradation processes will always be determined by

the most significant storage environmental stresses. The synergism of two

or more of these generalized stresses acting at the same time can obviously

have great consequences which might easily be overlooked.

1. Mechanical Stresses

Two primary sources of mechanical stresses in a storage environment

are inertial forces and thermal-mechanical interactions. Inertial forces

occur from both the cyclical accelerations associated with vibrations and

with transient accelerations such as shock. Inertial forces often represent

a major area of concern for electronic modules in military equipment. Both

airborne and ground vehicle mounted systems must endure long-term vibration
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and systems such as the cannon launched guided projectiles experience very
high transient accelerations. The design of these systems therefore must

protect electronic parts and connections from high operational mechanical

stresses. The most critical concern with vibration is the excitation of

mechanical resonance within sections of an electronic system where effective

spring constants and masses approach critical values. The vibration ampli-

tude and resulting material strain at resonance generally becomes greater
than the materials can withstand. Solder joints crack, seals open and

electrical leads fracture from fatigue damage due to these dynamical

stresses.

A comprehensive analysis of the dynamic deformation modes in elec-

tronic structures has been compiled by Steinberg.9 He has shown the
importance of sound construction practices for maintaining mechanical

integrity in circuit structures. For example, his analysis of resonance

modes shows that parts should be soldered at both sides of a hole when

mounted to a circuit board. The solder joint fails by fatigue with a "shear

tear-out" type of failure due to vibration induced bending of component

lead wires.

a) Inertial Stresses. Except for some of the large hybrids, most
microcircuits have very small masses so that their parts are not particularly

susceptible to damage through inertial forces. For example, the linear

density of 0.001 inch diameter bond wires is 0.01 mg/mm for gold and 0.0013

mg/mm for aluminum. Since most bond wires are in the range of 2-4 mm long,

the mass is only a few micrograms for aluminum and a few tens of micrograms
for gold wires. Similarly, a 50x50 mil silicon chip would have a mass of
about 1 mg. Estimated storage accelerat;unis of about 10 g therefore cor-

respond to entirely negligible inertial forces for microcircuit materials.

The maximum force on a 1 mlu diarmeter golud ub-ii wilre would be 'less than

0.1 rug whereas normal pull strengths for good gold bonds are greater than
5 grams. However, at vibrating frequencies corresponding to a mechanical
resonance at sufficient power, bond wire fatigue failure can occur at small

g values. Electronic parts mistakenly placed in an ultrasonic cleaner

are found to fail from bond wire fatigue in very short time periods. 10

Ultrasonic excitations are not anticipated in any of the missile storage
environments reviewed in these investigations. In any case, the only con-
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cern for inertial stresses during the storage life of a missile should

occur during transportation or handling within a storage area. The missile

containers appear able to provide dampening for both vibration and shock.

It is therefore concluded that a "clean" microcircuit would suffer mech-

anical damage due to inertial stresses only under extraordinary circum-

stances.

b) Thermal Mechanical Stresses. Differential expansion between mate-

ials within a circuit and between subassemblies and interconnections due to

temperature changes introduce stresses in dormant as well as operating

structures. Temperature changes occur in operating devices due to Joule

heating of conducting elements as a circuit is turned on and off or as power

levels are altered. Mechanically induced failures from temperature changes

in operating devices are well documented.11-16 However, it should be noted

that such mechanical failures probably result from more bIan the mechan,,cz.

stress alone as is sometimes implied. The failure mechanism may be Lie to

the combined influence of thermal energy, electrical conduction and meca-

anical deformation processes. For example, electromigration 2 will alter

the localized composition of conductor alloys which may induce conditions

which initiate first stage fatigue cracks.17,18 Subsequent inicrofatigue

damage will increase the localized resistance and Joule heating whichS.... ......... .19 ,20 .
acceleate ria ,,, diffusion. Therna1 u2,,usIor pro e sss "n turn
contribute to fatigue damage by several mechanisms such as the creation of

Kirkendall voids, impurity concentration and the segregation of alloy dopants

at grain boundaries. 21,22

Thermomechanical stresses occur in composite structures such as micro-

circuits due to two closely related phenomena. First, the materials in a

microcircuit have different coefficients of linear expansion so that large

mechancial stresses -an result from even slow, uniform temperature varia-

tions. Secud, temperature gradients also lead to differential displace-

ments due to separate regions of a circuit being at different temperatures.

Temperature gradients occur in microcircuits because of Joule heating at

critical high resistive locations such as junctions, resistors and bond

wires and also because of fast ambient temperature changes. It is important

here that the difference in response of materials to slow and fast temper-

ature changes be well understood. The term "thermal cycling" is normally

employed in microcircuit screen testing, etc. for phenomena associated with
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slow, uniform temperature changes and "thermal shock" has to do with very

rapid temperature changes. Tahle A contains a list of thermal parameters

and elastic modulus values for some of the materials used to fabricate

microcircuits. Polymers present the potential for very severe thermal

mechanical problems as discussed separately in Chapter VII. Other

effects associated with thermal-mechanical phenomena include the residual

mechanical stresses which usually exist throughout a microcircuit structure

because oixides, nitrides and metal films are grown and bonds are made at

elevated t:emperatures and then cooled down to the ambient.

An analysis of the stresses induced through temperature changes is

based on the geometrical configuration of the circuit and the thermal and

mechanical parameters of the construction materials. However, it should

be understood that the thermoelastic problem presented by even simple

microcircuit structures is likely to be too difficult for exact solutions.

Approximation solutions must usually be obtained by constructing simplified

models of a circuit structure. MeLhods for formulating models appropriate

to microcircuits have been outlined byHowland and Zierdt. 2 3 They provide

solutions for several idealized configurations. A comprehensive treatment

of thermal stress and the mechanical response of materials in general is

given by Manson.2 4  Structures having constraints are most subject to

thermal induced stress problems and microcircuits have many structural

regions and interfaces which cannot be stress relieved. Microcircuits are

dynamic structures since they are generally subject to localized and

variable heating within particular circuit elements. The principal thermo-

elastic stresses of importance to missile storage are those associated with

the ambient and with residual stresses developed during fabrication2 5- 2 9

or screen testing procedures. it is clear from the values listed in Table

A that the expansion coefficients of materials used in microcircuits vary

widely. There is, for example, almost a ten to one differential for the

silicon chip and aluminum conductor expansion coefficients. A similar

differential exists for Si and Si0 2 . Even more drastic differentials occur

when polymers are used as discussed in some detail in Chapter VII.

Clearly thermal shock is most important for materials having high

thermal impedance such as ceramics 14 ' 1 5 but can also be important for metals.

Even homogeneous materials fracture or warp under mechanical stresses intro-
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Table A

Thermal and Mechanical Parameters for
Materials Used in Microcircuits

Temperature Coefficient
of Expansion Thermal Conductivity Young's Modulus

Material cx 10-oc watt/cm OK Nt/m 2 x].O1
2 00 0 K 3000K 5000K

Aluminum 20.0 23.2 26.4 2.4 7

Copper 15.1 16,8 18.3 4.0 12

Gold 13.4 14.1 15.0 3,1 8.1

Molybdenum 4.6 5.0 5.3 1.4 29

Nickel 11.0 12.7 15.2 0.9 21.4

Palladium 10.8 11.6 12.6 0.7 11.8

Platinum 8.4 8.9 9.5 0.7 16.7

Silicon 1.3 2.5 3.5 1.5

Tantalum 6.3 6.5 6.8 0.54 18.6

Titanium 7.2 8.5 9.8 0.2 11.6

Tungsten 4.1 4.5 4.6 1.7 36

Kovar (5.0)

A12 03  (4.6-5.5) (7.1-7.3) 0.4 31

Si0 2 (vitreous) 0.1 0.42 0.56 0,014 7.3

Glass (pyrex) (7z8-9-7) 0.010 6.2

Lead-Tin (solder) (25.1)

These values are taken from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics,
Chemical Rubber Publishing Co. and the erican Institute of Physics
Handbook, McGraw-Hill.
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duced by tht, thermal gradients from rapid cooling or heating. One part of

a material expands or contracts differently from another part simply due to

the temperature difference. ,,,:vet, this matter is made much more complex

in the zomposite structure of -. racircuits because of the many interfaces

and bonds involved in a packaged device. The differences in expansion

coefficients come into play here just as they do for slow vi.riations.

Certain -'hase transitions are also introduced by fast temperature changes.

Thermal shock is particularly severe for the ceramic materials used as

feedthrough insulators in packages. Some of the mecharnical stresses which

must be evaluated in storage are listed in Table B.

Army tacticil missiles will be thermal cycled at various times during

storage. Because the electronic systems are located within the thermal mass

of a missile, device teriperature changes should always be slow. The elec-

tronic parts in a dormant missile should therefore never experience thermal

shock even for sudden, extreme changes in the ambient temperature. The

number of temperature cycles an individual missile will experience "uring

storage life is impossible to predict because these systems should be in

earth coverea magazines unless military needs determine otherwise. How-

ever, notable exampl2s where missiles were stored in less protected environ-

ments for Pxtended periods were found. The maximum temperature span during

a given day due to diurnal temperature cycling will be less than 700C so that,

the rate o,' change will be less than 6°Cihour. The actual values will be

less than these ambient extremes by amounts depending upon the specific

location of electrornics packages and the thermal inertia of a missile and

its container. It a missile system is turned on, either for firing or for

operational checks, internally generated thermal shock may occur within solle

individudl circuits.. luriny the course of o hr s proyrarm a particular high

power LED was found to fracture due to the thermal shock which occurred when

the device was cooled just prior to firing the missile. Although this

thermal shock is not strictly a storage problem, iL should be clear' that

devices may have to handle operational shock. In this case an altered

design of the electrode support to acconmodate expansion apparantly soived

the problem.

2. Chemical Stresses

Chemical stresses may develop in microcircuit structures frooa a

large number of poteitial chemical interactions.30 These interactions
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Table B

Mechanical Stresses in Microcircuits

1. Residual Stresses in Thin Deposited Layers

a) Due to Differential Expansion During Growth Phase

b) High Defect Density: Dislocations, Point Defects

2. Interface Microstresses

a) Lattice Parameter Misfit

b) Impurities

c) Incomplete Adhesion

3. Static Stresses Imposed Daring Fabrication

4. Inertial Stresses

5. Differential Expansion

a) Due to Temperature Gradients

b) Due to Different ihermal Expansion Coefficients

6. Cyclical Mechanical Stresses Due to Temperature Cycling
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31 ÷
include solid-solid metallurgical processes as well as chemical reactions

with outside contaminants. 3 2 ' 3 3 As stated above, the metallurgical configura-

tions within microcircuit structures are not in thermodynamic equilibrium.

The time rate of degradation will depend upon temperature and a number of

metallurgical factors such as specific materials, microcracks, compositional

variations, grain size, dislocation density and impurities. A large number

of contaminants have been found to cause failures in microcircuits. These

include halogen ions, alkali metal ions, residual process chemicals, hydrogen,

oxygen, various atmospheric pollutants and water. Water is identified as a

particularly critical contaminant and all possible steps should be taken
to minimize moisture content within circuit packages. It is very difficult

to detach water from solid surfaces even at ultra-high vacuum and elevated

temperatures so there is always the strong possibility that some water
will remain within a package which otherwise was fabricated under clean

conditions.
Hinmel 3 3 has identified a number of contamination problems for hybrid

microcircuits. He has classified these according to their introduction

during the various manufacturing processes. Some of the contaminants

listed are:

1. Solvent contaminants

2. Metal impurities

3. Bath impurities

4. Resist impurities

5. Etchant impurities

6. Paste contaminants
7. Printer lubricants

8. Environmental gas impurities

9. Weld orsolder splatter

10. Flux residues

11. Chip fragments

1.2. Adhesive migration
13. Wire contaminants

14. Wire fragments

15. Moisture

16. Oxides
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17. Smog

18. Human contaminants (perspiration, skin, etc.)

19. Airborne particles
20. Grease

Some of the more important sources of chemical stresses in microcircuits

in a storage environment are listed in Table C. In addition, packaging

techniques which include polymers may introduce moisture problems either due
to outgassing from trapped moisture within the polymer or by moisture con-

ductance if a polymer seal is employed. Metal or ceramic hermetic seals may

develop leaks with time. The important subject of hermeticity is covered

as a separate topic in Chapter V and relationships with polymer seals in

Chapter VII.

The thresholds for contaminant induced chemical reactions arE general-ly

unknown if indeed such thresholds exist. It is, however, clear that very

small quantities of certain contaminants can be serious. State-of-the-art

analytical techniques have been available in some laboratories to identify

microcircuit failures generated by trace contamninants. Unfortunately many

chemical failure analysis problems remain unresolved and defense organiza-

tions must grope with the imposition of impurity requirements based on scant

knowledge. For example, a particular missile manufacturer was found to

require a hybrid microcircuit supplier to insure that their packages con-

tainel less than about 40 ppm moisture. While this value may be most

desirable, it was apparent that neither the hybrid manufacturing methods nor

the package moisture monitoring apparatus useo in this situation were

appropriate for work even close to this moisture level. The recent modifi-

cations to MiL-cTD-883B, Method 1018 and Method 5008 have addressed this
Problemp by setting ý+,, 1f1 -~ -osUre of5 -CeSS than- 11 ppm fo

hybrid microcircuits and 500 ppm for integrated circuits. Thomas has said

these values represent starting points and will be mcdified according to

future experiences concerning manufacturing mithods, moisture measurement

techniques and moisTure induced reliability degradation.
Because of the long time periods ir~volved with missile storage, traceI_•

chemical contaminants can be catastrophic een where reaction rates are

small. Moisture is critical because of the corrosion processes it induces

directly and because the presence of moisture activates such contaminants

as resid,.' chloride ions. The applied biases in operating devices intro-
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Table C

Sources of Chemical Stresses

1. Concentration Gradients Within the Microcircuit
Stru~cture

2. Process Chemicals Remaining From Fabrication Steps

3. Gases Evolved From Device Materials

4. Contamin~ants Including Moisture

5. Environmental Gases Introduced Through Deficiencies
in Hermetic Seals

6. Stress Accelerated Chemical Reactions

7. Galvanic Cells
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duce certain electrochemical processes not likely to present problems in

storage. However, some caution is necessary here because initial testing

and screening procedures may initiate degradation processes which could

cause problems later. In addition, galvanic cells within the materials

involved in a circuit can generate potentials sufficient to cause problems

even in dormant storage.

Solid-solid interactions are important *in a number of microcircuit

locations. Diffusion across interfaces is necessary for such processes as

making bonds and obtaining good adhesion between thin film layers. How-

ever, because of the very small dimensions involved, over-diffusion can

detrimentally modify (by alloying) pure metal regions. A common concern

here is the diffusion of Si into Al. Failures such as open conductors

and shorted junctions are common results from over-diffusion. A number of

metallurgical factors influence the rate and extent of solid-solid inter-

actions. For example, atomic diffusion is greatly accelerated by defects

such as microcracks and dislocations and by microstructural character-

istics such as grain boundaries and surfaces. Particular dopant atoms

employed for special purposes may diffuse rapidly and become detrimental

to device operations. Details relative to the grain structure of metal-

lization layers and bond wires are also important since individual grains

extend through or across a considerable fraction of a circuit feature

dimension.

3. Thermal Stress

M1ost chemical reactions proceed at rates generally described by

an Arrhenius expression 3 1' 3 4 ' 3 5

N -. Qi/RT (4-1)
V= Ae

i1i

where K is the reaction rate, Qi an activation energy characteristic of the

i th reaction, R the gas constant, T the absolute temperature and A.i is

a set of constants. Equation 4-i implies that a number of reactions are

anticipated and that the net effect corresponds to a superpositon of many

processes (see Chapter IX). Atomic diffusion processes in metals and alloys

have diffusion constants, D, which are empirically found to have a similar
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temperature relationship

- Q/ RT
D D e (4-2)

0

where U0 and Q may vary with composition but are independent of temperature.

The quantity Q is related to the enthalpy, AH. The diffusion flux, J, for

component i is then obtained from Fick's first law19 ' 3 1

= (4-3)Ji -i £•--•- t

where Ci is the concentration of component i. The many interfaces in the

composite structure of a microcircuit introduce large concentration gradients

which will thErefore lead to atomic diffusion at rates determined by the3x
diffusion coefficients, Di, for each component. Since the important linear

distances in a microcircuit are small, these structures are particularly

sensitive to diffusion. Due to the exponential ioi both Equations 4-1 and

4-2 thermal activated processes must always be carefully examined to

evaluate the material stability of a microcircuit structure. According to

the data contained in Chapter 111 the maximum temperature recorded at the

skin of an exposed missile is about 75°0C and tnis value existed only for a

short period of time. The thermal mass of a missile will probably maintain

electronic systems at still lower temperatt"es. Similarly, the thermal

mass will also prevent the electronics package from reaching the recorded

low temperature extremes in cold environments. These extremes are possible

in any case only under unusu.ally severe conditions. Therefore purely thermal

degradation processes v,-ill generally be slow at storage temperatures arid not

of particular importance in stored missile systems. Some reactions are

ý,ctivated at particular elevated temperatures and do not occur at lower

temperdtures. Conversely, certain chemical reactions may well be arrested
above a temperature where the moisture is driven from solid surfaces. The

dew point 04' the package gais obviously has great significance in detenrin-

ing the particular chemical processes which will take place. Since operat.-

ing device temperatures ar'e normally well in excess of those in storage,

the temperature determir~ed reaction rate processes iii stored electronic

devices should be expected to differ from operating devices.
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D. Failure Mechanisms

Careful consideration of e,/ironmental stresses and materials is

required in order to evaluate which failure mechanisms have greatest

significance for missiles in storage. The response of microcircuit mater-

ials to storage stresses in combination with manufacturing mistakes will

determine the failure mechanisms in storage. Failure processes for elec-

tronic devices in general are described in a l&rge number of publications

within the open literature, government reports and various industrial

publications. Corrosion processes particulary applicable to microcircuits

have been reviewed recently by Kolesar.30 Harman 25 has described several

metallurgical factors affecting the reliability of wire bonds and Scnnable

and Keen 36 surveyed failure processes having particular importance to LSI

arrays.

Microcircuit structural features such as bonds, o>ide steps and pacik-
ages are of critical concern in the storage environment just as they are

for operating devices. Bonds will always be critical because of the. basic

nature of bonding processes which join sometimes dissimilar metals at inter-

faces which often include oxides or other contaminants. The metallurgical

processes involved in bonding are discussed in some detail below because
Lf their irlhortaoce to microcircuit reliability. ieatuIlS such as uAu•

steps and other sharp material discontinuities are critical as points of
mechanical stress concent,-ation and as highly susceptible regions for
possible fabrication mistakes. Tha package is critical because it must

protect tNh circuit materials from physical and chemical environmental
effects for many years. However, a hermetic package requires material
discontinuities such as metal-ceramic interfaces and must itself be sealed

by ani extensive joining process.
Manufacturing mistakes present problems for both operating and stored

devires. The most severe circuit defects will be detected during an
appropriate screening sequence. However, certain marginal defects could
present greater reliability problems in long-term storage than would be

the case tor normal operation. Marginal defects such as poor metallization
adl'0esion, partial wire bonds, conducting particles, microcracks in glassiva-
tion films or the chip, and residual process chemicals or other sealed-in
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contaminants are to be considered as important storage reliability factors.

The range of potential storage failure mechanisms is determined by the

variety of materials employed in the microcircuit composite structure,

the processing chemicals and chance contaminants. These variables are

so numerous when considering the different technologies that detailed con-

sideration here can be given only to the more important factors but all

factors must ultimately be evaluated to the greatest extent practical before

using particular device technologies in systems to be stored.

1. Fault Tree Analysjs

It has been useful in our analysis of failure mechanisms to con-

struct fault trees 38 ' 3 9 leading to particular failure modes as illustrated

in Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3. The failure processes chosen for illustration

here are primarily those which can be related to dormant conditions although

a few branches include mechanisms which would be associated with operating

devices.

SYMBOLS

Events A + B + C are all required
to cause Event D

Event A or Event B or Event C can

result in Event D independently

A BC

EhecticriKgraticr trob>,s of the type indicated in Figure 4-1 should

not occur ii dormant storagci However, combinations such as thermal cycling

plus thin metailization :ou',, result in failure by mechanical fatigue follow-

ing a finite number ci cyct, - -oure 4-2 illustrates some of the factors

which can lead to bond failui ". '-ig;,,re 4-3 is concerned with particle in-

duced problems. it should be oned that although Figure 4-3 does not

so indicate, charged noiconduc particles can/introduue charge inversion

problems in MOS device:3.

2. Factors Affecti9 Intc t-'allic Bonding

Ar intermetallic boun :rface may bridge such properly difterence,
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as crystal structures, lattice constants, elastic constants, chemical and

metallurgical characteristics and thermal expansion coefficients. Inter-

atomic diffusion has to occur between the members to develop a sound coupling

interface but the extent of diffusion must be limited in many cases to avoid

detrimental effects such as brittleness sometimes associated with the forma-

tion of intermetallic compounds.

The bonding of electrical conductors is accomplished by a number of

methods.40-41 Some of the more recent techniques include thermal compression
42 ulrsncbd 43-46andifso4-9bonding, ultrasonic bonding and diffusion bonding.7" Joining is

generally described as taking place in two stages:

1. Mechanical deformation due to pressing the
members together

2. Interatomic diffusion

Surfaces are never perfectly flat so that the net area in contact upon

first touching is a very small fraction of the actual surface area. Applica-

tion of sufficient mechanical force plastically deforms surface asperities

so that the metals flow into depressions, etc., and thereby achieve contact.

A somewhat elevated temperature then permits atomic diffusion to establish

an intermetallic interface. If the mechanical deformation is only elastic,

removal of the force may result in rupture of bonded regions leading to a

poor bond. Recrystallization and grain growth in the interface is also

foui$d to occur in establishing bonds between some metals. Grain reorienta-

tion and other factors usually associated with sintering processes50 are

also involved here. The strength of certain bonds is increased at critical

combinations of temperature and aging time.5153 Surface oxides and coatings

of other foreign materials add significantly to the problem of establishing

metal to metal contact. The surfaces to be bonded must be carefully cleaned

and steps taken to disperse oxides before the metallurgical bonding can

occur. The tenacious oxide of aluminum is particularly difficult to handle

and has led to many bond problems.

Structural metals have long been successfully fabricated by fusion

welding. In recent years, however, solid state bonding methods have increas-

ingly been applied to situations where the fusion of metals from a melt is

not advantageous. The manufacture of electronic devices has presented a

new range of materials and metal joining problems. Many bonds used in

integrated circuits, for example, are microscopic in size and require not
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only structural strength and corrosion resistance but must remain stable

with relatively high electric current densities and with temperature

excursions.

The interface of a metallurgical bond may extend from a few lattice

spacings up to many microns. The important property considerations include

structural factors, chemical and metallurgical interactions, thernmody,-amic

factors and the mechanical properties and characteristics of the two memoers.

Structural factors affecting the bond include the crystal structures oC the

components, grain sizes, crystallographic orientation and the lattice parau-

eters. Studies reported by Sikorski53 on intermetallic adhesion shoved 1fcc

metals stick together better than do bcc metals and that adhesion involving

hcp metals is poor. Buckley and Johnson 5 4 also examined adhesion Jo;

different crystal structures as it related to friction and wear character-

istics in vacuum and obtained similar conclusions. They reported, for

example, that hexagonal cobalt had significantly lower friction and wear

than did fcc cobalt. Buckley subsequently showed friction to be lower

along a slip direction and also that lower friction occurs for Cu-Au alloys

which were ordered. Although hcp metals are successful bonded, it is usually

much easier to make bonds between two face centered cubic metals. This is
partly due to the availability of multiple slip systems so that the plastic

deformation may proceed to bring the metals into intimate contact. Two fcc
metals also have a higher probability for matching similar crystallographic

planes. Gold and aluminum are both fcc metals. The data in Table D show

that the lattice mismatch is small and their elastic constants are also close.

However, these two metals do not form solid solutions over a significant

range as seen in the Au-Al phase diagram of Figure 4-4.
A !:t'÷• p -mer mismatch may be arcomo-n1•atd hv a network of inter-

facial dislocations formed more or lers in the plane of the interface.
56 57Van der Merwe and later Jesser and Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf calculated misfit

dislocation network spacings for abrupt interfaces based on interfacial

energy and elastic strain energy considerations. These networks have been

investigated experimentally for thin crystal film overgrowths using several
comintios.58-61fcc metal-metal combinations. For very thin film overgrowths where

the lattice misfit is small, the strain Energy is distributed throughout

the thickness of the film. For thicker coatings and the bulk material

bonds of interest here, the strain must be accommodated by misfit disloca-
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Table'D

Selected Metal Parameters

Crystal Distance of Elastic Melting
Metal Structure Lattice Constints Closest Approach Shear Modulus Point

0a
A A 10'dyne/cm2 °C

a c

Ag fcc 4.0856 2.888 3.0 961

Al fcc 4.0490 2.862 2.70 660

Au fcc 4.0783 2.884 2.78 1063

Co < 400°C hcp 2.507 4.069 2.506 8.1 1495
Co > 400°C fcc 3.552 2.511 8.1 1495

Cr bcc 2.8850 2.498 7.4 1875

Cu fcc 3.6153 2,556 4.8 1083

Fe bcc 2.8664 2.481 8.3 1534

Ir fcc 3.8389 2.714 21.3 2450

Mo bcc 3,1466 2.725 12.8 2620

Nb bcc 3.3007 2.859 3.7 2468

Ni fcc 3.5238 2.491 7.4 1453

Pd fcc 3,8902 2.750 4.45 1552

Pt fcc 3.9237 2.775 6.25 1769

Re hcp 2.7609 4.4583 2.740 27 3180

Rh fcc 3.8034 2.689 15.3 1966

Ru hcp 2.7039 4.2816 2.649 17.2 2500

Ta bcc 3.3026 2.860 6.85 3000

Ti hcp 2.9504 4.6833 2.89 3.98 1668

V bcc 3.039 2.632 4.66 1900

W bcc 3.1u4U 2.739 15=0 3380
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6?
tions of properly oriented Burgers vectors being generated and gliding

into the interface. The inability of a particular abrupt metal-metal

couple to establish a misfit dislocation network will probably cause mricro..

cracks at the interface and may result in bond lifting. Matthews has

reported cracking prior to the introduction of misfit dislocations, in

Pb-PbSe couples. Cracks often develop in chromium overgrowths on copper 64 'O5

due to high strain because of the poor lattice registry between the two metals.

Accommodation of a lattice misfit may be aided by extending an inter-

face through interatomic diffusion. A model for extended interfaces treated

theoretically by Fleisher was used to evaluate contributions to strength-

ening resulting from gradients in both lattice parameters and elastic modulus.

The strcngthening effects of diffusion interfaces were later investigated

experimentally 6768 for thin films evaporated onto copper crystals. A direct

observation of the effect of diffusion on misfit accommodation was recently

reported by Marcinkowski, et al. 69 Cu3 Au-Au interfaces were annealed in an

electron microscope while observing the misfit dislocation network. Mis-

fit dislocations were found to climb out of the network and annihilate

one another as diffusion proceeded.

The chemical characteristics of the atomic species may influence several

factors both prior to and subsequent to the formation of a bond. Chemical
considerations determine the metallurgical nature of the interface and also

influence environmental effects due to chemical reactions with a particular

atomic species. Recent investigations 7 0 7 5 of interdiffusion have demon-

strated that thermodynamic and structural factors can cause compositional

distributions to develop that are quite different from a smoothly varying

function. For example, Tu and Bergy0 have shown that the diffusion-of

Cu-Au bimetal films result in layered structures of Cu-Cu 3Au-CuAu 3-Au which
74

had sharp steps between the three phases. in addition, it has been shown

that surface contaminations can have a marked effect on diffusion mechanisms.

Theoretical treatments considering the available diffusion paths in a solid

have indicated that concentration peaks are to Oe expected for diffusion

from a thin surface film. The important gold-aluminum interface has been
75 +carefully studied by Campisano, et al., using He backscattering and

glancing angle x-ray diffraction methods. They were thus able to follow

details of the kinetics for formiaion of the intermetallic compounds of

the Au-Al alloy system. The rate of growth of -intermediate phase'ý followed
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a (time)' dependence characteristic of diffusic,n-limited growth kinetics-
They observed only four of the five interrietallic compounds contained in

the Al-Au phase diagram of Figure 4-4. These were AuAi2, Au4A], Au2 Al and

AusAlz. The purple phase, AuAl 2,, was c.oserved to grow as an end phase also

with a (time) 2 dependence and with an activation energy of 1.2 eV. Even at
0temperatures as low as 85 C, the Au2Al phase had measurable growth in

minutes but AuAl2 began to grow from this phase at higher temperatures, on
0 75

the order of 175°C. Compisano, et al., did not detect the phase AuAl in
their thin film couples.

A dissimilar, metal bond interface therefore cannot reliably be described

by smoothly varying functions bridging the different properties of the mater-

ials bonded. The complete bond interface may actually consist of five or
• - 70,75

more dissimilar metal interfaces according to the number of inter-

metallic compounds possible as well as the bonding parameters of temperature,

pressure and time. Philofsky76'77 studied the AuAl interface system using

butt-welded diffusion couples. He pointed out that the purple phase in

itself is not weak but in fact, has greater tensile strength than does either

gold or aluminum. He therefore suggested that the critical stage is the
deformation of voids at the interface between phases. Lines of Kirkendall

"voids appear at interfaces when the AlAu couple is maintained at 300°C for

long time periods. He also noted76 that thermal cycling can cause voids to

develop at lower temperatures and that temperature cycles much accelerated

the formation of the voids at higher temperatures. He interpreted this

behavior as due to thermo-mechanical induced microcracks accelerating

atomic diffusion processes. Horsting2 1 subsequently investigated the

importance of impurities to the growth of voids in intermetallic compounds

of ultrasonic bonds between aluminum wire and gold platings. He

showed that exposure of a clean interface system to high temperature re-

sulted in the formation of different phases but not a reduced bond strength.

However, the deliberate addition of impurities in the gold plating both re-

sulted in the formation of voids and poor mechanical bonds. Horsting 21

showed that the impurities were collected and swept ahead of the advancing

diffusion front.

The mechanical st,.rengtih of a bond is determined by the amount of inter-

metallic contact and various characteristics of the material in the region

of the bond interface. Diffusion induced Kirkendall voids usually occur in
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planar arrays 7 6 and may lead to failure due either to the reduced area

supporting the load or else serve as incipient fatigue cracks for ultimate

fatigue failure. A poorly dispersed or not absorbed surface contamination78

can also result in a decreased load supporting area. Brittle phases may

fracture internally when stressed but are also likely to fail at an inter-

face with a neighboring phase due to abrupt differences in mechanical

characteristics. 7 9 ' 8 0 An abrupt bond interface may be strong if there is
65

good atomic adhesion and if the lattice misfit and other property dif-

ferences are not too great. However, microcracks result if property dif-

ferences are large and abrupt. Bond integrity is determined not only by

properties of the particular materials bonded but also by parameters associ-

ated with the bonding process and by the subsequent mechanical, thermal,

electrical and chemical environments experienced by the bond in use. Solid

state bonding processes have in common 4 0 the two principal stages of plastic

defo-mation and diffusion described earlier. Methods usually described as

"diffusion bonding"' 4 0 ' 4 7 - 4 9 involve applying mechanical pressure normal to

the surface at an elevated temperature for some time period. Becauise of the

time at high temperature, the raterials must normally be protected by con-

ducting the operation in either a vacuum or an inert gas. The minimum

plastic deformation required to bring the surfaces into contact is usually

30%-40% and diffusion times and temperatures are determined by the materials.

Thermal ccipressior bonding is similar to diffusion bonding but can be used

in air for the bonding of small wires that do not require long bonding times.

The bond members are heated quickly and cooled quickly so that diffusion

can be controlled to some extent.

Ultrasonic bonds are usually made at room temperature by pressing the

bond members together using tools excited with ultrasonic energies at a few

Ltiis Of kil GCYCes I ....Th precise bonding is not clear. Until

recently it was widely thought that interatomic diffusion occurred with

high surface temperatures assumed to be generated by surface friction. How-

ever, Josh143 recently reported investigations in which a laser technique

snowed that a discontinuity in vibration amplitude did not exist at the

bond interface. Therefore the explanation of interatomic diffusion must

be other than the generation of elevated temperatures by friction. Plastic

deforma•tion is assisted by ultrasonic energy in metals and alloys as shown

by the work of Lagenecker. The ultrasonic energy also aids in fractur-
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ing and dispersing tough oxides such as A12 03 . However, details of the dif-

fusion mechanism required for the formation of ultrasonic bonds are still

tc be determined. The ability to make bonds at room temperature using

ultrasonic methods makes this method valuable for a number of applicatior,s

where eltiated temperatures are not desired.

3. Mechanical Failure Processes

A wide range of mechanical failure processes have been identified

in microcircuits. Those most likely to occur in response to the mechanical

storage environmental stresses of Section IV C.1 are discussed in this

section. The mechanical stresses of concern in storage include both static

and dynamic modes having synergism with chemical and thermal factors.

Cyclical stresses lead to fatigue damage by microstructural processes tnat

are described in various reviews and texts.1 7 '1 3  it is often foUnd ' ossible

to describe the fatigue behavior of metals with a graphical S-N representa-

tion similar to that shown in Figure 4-5. The curve is a plot of the fatigue

stress amplitude as a function of the number of cycles to failure. The

data for a set of specimens would not actually fall on the solid line but

points from individual specimens generally lie within the bounds of the dot-

ted curves. Large stresses lead to specimen failure in only a few cycles,

depending upon the material. The number of cycles to failure increases

dramatically with a decrease in applied stress amplitude as indicated by

the logarithmic scale or the horizontal axis. Mechanical degradation pro-

cesses associated with the low stress end of the S-N curve art called "High

Cycle Fatigue Processes" and those occurring 'in the high stress region are

"Low Cycle Fatigue Processes" ý284 The low cycle fatigue processes are

generally characterized by some plastic deformation. The dashed line

extension in Figure 4-5 indicates the tremendous modification of fatigue

life that can occur when the structure is exposed to specific chemical

environments. lhis phenomena is called "Corrosion Fatigue." The term
1 84"Stress Corrosion Cracking is sometimes classified as a subtopic of

corrosion fatigue but with a constant rather than a cyclical mechanical

stress. The constant mecnanical stresses causing stress corrosion problems

are derived from residual stresses as well as from applied loads.

Most of the vast amount of mechanical behavior information available

today was obtained through studies on relatively massive structural mater-

ials as compared to even the largest elerients of electronic circuits.
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However, methods have been developed for investigating thin film

specimens having thicknesses corresponding to those employed in microcircuit

structures. It is c, nsidered significant here that several failure analysis

experts with extensive experience in analyzing both bulk failures and micro-

circuit problems stated they see many correlations between failure processes

in normal structural materials and ioi microcircuits. Microstructural con-

siderations in mechanical damage processes are most important to the degrada-

tion of electrical performance prior to catastrophic failure. Studies of

fatigue damage due to temperature cycling of thin film interconnections

have been described by several investigators. 89-9 Ghate and B3lair mech-

anically fatigued alumincn film interconiections crossing Si-Si0 2 steps by

temperature cycling. After, 1500 temperature cycles they noted substantial

structural changes in the aluminum films in che form of hillock formation

and striations. These features were interpreted in terms of dislocatior

dynamics and grain boundary sliding processes. It should be nntedl that slip

bands in bulk raterials are of comparable dimensions with many microcircuit

components and of same order of size as the 8000X films studied by Ghate and

Blair. Schematic representations of the surface slip bands formed under

monotonic and cyclical mechanical stress conditions are shown in Figure 4-6.

lite greatest area of concern foir mechaji,;c daml is at geomet.rical"

configurations where stress concentration occurs. Wel' documented areas

include metallization steps, scratches, bonds and var'gus interfaces between

ductile and brittle materials. Bonding and connecting problems in micro-

circuits are also made more complex by the fact that, in many cases, a large

fraction of the material in a member is modified Ly the bond. Both members

are normally mechanically weakened.

Complete mechanical failure is not necessary for a mechanically induced

failure to accur in an electronic subsystem. Mechanical defects such as

voids, slip lines, partial bonds, fatigue damage, etc. can alter the opera-

tion of an electronic component and eventually result in either d&egrada-

tional or catastrophic failure. Predictions of the reliability of an

electronic component require first a knowledge of how mechanical defects or

damage affect the electronic performance. The interface between adjacent

layers will influence the type and extent of mechanical deformation. The

epitaxial growth uf one layer on another introduces mechanical defects

such as growth twins, misfit dislocation networks,29 and interlayer dif-

fusion which also influences the electronic performance of the components.
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Figure 4-6. Cowoarison of Surface Damage Within Single
Grains of Metals Subjected to Monotonic and
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It is therefore important to determine the type of structural defects to be

expected in the various subsystems and then determine their effect on elec-

tronic processes. The types of defects can, in some cases, be predicted

from-0 a careful evaluation of properties and geometry of the materials used

in the construction. However, most of the particular material combinations

employed have simply not been investigated to determine the mechanical be-

havior of the interface systems which appear in microcircuits. The mecli-

anical stress magnitudes introduced by anticipated ambient temperature

variations are below the level required for monotonic tensile fracture.

However, the mechanical stresses are sufficient to introduce tnecianical

fatigue problems in critical materials configurations and these fatigue

damage processes can be greatly accelerated ui-der certain chemical environ-

ments. Configurations most susceptible to thermal cycling induced mech-

anical fatigue damage include solder connections on circuit boards, po'.ymef

materials, die attach bonds, package seals, wire bonds and particular metal-

lizatioui regions such as at oxide steps.

Solder alloys, as a general rule, have very poor fatigue strengths.

Problems are compounded with less than ideal fabrication processes. In-

complete wetting or, at the other extreme, the exposure of termlinals too

"long in liquid solder results in connections having poor fatigue properties

In the latter case, terminal metal atoms are dissolved into the solder and

a brittle alloy results. In addition, geometrical configurations which aid

automated fabrication procedures sometimes lead to mechanical stress levels

in the solder materials which are much higher than intended.

The maintenance of a hermetic package over the long storage time periods

is critical for minimizing integrated circuit corrosion processes. The bond-

ing processes employed to establish jackage seals do not result in a homoge-

neous material. Instead, a non leaking sea! is probably better desn, ,oed

as one in which the voids and microcracks do not provide a continuous path

for leakage. Seal leakage is usually best described as effusion. Temp-

erature cycling coupied with environmental gases can cause microcracks to

grow such that a previously "good" seal is no longer hermetic at some point

in the storage life. The introduction of moisture or other contaminants

may thc'eafter lead to rapid corrosion deeradation processes. A mechanism

leading to crack growth and subsequent seal failure is schematically il-

lustrated in Figure 4-7.
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Figure 4-7. Moisture Diffusior, Into Seal Crack.
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The growth of a crack creates new surfaces. According to the Griffith

criteria che average applied stress, Sn, at which a crack will spread is9L

Sn (4-4)

where a is the specific surface energy, 2C is the crack length and E is

Young's modulus. From expression 4-4 it is seen that once a crack starts,

i.e., as 2C increases, the stress required to keep it growing decreases.
Also, any quantity which decreases the surface energy, o, might init;a'.e

crack growth. Moisture and other chemicals will reduce o. The effect of

moisture on the fracture strength of glass fiuers is diamatic and weYi

known. Subsequent exposure of brittle materials in microcircuits to chemicC".

agents can therefore lead to crack growth at sone point in the device

storage period if a microcrack were formed either during manufacture or during

screen testing.

Brittle materials having critical functions in microcircuits include

the above mentioned ceramic seals, the silicon chip, glassivation coatings,

oxides, nitrides93 and thick films. Laser trimmed resistors often exhibit

microcracks with the potential of changing resistance94 if crack growth

occurs during storage. The brittle nitride coating on beam lead devices

represents the major reliability concern for this technology. 9 5 Mechanical

stresses crack nitride coatings during wobble bonding operations. One
hopefully can detect cracks through measurements of leakage currents as

moisture penetrates. Swafford lists 9 6 the various failure modes found in

beam lead devices and cracks in the nitride coating and in the silicon chip

represent about 50% of their observed failures. He points out,95 however,
that they find significantly fewer defective hbam lada devices than corespon%

ing chip-and-wire type devices.

An excellent review of important long-tenil failure mechanisms which

must be considered in the design of high reliability devices for long space

missions is contained in a report by Stanley. 9 7 Although his concern was

primarily with operating devices, much of the Information compiled in this

report is valuable background data for considering factors important to the

tactical missile storage enviornment. This report deals with a number of

mechanically induced problem areas and dwells on the 'importance of screen

test procedures appropriate to the anticipated device usage.
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A wide range of studies have been reported which relate to the mech-

anical integrity of wire bonds. It is outside the scope of this report to

provide a detailed review of these studies but some of this work should be

brought out here. Reynolds98 has subjected integrated circuits and other

types of parts to sustained temperature cycling. He reported that some

devices exhibited significant numbers of wire bond failures with less than

200 temperature cycles. However, his data showed considerable scatter

according to the manfacturer indicating that careful attention to maintain-

ing proper bonding parameters will provide greatly improved bond reliability.

Plastic devices were particularly susceptible to temperature cycling.

Adams 9 9 conducted a type of temperature cycling study on dual-in-line

plastic packages containing gold bund wires and noted failures due to

fracture at wire mid-spans. He conducted a stress analysis based on the

package geometry and estimated materials parameters to show that expected

wire stresses were about 66 percent of the ultimate tensile strength. He

interpreted the 450 fractures as due to grain growth and a particular slip

process. His interpretation of the fracture occurring by extended slip along
a single slip plane is interesting and should be verified using detailed

mechanical testing procedures and microstructural analysis including x-ray

diffraction. The development of single crystal regions in aluminum bond

wires had previously been reported. 97 The present authors had noted that
micrographs of some bond wire failures found at various industrial and

government laboratories showed evidence of slip lines. Bond wires are sub-

jected to conditions sometimes used *for the growth of single crystals in

aluminum by the stress-anneal technique However, the gold wires are

another matter. If it were verified that bond wires could sometimes be

transformed into single crystals during, say, the high temprrature bake

screen test,then a potentially serious mechanical problem would be identified.
Single crystals of fcc metals always deform at much lower stresses than do

polycrystals.

A comprehensive series of bond technology investigations have been
underway at the National Bureau of Standards. These investigations

have examined details of the bonding processes and developed certain mech-

anical testing procedures for individual bond wires. At RCA, Hitch1 0 6' 1 0 7

has been investigating details determining the mechanical characteristics

of bonds made to thick film conductors. Hitch has evaluated the chemical
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and physical properties of thick film materials in relation to the adhesion

and solderability perfornianc, nf these materials.
Fitch108 -1 10 has couducted a series of studies to evaluate the effects

of temperature cycling on devices produced by various manufacturers. He

established that mechanical fatigue wear-out processes are initiated with

the first thernal cycle and damage progresses with subsequent cycling. He
also found that the rate of change of temperature had little effect on wire

bond strength but had a pronounced effect on package humidity and measured

seal strength. The strength of devices in thermal cycling varied with

vendors. In addition, a creater failure rate was noted for longer wires.
Wear-out processes under theimal fatigue began to introduce most problems

after 1000-4000 cycles.

Anderson11 1 at General Dynamics, Pomona, established a special screen

on purchased devices which involved more s2vere muchanical testing than
normally employed. This test sequence includes 25 temperature cycles at

a faster than normal rate, sometimes ail air impact mechanical shock test

and acoustic particle detection. They have thereby accumulated a large
amount of mechanical failure data on devices which already had passed Class
B screen tests. Principal problems include chip cracking under bonds and
polymer induced bond failures for improperly cured materials. They noted

that the temperature cycling sometimes aggravated intermetallic compound
growth problems in bonds but generally find that the 25 cycles do not cause

many bond failures on these previously screened devices.

The relationships between thermal cycling, T.C., and thermal shock,

T.S., were brought up by many individuals. Unfortunately there exists a
lot of confusion about the response of materials to these stress modes.

Some individuals want to substitute T.S. for T.C. testing in screening

procedures, primarily because of costs, This would be a serious mistake.

The damage caused by T.S. to brittle materials such as seals and the chips
is severe. Subsequent loss of hemeticity and drift in circuit gain is a

risk here. The metallic components used in microcircuits are generally

ductile and not likely to provide a different response for T.S. and T.C.
As discussed earlier, T.S. is not one of the storage stress modes and there-

fore it should be carefully avoided becauseof other problems so introduced
unless operational conditions dictate further consideration.
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4. Chemical Failure Processes

The overwhelming area of concern as expressed by the micro-

electronics personnel for long-term reliability is the influence of chemical

contaminants introduced either from the environment or else during fabrica-

tion. As stated earlier, moisture may be the single most important factor

to long-term storage reliability. The open literature and various govern-

ment and private reports 1 1 3 discuss a large number of corrosion induced

failures in microcircuits. The amount of water required to degrade the

materials within a circuit is known to be very small, perhaps even as

little as one molecular layer. Some of the potential sources of contaminant

ions were listed in Section C of this chapter and described in greater

detail by Himmel. 3Certain ions very rapidly degrade the microcircuit

structure where moisture is available but might remain harmless indefinitely

in a dry package. The amount of such ions necessary for corrosion is very

small. For example, ions such as C1" transport metals in an electrolyte

by forming metal complexes such as AlCl3 . Once the Al is deposited, the Cl-

ion is available for repeated dissociation cycles.

Examples of important moisture induced corrosion processes include

pitting of metallization layers, inversion in LSI devices, various types

of metallic whisker growth, intermetallic bond degradation and various

eiectromigration processes. Secondary effects of moisture include the

formation of phosphoric acid in circuits involving phosphorous doped

glass passivation. Where the phosphorous content.is a little higher than

the 4-6% desired for mechanical stability, water Will combine %'ith the

phosphorous to make phosphoric acid. Aluminum films are quickly degraded

by the acid. Gold dendritic growth (also called migrated-gold resistive

shorts ) is Ji-own to occur only in packages with moisture, halogen ions

and elec., tical bias. Experimental investigations have indicated a thres-

hold of 1.5% moisture ambient within the package11 4 is required -for dendrite

growth. However, additional study is needed to determine if 1.5% represents

a fundamental threshold level or simply implies that the process didn't occur

in the packages involved in the study below that value. Are there halogen

ion concentration or electrical bias threshold levels? MGRS should not be

a storage reliability problem unless the dendrite growth took place during

testing but was not sufficient for early detection or else was able to

proceed at a low rate during long dormant storage periods with galvanic
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potentials providing the driving force. However, no experimeotal e'idencc

for such galvanic induced dendrite growth processes were found. Other

moisture induced mechanisms include crack propagation in brittle materials

such as ceramic seals, glass passivation layers, nitride coatings, laser

trimmed resistors and the silicon chip itself. Efforts to protect parts

by polymer coating may be defeated because rimoisture is transported through

plastics and will displace the polymer bond. Polymer coatings protect

against particles, not moisture. Mechano-chemical processes also are

important in microcircuits just as they are for normal structural materials.

Stress corrosion and corrosion fatigie failures occur from residual stresses,

vibration, thermal shock or thermal cycling where applicable. Microcircuit

failure analysis has identified a large number of moisture inouced degrada-

tion processes of tremendous iiportance to the reliability of solid state

devices. However, very little work has been accomplished providing detaileo

data concerning the important fundamental parameters controlling the degrada-

tion reactions., Degradation threshold levels for moisture content and

specific contaminating species need to be established where possible.

The problems a;zociated with oxide impurities in MOS devices are dis-

cussed separately in Chapter VI and many polymer contamination problems are

described in Chapter VII. There are general indications that plastic mater-

ials have been improved over the past several years. However, where plastics

must be used for die attach, there remains the danger of a chemical agent

being released from the material subsequent to sealing. The critical question

then centers upon the specific chemicals which come out of the polymer used

and how the particular circuit materials react to these chemicals. Extreme

caution must be used whenever plastics are included inside a package. 1 1 5

Most agree that the manufacturer must always be responsible for proving
"chemical compatibility" for specific types of circuits and plastics. It

is also noted that polymer suppliers will, at times, change the composition

of their product without any notification.

Specific thick fi~m materials also introduce potential chemical

reliability problenms as described by Hitch.94 He has shown that gold frit

is chemically stable although bonding is difficult because of glass at the

surface. Silver is particularly bad about migration. Solders also take

into solution metallic components of the thick films.115 The dissolution

of various pure metal base wires by solder alloys is well known.117 The
critical point is that the interface between the base metal and the solder
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may consist of brittle intermetallic compounds subject to cracking and

mechanical failure.

Corrosion processes and surface contaminants result in poor bonds.

It should be noted that a reactive environment is not always detrimental.
118

Rossiter found, for example, that oxygen apparently extended the time to

0 118failure of Au-Al bonds at 250°C. Jellision, however, demonstrated that

impurities such as humidity and trace amounts of chlorine lead to corrosion

induced bond degradation problems. Surface contaminations may occur from

many sources. These include organic materials from photoresist residue,

vapors from epoxies, long chain polymers not detected in deionized water

and even adsorption from supposedly clean laboratory air.120,121 Other

surface contaminants include fingerprint "grease," etching chemical

residues, "specks of dust," residual glassivation and salt spray elements

for plants near oceans. A bonding tool may be contaminated due to hand-

ling with bare hands and transfer impurities to the wire. In addition,

the manufacturer does not always supply wire clean over its full length.

All of these contaminants lead to poor bonds. One individual said a

leaking vacuum pump exhaust near bonding machines led to a situation where

only 1% of the bonds would stick at all.

Trace amounts of secondary materials within either the wire metalliza-

tion or a plated surface lead to other types of problems. For example, we

were told that one wire manufacturer is pushing gold wire with 0.5% Be to

improve strength but this was said to introduce problems with grain boundary

diffusion. In another case, trace amounts of cobalt were placed in the gold

platinS bath to increase hardness. However, this hardness made it difficult

to achieve the desired amount of deformation during bonding so poor bonds

resulted.

A well recognized problem concerns the silicon precipitates in 1% Si-

Al bond wires. The phase diagram of the Al-Si alloy system is shown in

Figure 4-8. The maximum solid solution for Si in Al is 1.65% Si at 577 C.

It is clear that a wire production process slightly out of control could

lead to the precipitation of silicon grains. The desired strengthening

effect of the 1% silicon occurs from incipiet.t precipitation. An over-

aged 1% Si-Al wire would have silicon particles distributed along the length

of the wire, making bonding dependent upon local variations in the distribu-

t'Dn of these particles. One wire supplier sent micrographs showing that
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their wires have a homogeneous silicon distribution but the "competition"

has silicon precipatates visible at 1500X. The "competition's" wire led

to some important bond reliablity problems for the Navy. Klein,122 formerly

at the Crane Naval Weapons Center, said they periodically section and polish

bond wires long-ways to track down this problem. It should be recognized

that a previously homogeneous wire can have silicon precipitate out if it

inadvertantly experiences an elevated temperature for sufficient time.

Impurities within a coating may introduce problems through several

mechanisms. Metallic impurities such as Ni, Cr, Co, Cu, Ti and Ag have

been shown to move to the surface of a coating under the proper thermal-

chemical conditions. These trace metals may be present as an actual

impurity in an out of control plating bath or deposition system or else

there may be an undercoating that diffuses into the gold layer. A large

firm on the West Coast had bond sticking problems which ultimately were

attributed to the presence of Cr20s at the surface of an Au film. The Cr

was a sublayer film, Similarly, a large government laboratory identified

Ti0 2 at the surface of a multilayered Ti-Au film as the cause of a bond

problem. The chemical potential favors the diffusion of such metals as Cr,

Ti and Ni to the surface of Au in the presence of 02 at an elevated temp-

erature. it shouil be pointed out that these trace metal oxides are very

thin and are usually detected only by Auger analysis.

Impurities may playa-different part in the degradation of intermetal-
21lic bonds such as between aluminum and gold. The work of Horsting showed

that impurities segregate at interfaces between aluminum and gold intermetal-

lic compounds. The "impurities" include components of a thick film material.
Horsting proposed that the impurity concentration reached some critical

level as the diffusion front progressed through the gold and was arrested by

precipitation and the occurrence of voids. This precipitation-void front

developed adjacent to the AuAl 2 purple phase and was identified as the real

cause of bond lifting in cases of the so-called "Purple Plague" discussed

above. This work has been followed up by Newsome, et al.,123 who showed

that a thick film frit enhanced intermetallic formation and voiding at the

gold-intermetallic interface. They found rapid growth of the intermetal-

lics at lw temperatures. Oswald, et al. 124 found that the resistance

of such bonds increased significantly after being subjected to temperature
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cycling. Apparently the thermal stresses cannot be relieved in the relatively

hard impurity precipitation-void plane at the interface between AuAl 2 and

gold.

Wagner 1 2 5 showed differences in contamination levels of incoming

material and in certain stages of the cleaning process of microelectronic

components. Comparison between AES results for a sputtered gold film and a
typical gold thick film indicated that the sputtered gold surface was

relatively free from contamination while the thick film gold surface dis-

played a large percentage and variety of contamination (including silicon

from the glass frit). THe gold surface with the least contam.nination gave

superior bondability. Tn a gold fritless thick film the major impurity

observed on the surface was copper.

In cleaning operations there exists the possibility of impurities -e-nq

added rather than being removed in the process. An ALS analysis of the sur-

face of a gold bonding pad following cleaning revealed the presence cf silver
and iodine. The assumption was made that the cleaning solvents were con-
taminated by silver from conductive epoxies on the hybrid microcircuit and

by iodine solutions used in gold etching operations.

A further example given by Wagner is a lift,-off failure of alurinum

ultrasonic wire bonds from dn electroplated yold thin film followiny a lime-

temperature stress of 68 hours at 150°C. Prior to the stress, wire bonds

had an average bond pull strength of 11.9 gm and the Auger analysis showed

that the surface was relatively free of contamination. Subsequent to the

stress impurities such as Ca, Ag and Cd appeared at the surface. It was

concluded that the contamination resulted from the diffusion of electro-

plating bath impurities to the bond interface during the time and temper-

ature stress.

Further evidence of the effect of time and temperature stresses on the

diffusion of impurities to the surface of gold platings is presented by

Unger and McKee, of NELC. 12 6 12 8  As an example, a particular batch of

material that showed acceptable bondability initially (bond pull strength

of greater than 9 grams) degraded drastically after temperature stressing

at 150 0 C for 68 hours. The AES analysis of the bond interfaces showed the
S 125

presence of Ag, C, Ca, Cd, 0 and Zn impurities. As mentioned by Wagner,

the temperature stressing apparently caused the contaminants to migrate or

diffuse to the bond interface, a resulting degradation of bond strength

and a bond lift-off failure mode. Unger notes that, because of such results,
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material bondability acceptance standards should include bondability after

temperature stressing. One can readily see that the stabilization bake

screen may have a similar effect on the bonds to contaminated gold platings

and that during long periods of storage of Army missiles the diffusion pro-
tesses will occur with resulting bond failures, possible in oritical com-

ponents of the missile electronics.

Several papers discussed the role of contaminants in the bondability
129 130

of microcircuit materials at an ARPA-NBS workshop. J. M. Morabito1 3 =

reported on Auger results obtained on a gold plated ceramic after pre-bond

cleaning. The pre-bond cleaning which included a heat treatment of 120°C

for I hour increased the Cu to Au and Ag to Au ratios and there was a large

increase in the oxygen peak suggesting that these impurities were present

as oxides. It was believed that the Cu and Ag diffused to the surface dur-

ing pre-bond cleaning. A correIation is shown by Morabito between tne

presence of Ag, Cu, 0 and Sn and lead failures. In the discussion of

the pap .r it was stated by Thomas that the most frequently recurring bonding

problem is that due to the oxides of copper, nickel or iron.

F. J. Gruthaner 1 3 1 discusses the applications of x-ray phocoelectron

spectroscopy to the study of organic surface contamination, residues of

etchants and copper in MOS structures, as well as the MGRS problem.

McGuire 1 3 2 gives an example showing Auger spectra for good and poor gold-

plated surfaces. The presence of potassium, carbon, nitroger and tin was

associated with Au-plated surfaces having poor bonding characteristics.
133Reich and Hakim3 have been conducting extensive reliability tests on

plastic devices in Panama. Hakim1 3 4 notes that nearly all catastrophic

failures of plastic encapsulated devices failed from aluminum metallization

corrosion on top of the die. He identified the corrosive agents to be by-

products of the encapsulation process, transmitted moisture and exterior

reactive agents. They also stated that copper exide combines with certain

organic materials to produce water in sealed packages, Shumka lists1 3 5 the

principal corrosion problems noted in JPL work to be migrating gold resistive

shorts, aluminum corrosion, dissolution of nichrome resistors and package

corrosion.

A number of other chemical problems also have the potential for degrad-

ing devices in storage. It obviously is important to keep the devices clean.

The unknown factor at this time is how clean a device must be for degradation
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not to occur. Threshold levels have not been established for the important

storage degradation processes.

5. Thermal Degradation Processes

The temperatures associated with stor'ed missile systems are

generally low compared to those of most operating devices. Atomic diffusion

constants follow the temperature dependence of Equation 4-2 so that inter-

metallic diffusion should be slow. However, there is concern 136 about

low temperature uiffusion problems such as Cr-Cu-Au interfaces at 1000 C

and Sn on 100p Au at 125 0 C. Mechanical defects and contaminants have

strong effects on these rates as discussed earlier. There are certain

chemical reactions which have greatest importance near the dew point so that

an electronic device is clearly not inert during storage. In facz, we

were told that RCA now spends a lot of tifie on low temperature testing of

deie.1371C/MOS devices.137Higher temperatures drive contaminants off the chip

surface and arrest the degradation process.

While the three storage stresses, mechanical, chemical and purely

thermal, have been discussed as separate items, it is clear that no one of

these stresses ever acts alone. The synergism of these three stress factors

must be carefully evaluated for the specific condition expected wvithin a

package in storage. For example, certain chemical reactions would probably

not proceed under low temperature storage conditions were it not for the

introduction of mechanical stresses due to temperature changes. Conversely,

chemical assisted mechanical failures must be evaluated where the strength

cf the composite structure would have been sdfficient in a contaminant free

package. The dew point has been pointed out as critical to reliability by

many individuals. The mechanical and chemical degradation processes are

found to be greatly aggravated by temperature cycling through the dew point

of the package atmosphere. Obviously, a drier package is desired.

It is tremendously important to understand the aging of all materials

going into missile systems. Thts point was of considerable concern to

personnel at Aerospace138 where they must worry about both the long-term

storage and operation of military satellites. They said there appears to

be no organized search for aging data. Age-se.isitive design analysis of

complex systems should be carried out by the contractor so that intelligent

judgments can be made relative to combinations of long storage and long use

times. What are the wear effects of excessive turn on-off cycles?
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E. Particulate Contamination

Conducting particulates represent a major potential storage failure

mechanism due to problems with their detection during screen testing.

This particular matter was one of the most universally expressed areas of

concern at the different facilities visited during this program. Many
139organizations have developed their own testing equipment although

complete systems are now commercially available. Conducting particulates are

potentially introduced into a package at many stages of the fabrication pro-

cess. They include wire fragments, broken silicon chips, metallization flakes,

solder balls, weld balls, and extraneous metallic debris. Glass and

plastic coatings have been developed to minimize the chances of their shorting-

out most parts of a device.

The particles are a storage reliability problem because they are often

trapped and not detected during screen testing but may somehow be

released due to transportation vibrations while in storage. The approach

to this problem is great care during every manufacturing step and 100%

testing of devices using one of the vibration-acoustical noise monitoring

test methods. Greater testing sensitivity and improved ability for operators
to interpret test findings are current goals of many organizations. Con-
siderable care is needed by the Army and their missile parts manufacturers

to control particle problems.
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V. HERMETICITY

A. Introduction

Microelectronic components encapsulated in glass, ceramic, or metal

;*ackages are subjected to ambient atmospheres during their operating and

storage life. Hermeticity implies a perfect package seal such that the

electronic components are protected from the detrimental effects of

atmospheric constituents, particularly water vapor. Screen tests for

hermeticity in MIL-STD-883A are designed, however, to assure that leak

rates are below a certain level, which is usually the sensitivity of the

leak detection instrument used or below a specified standard. Therefore,

it has not been possible to guarantee a hermetic seal, i.e., a zero leak

rate. )ne should then expect that with a finite leak rate there will be

a gaseous exchange process taking place during the time that missile

systems ý,re in storage. The primary concern for long term storage relia-

bility should be the sensitivity of electronic components, bonds, metal-

lizations, etc. to the presence of water vapor in the package. Sources of

water vapor' include the sealed-in atmosphere, epoxies used for die attach-

ment, polymer conformal coatings, leakage through polymer seals, leakage

through minimal leaks for devices that pass the screen tests and leakage
due to seal failures occurring as a result of storage conditions, e.g.,

ambient temperature variations. Because of their importance the problems

inherent to polymers and epoxies are addressed in a separate chapter of

this report (Chapter VII). In this chapter we will provide summaries of

Method 1014.1 of MIL-STD-883A on testing seals and Method 1013 on dew point

measurements. The purpose of the dew point test is to detect the moisture

present inside the microelectrunic package',in terms of device leakage cur-

rents. A, more direct method for determining water vapor and other gaý.'-ous

components within packages, involving quadrupole mass spectrometry, het

been used by Or. R. W. Thomas of RADC. This method and typical results

wil, be discussed. Finally, the consequences of water vapor within the

package on Iuch effects as corrosion, ionic drift, phosphosilicate glass

reactions and the formation of migrated-gold resistive shorts are presen.ed.

B. MIL-.S'D-883A Test Methods

M4IL-STD-883A establishes uniform methods and procedures for testing
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microelectronic devices, including basic environmental tests and physical

and electrical tests. Method 1014.1 has as its purpose the determination

of the ei;e~ti'eness (or the hermeticity) of the seal of microelectronic

devices 4iith designed internal cavities. This may be accomplished by a

variety of fine and gross leak rate tests. Method 1010 has as its purpose

the detection of moisture trapped inside a microelectronic package by the

effect on device leakage current at the dew point, which for an acceptable

device, should be lower than -65°C. Both of these test methods are included

below in abridged form for convenient reference.

1. Test Method 1014.1

Test Condition A2 of Method 1014.1 specifies that the maximum

allowable leak rate into vacuum or more precisely the equivalent standard

leak rat.- (L), calculated from the measured leak rate (RI) and other param-

eters of the test, should not be greater than 5xlO-atm cm3 /sec for packages

with an internal cavity volume of less than 0.1 cm3 and not greater than

5x10- 6 a.m cc/sec for packages with an internal cavity volume greater than

0.1 1 -.

Ilhe test procedures used, Test Condition A2 or A3 , involve first of

all thec introduction of helium as a tracer gas into the package either by

bombing (A2 ) or by prefillinr with an ambient which contains a minimum of

0.ý atm of the helium (AB). Upon completion of the bombing, or sealing the

pa:ka'qe ii A3 , there is a finite time during which the device package is

av etmosphevic pressure while it is being transferred to the vacuum chamber

for testing with a mass spectrometer leak detector.

The eqoation that is used for bombed packages to relate the measured

lTak rate to the leak size is the Howl and Mann equation for molecular

flow1 , given in Method 1014.1 of MIL-STD-883A dS follows:

R,= (-•-\- 1-exp[v-•T- M ) exp -V LtMA)

where

R, = the measured leak rate of tracer gas (He) through
the leak in atm cm3 sec-1 ;

L = the equivalent standard leak rate in atn cm3 sec-,
also called Zeak: size,
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MIL-STD-883A (15 November 1974)
Test Method 1014.1

SEAL

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this test is to determine the effectiveness
(or the hermoticity) of the seal of microelectronic devices with designed
internal cavities.

1.1 Definitions:

(a) Standard leak rate. Standard leak rate is defined as that quantity
of dry air at 250C in atmosphere cubic centimeters flowing through
a leak or multiple leak paths per second when the high-pressure
side is at 1 atmosphere (760 mm Hg absolute) and low-pressure s`Ge
is at a pressure of not greater than 1 mm Hg absolute. SlandarG
leak rate shall be expressed in units of atmospn"-e cubic cen;i-
meters per second (atm cc/sec).

(b) Measured leak rate. Measured leak Rate (RI) is defined as the ieak
rate of a given package as measured under specified conditions and
employing a specified test medium. Measured leak rate shall be
expressed in units of atmosphere cubic centimeters per second
(atm cc/sec). For the purpose of comparison with leak rates
determined by other methods of testing, the measured leak rates
must be converted to equivalent standard leak rates.

(c) Equivalent standard leak rate. The equivalent standard leak rate
7) of a given package, with a measured leak rate (RI), is defined
as that leak rate of the same package with the same leak geometry,
that would exist under the standard conditions of 1.1 (a). The
formula in paragraph 3.1.1.2 represents the L/R1 ratio and gives
the equivalent standard leak rate (L) of the package with a measured
leak rate (RI) where the package volume and leak test conditioning
parameters influence in the measured value of (Ri). (See complete
description for further details). The equivalent standard leak
rate shall be expressed in units of atmosphere cubic centimeters
per second (aLm cc/sec).

. ArPPRAT-uj. The apparatus required for the sea' test sil bm as follows
for the applicable test condition.

2.1 Test conditions A,, A 2 and A3 - Tracer gas helium (He) fine leak. Apparatus
required for test conditions A, and A2 shall consist of suitable pressure and
vacuum chambers and a mass spectrometer type leak detector preset and properly
calibrated for a He leak rate sensitivity sufficient to read measured helium
leak rates of 10-9 atm cc/sec and greater. The volume of the chamber used for
leak rate measurement should be held to the minimum practical, since this
chamber volume has an adverse effect on sensitivity limits. The leak detector
indicator shall be calibrated using a diffusion type certified standard leak
at least once during every working shift. For test condition A3 , all of the
above apparatus except the pressure chamber is required.
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2.2 Test condition B - Radioisotope fine leak.

(See complete description)

2.3 Test condition C, and C2 - Fluorocarbon gross leak.

(See complete description)

2.4 Test condition D - Penetrant dye gross leak.

(Sea complete description)

2.5 rest condition E - Weight gross leak.

(See complhte description)

3. PROCEDURE. Fine and gross leak tests shall be conducted in accordance
with the requirements and procedures of the specified tLst condition. The fine
leak test shall be performed prior to the gross leak t-.'-.t, unless otherwise
speicifed by the applicable procurement document. Wherm- bomb pressure
specified exceeds the microcircuit package capability, alternate pressure and
time (bomb and dwell) conditions may be used provided they satisfy the leak
rate, pressure, time relationships which apply, and provided no less than
30 psig bomb pressure is applied in any case.

3.1 Test condition A, or A2 - Tracer gas (He) fine leak. 'Test condition A,
is a "fixed" method with specified conditions that will in,;-.re the test sensi-
tivity necessary to detect the required measured leak rate ,,.). Test con,
dition A2 is a "flexible" method that allows the variance of test conditiots.
in accordance with the formula of paragraph 3.1.1.2 or Table I to detect the
specified equivalent standard leak rate (L) at a predetermined leak rate (R1 ).
(See complete description for further details)

3.1.1 Procedure applicable to "fixed" and "flexible" methods. The com-
plete devices)•s Sall be placed in a sealed chamber which is then pressurizedI '

with a tracer gas of 100+ 5 percent helium for the required time and pressure.

The pressure shall then be relieved and each specimen transferred to another
chamber or chambers which are connected to the evacuating system and a mass
spectrometer type leak detector. When the chamber(s) is evacuated, any tracer
gas which was previously forced into the specimen will thus be drawn out and
indicated by the leak detector as a measured leak rate (RI).

3.1.1.1 Test condition A, - Fixed method. Unless otherwise specified,
the bomb pressure shall be 75 psig minimum, exposure time shall be one hour
mi, 4,imu, and the AdVice chall be mec sred , itfhn 3n mintifpr ;ffp-r if hal
been removed from the pressure vessel. Unless otherwise specified, devices
with an internal cavity volume of 0.1 cc or less s;hall be rejected, if the
measured tracer gas leak rate (R1 ) exceeds 5x108- atm cc/sec; and devices
with an internal cavity volume greater than 0.1 cc shall be rejected, if the
measured tracer gas leak rate (R1 ) exceeds 5x10 7- atm cc/sec. This fixed
method shall not be used if the maximum standard leak rate iimit given in
the procurement document is less than the limits specified herein fcr the
flexible method.

3.1.1.2 Test condition A2 - Flexible method. Values of bomb pressure,
exposure time, and dwell time shall be chosen such that actual measured
tracer gus leak rate (RI) readings obtained for the devices under test (if
defective) will be greater than the minimum detection sensitivity capability
of the mass spectrometer. Unless otherwise specified, devices with an internal
cavity volume of 0.1cc or le;s, shall be rejected if the equivalent standard
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leak rate (L) exceeds 5xlO-7 atm cc/sec; and, devices with an internal cavity
volume greater than 0.1 cc, shall be rejected if the equivalent standard
leak rate (L) exceeds 5xlO6 atm cc/sec. (See complete description for
further details)

3.1.2 Test condition A3 - Tracer gas (He) Fine leak. This test method
may be used for packages that have been enclosed in such a fashion as to
insure that the package ambient contains a minimum of 0.2 atmosphere absolute
partial pressure of tracer gas (He) at standard temperature. Upon completion
of the package seal, the device shall be transferred to a chamber connected to
an evacuating system and a mass spectrometer type leak detector. Transfer
time (total time between completion of seal and completion of test) shall be
less than 30 minutes. Any tracer gas that leaks out will be indicated by
the leak detector as a measured leak rate (RI). The measured leak rate (Ri)
is converted to the equivalent standard leak rate (L) by applying the follow-
ing formula:

L (atm cc/sec) = R, (atm cc/sec) x Total internal pressure (atin abbs>ie)
He internal partial presswre (atm a0soi te)

Unless otherwise specified, devices with an internal cavity volume of 0.1 cc
or less, shall be rejected if the equivalent standard leak rate (L) exceeds
5x10- 7 atm cc/sec; and, devices with an internal cavity volume greater than
0.1 cc, shall be rejected if the equivalent standard leak rate (L) exceeds
5xi0-6 atm cc/sec. A sampling inspection shall be conducted on each eight
hour shift to verify that the specified amount of tracer gas (lie) is actually
being sealed within the package.

3.2 Test condition B - Radioisotope fine leak test.

(See complete description)

3.3 Test condition C1 orC 2 - Fluorocarbon gross leak. C, is designed to
detect package leaks 10-3 atm cc/sec. C2 is designed to detect package leaks
5 10-s atm cc/sec. Unless otherwise specified, test condition C2 shall apply
as a minimum. (See complete description)

3.4 Test condition D - Penetrant dye gross leak.

(See complete description)

3.5 Test condition E - Weight measurement gross leak.
(Sae rrcomnlete descript-i-n)

3.6 Retest. Devices which fail gross leak (test conditions CI, C2 , D, and E)
tests shall not be retested for acceptance. Devices which fail fine leak
(test conditions A1 , A2 , A3 , or B) tests shall not be retested for acceptance
unless specifically permitted by the applicable procurement document. Where
fine leak retest is permitted, the entire leak test procedure for the specified
test condition shall be repeated. That is, retest consisting of a second
observation or leak detection without a re-exposure to the tracer fluid or gas
under the specified test condition shall not be permissible unaer any cir-
cumstances. Preliminary measurement to detect residual tracer gas is advisable
before any retest for test condition B.
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4. SUMMARY. The following details shall be specified in the applicable
procurement document:

(a) Test condition letter when a specific test is to be
applied (see 3).

(b) When other than specified accept or reject leak rate applies
for test conditions A,, ?, A3 , and B (see 3.1.1.1,
3.1.1.2, 3.1.2, and 3.2).

(c) Where applicable, measurements after test (see 3).
(d) Retest acceptability, test conditions A,, A2 , and B (see 3.6).
(e) Order of performance of fine and gross leak tests if other

than fine followed by gross (see 3).
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PE = the pressure of exposure in atm;

Po = atmosph,.'ic p- ,s'ur'e (1 atm);

MA = the muecular weight of air (28.7);

M = the molecular weight of tracer gas (He)(4);

t, = the time of exposure to PE' in sec;

t2 = the dwell time between release of pressure and
leak detection, in sec;

V = the internal volume of the device package cavity
in cm'.

Davy2 discusses simplifications of the Howl and Mann equation and prob-

lems related to helium leak testing of hermetic packages. Current problems

are also covered in the NBS Special Publication 400-9 on Hermeticity Testing

for Integrated Circuits. 3 This publication is a report on the ARPA/NBS

Workshop held at NBS on March 29, 1974.

Leak testing of microelectronic packages has routinely been performed

in accordance with MIL-STD-883A screens but they often only reflect the

capabilities of the package sealing techniques or the mass spectrometer

leak detectors. Fundamental considerations like the buildup of water vapor

and other gaseous contamuinants "iil d packdge dnd ile Ievel of water vapor in

a package that would not affect device performance and reliability have not

until recently received much attention. To illustrate the situation dramat-

ically, Davy calculates the rate, 0w' at which the partial pressure of water

vapor, Pw5 accumulates inside a package of volume V for a use leak rate of

Ru (the package exposed to ambient air at 1 atm). Assuming that an average

value for the partial pressure of water vapor in air is 0.02 atm, the rate
at which water vapor enters the package is about 0.025RU and, multiplying

by 1(f/V, the rate of change of water vapor partial pressure is:

Pw = 2 x 10' Ru/V (ppm sec- 1 )

or Ow = 6.3 x 1011 Ru/V (ppm yr-1 )

If, for example, the use leak rate for a 1 cm3 package is 5x40 6 atm

cm 3 sec-1, the rate of water buildup would be
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w= 2 x 10' (5 x 10-) = 10-1 ppm sec-'

or 8.6 x 10' ppm day-'

Such a package would be at equilibrium with the atmosphere in the order of
days. For extended storage of missiles it is thus evident that either the

leak test requirements snould become more stringent or the storage condi-

tions should be at low relative humidities at the least if current leak

standards are maintained.

In a recent paper given at the 1977 Reliability Physics Symposium
4Strohle points out that a critical failure mechanism for long life appli-

cations is the electrolytic corrosion of aluminum interconnections. His

investigations show that the maximum allowable leak rates specified in
MIL-STD-883A are not sufficiently low to prevent the onset- of corrosion and

that a helium leak rate of 10-10 atm cm3 sec-' should be required, as well
as a dry atmosphere during package sealing.

2. Test Method 1013

The presence of moisture in microelectronic packages is likely

to have a disastrous effect on the electronic components in the package

especially over the long periods of storage. Whether there will be an
effect or not depends on the sensitivity of the internal devices or mate-
rials to moisture-related phenomena, such as, increased leakage currents
and corrosion of aluminum metallization or bonds. Even in devices which
are to be operated and not stored before operation it would be desirable
to reduce the amount of moisture sealed into a device package. However,
failure of a package seal at sone later time in the operating or storage

life could cause an almost immediate exchange of the residual gases with
the external environment. Method 1013 is an attempt to design a test
that will detect the moisture present inside microelectronic device pack-
ages in sufficient quantity to adversely affect device parameters. There

are several comments that can be made on the usefulness of this test method.

The test description implies that device leakage current is the most
sensitive indicator of moisture in the package yet the actual specification

of the type device used and the appropriate test voltages and currents is
left for the applicable procurement document. Some devices may not exhibit
sufficient changes in leakage current and the addition of special devices
mainly for monitoring moisture may not be economical or convenient.
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MIL-STD-883A (15 November 1974)
Test Methoa 1013

DEW POINT

1. PURPOSE. The purpose of this test is to detect the presence of moisture
trapped inside the microelectronic device package in sufficient quantity to
adversely affect device parameters. The most sensitive indicator of moie:dre
is device leakage current. This test specifies a lower temperature of -65 C
for the normal dew point test. It may be desirable in some cases, whc.re thepresence of moisture in concentrations lower than that would be revealed at
this lower temperature, to extend the lower temperature downward.

2. APPARATUS. The apparatus used in this test shall be capable of varying
the temperature from the specified high temperature to -65 0 C while the
parameter is being measured.

3. PROCEDURE. The voltage and current specified in the applicable prc-
curemeent document shall be applied to the terminals and the device leakage
current or other specified parameter(s) continuously monitored from the
specified high temperature to -65 0 C and back to the high temperature. The
dew point temperature is indicated by a sharp discontinuity in the parameter
being measured with respect to temperature. If no discontinuity is observed,
it shall be assumed that the dew point is at a temperature lower than -65oC,
and the device being tested is acceptable. Devices which demonstrate insta-
bility of the measured parameter at any point during this test shall be
rejected even though a true dev, point Is not ,uetifie. Iai Ir teiilpera-ture is not specified in the applicable procurement document, the device shallbe taken to a temperature at least 10oC above ambient temperature to initiate
this test and enable detection of dew point in devices which may already be
at saturation. The rate of change of temperature for this test shall be no
greater than 100C per minute. ,he test voltage shall be at least equal to
the rated breakdown voltage of the device since it is necessary to apply
sufficient voltage to achieve ionization.

4. SUMMARY. The following details shall be specified on the applicable
procurement document:

(a) lest temperature, high (see 3) and low if other than -65"C (see 1).
(b) Test voltage and current (see 3).
(c) Test parameter (see 1 and 3).
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A dew point of -65 0 C or lower is considered for an acceptable device

and instabilities of the measured parameter above that point would be caise

for rejection of the device. Problems with these criteria are associated

with the correct measurement of the dew point. The dew point is related

to the amount of moisture in the residual atmosphere of the internal pack-

age volume. Upon cooling of the device it is possible that adsorption on

the package walls will effectively lower the measured dew point. Further-
more, desorption from unbaked components or from the epoxies used in hybrid

circuits will appreciably increase the moisture content, even for devices

sealed in dry Nz, and the measured dew point will invariably be above the

-65°C value.

Another comment is that the dew point of -65 0C corresponds to a mois-

ture content of approximately 5 ppm by volume. Direct measurement of pack-

age ambients of this order by mass spectrometer techniques, described oelow,

is difficult and, furthermore, recommendations have been made for acceptable

moisture contents of higher values (up to 6000 ppm corresponding to a dew

point of 00C). Method 1018 of MIL-STD-883B describes measurement procedures

and Method 5008 specifies a maximum water vapor content for hybrids of

6000 ppm at 100 0 C.

C. Analysis of Gases in Micru,ýrcuit Packages

A dynamic method for measuring the gas ambient within microcircuit

packages has been developed by R. W. Thomas of the Rome Air Development

Center. 5 ' 6 The method involves the measurement of the gases evolving from

a microcircuit package after puncturing using a quadrupole mass spectrometer

and a computer analysis system for processing the time-dependent data to

give the relative percent by volume of each species of gas present.

The microcircuit packages to be analyzed are maintained under vacuum

in a tesL chamber for 24 hours or longer at a temperature of 125°C to re-

move contamination on the walls of the chamber and the packages in addition

to establishing a background level. After opening the package the gases

leave the chamber at different rates (a typical rebult is shown in Figure

5-1) so that an integration over time is necessary to obtain the relative

amount of each species present and a correction must be made for the sensi-

tivity factor of each gas.

The moisture content of microcircuit packages is one of the most dif-

ficult measurements to make accurately in the gas analysis system. The
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TV
.Lest chamber, the con.aecting tabulation to the quadrupole, and the quad-

rupole itseif need to be maintained at an elevated temperature (z 100°C)

to remove moisture from the walls and to prevent adsorption during he

measurement. Calibration of the system using gases of known moistt e con-

tents is an important part of the measuring technique. According to Thomas,

moisture leaked into the system from the standard gas mixture at atmos-

pheric pressure will reach a measured equilibrium value if a dynamic flow

of themoisture mixture is maintained. However the accuracy of the spec-

ified moisture content of standard gas mixtures over large ranges (10 to

1000 ppn) is questionable. Therefore some secondary measurement of

moisture content needs to be made or a way of generating gas mixtures "on-

line" for calibration purposes needs to be developed.

The interpretation of the data obtained by mass spectrometric analysis

of the gases evolved after puncturing a package is complex for at least

two reasons. The composition of gases in microcircuit- packages immediately

after sealing can be much different when the gas analysis measurements are

made. This is particularly true when unbaked parts are used. Thomas notes

that for packages sealed in dry nitrogen (5 ppm moisture) with unbaked

parts, the package ambient changes to 5000 ppm in a matter of seconds and

to greater than 15,000 ppm in several days. The second reason is that

at the elevated temperature during bakeout or measurement there are several

possible reactions that may occur within the package. These include out-

gassing from the materials within the package (glass sealing frit, ceramics,

gold platings, and die attach epoxies); reaction of oxygen with kovar,

the sealing frit and ceramics; and the reactions of moisture with aluminum

and other metals present in the package.

The possible presence of leaks in package seals below the minimum I
detectable leak, as discussed earlier, or the use of polymer seals will
give gas analysis results which will depend primarily on the environmental

exposure of the packages and not on the initial atmosphere sealed into the

package. This is an important point to consider for long-term storage of

missile systems. That is, the package ambient for non-hermetic sealed

devices is bound to be directly related to the environments that themicro-

electronic component will experience in the missile system in storage. The

wide range of these storage environments is discussed in detail in Chapter
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D. Consequences of Moisture in Microcircuit Packages

Sorme consequences of moisture in microciPcuit packages are mentioned

in this section. Whether the effects will be significant for semiconductor

devices in stored missile systems depends upon a number of factors which

need to be evaluated in each case. Certainly storage in a humid environ-

ment accompanied by failure of package seals due to repeated temperature

cycling and exposed junctions will result in degradation, and possibly

catastruphic failure of the devices. The moisture-related phenomena dis-

cussed below include: (1) corrosion of aluminum thin films; (2) reactions

with phosphorous-doped passivation glasses; (3) ionic drift on the surface

of oxidized silicon; and (4) the phenomenon of migrated-gold resi§tive

shorts.

1. Corrcsion

Corrosion is probably one of the most important wear-out mech-

anisms in semiconductor devices and it is expected to account for a larger

percentage of storage failures in moist environments. Philofsky and Hall 7

review the corrosion of aluminum and other limitations of aluminum thin

films in semiconductor devices. In an environment of high relative humidity

they point out that there are essentially three types of corrosion cells of
interest: (1) galvanic, or dissimilar metal cells, (2) concentration cells,
and (3) electrolytic cells. A review of corrosion in integrated circuits
by KolEar8 discusses these three cells in some detail. In galvanic cor-
rosion, two dissimilar metals in an electrolytic have a potential difference
between them because of the difference in electrochemical potentials. In

a concentration cell, the electrodes are of the same material but there
is a gradient in concentration. In the third, the electrolytic cell, the
electrodes are similar and there is an applied potential between them.

Aluminum forms a passivating oxide which inhibits galvanic corrosion
and corrosion in a concentration cell unless the native oxide is altered
by the electrolyte or impurities within it. Aluminum does form an electro-
lytic cell in humid atmospheres where the electrolyte is the absorbed water
on the surface connecting the two electrodes. The effect of the phosphorous
content in passivation glass on the corrosion rate of aluminum under dif-
ferent temperatures, relative humidi:y and bias conditions is discussed in
the following section.
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2. Phosphosilicate Glasses

Paulson and Kirk9 studied the effects of phosphorous-doped CVD

passivation glass on the electrolytic corrosion of aluminum. There are a

number of variables that cause corrosion failures of microelectronic
devices. 7' 8 Paulson and Kirk show that the corrosion rate of aluminum

metallization under bias is increased by a factor of 25 when the phospho-
rus concentration of the passivation glass changes from 2 to 10 wt. percent

and that increasing the relative humidity at 85°C from 85 to 100% caused
an increase of corrosion rate by two orders of magnitude.

Passivation glass with no phosphorous-.doping often exhibits cracking

either during the deposition process or during later temperature cycling.
Exposure of underlying aluminum films as a result of the cracking can also
lead to corrosion under the right conditions of temperature, relative p

humidity and bias. Cracks in the passivation glass over nichrome resistors

appear to act as sites for the condensation of water and where failures
are initiated. It is interesting that unpassivated nichrome resistors

are often less sensitive to moisture. The addition of phosphoros elim-
inates the tendency of the glass to crack but it introduces other problems.
In addition to the electrolytic corrosion effects mentioned above it has

been observed1 0 that, above certain critical concentration levels, the
phosphorous can be dissolved out into water films. The formation of phos-

phoric acid could have severe detrimental effects on other parts of the

microcircuit.
A review of various properties of the phosphosilicate glasses have

been presented by Schlacter, et al.11

3. Ionic Drift

The presence of adsorbed water and ionic contamination on the
surface oF semiconductor devices is known to influence their stability,

performance and reliability. Attala, Bray and Lindner,12 in 1959, reported
that surface ions on thermally oxidized, diffused silicon junctions caused
slow changes in the reverse current. The explanation was that the drift
of iojs on the surface of the oxide in the fringing field of the junctions

caused the formation or channels, or inversion layers, on the lightly doped
region of the junction. Shockley, et al. analyzed the surface ion

motion with the assumption that the total density of surface ions is
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independent of time and distance. Their result which c• confirmed by

exper'iiental observations was that the surface-ion induced inversion

layer's formed in proportion to the square root of time. Subsequently
14Schlegel, et al. considered the possibility that the total ion density

was not constant l'mt depended upon the electrostatic potential -;, th- sur-

face. In this case, the time-dependent behavior is related to the ionic

mobility.

Factors which are important to the build-up of surface-ion induced

inversion layers are the moisture levels 4n the package, the package temper-

ature, contamination on the surface, the oxide thickness and the applied

voltage across the junction. Evaporation and condensation of moisture

during excursions of temperature may have an effect on the distribution of

cot;taminants on the surface. Therefore, even under storage conditions,

the surface ions may accumulate in critical regions near a junction and thus

form an inversion layer. During the long storage period it .is possible

that ionic contaminants from other parts of the microcircuit will migrate

to junction regions of active semiconductor devices and also cause a build-

up of ion-induced inversion layers. The essential factor in all these

instances, however, is the moisture level in the package.

4t. Mira~~1ted-GUIU Rsi\Uti~lve Shorts~

Shumka and Piety have described a moisture-induced gold migra- -
tion failure mechanism that results in a resistive short between adjacent

gold metallization stripes in microcircuits. Three elements are necessary

for the migrated gold resistive short (MGRS) failure mechanism to occur;

(1) the presence of reactive chemicals, such as the halogens, particularly

iodine and chlorine; (2) a continuous layer of adsorbed water between

neiqhboring gold stripes; and (3) an applied bias. Moisture levels in

the micr:circuit package of aieatpr than 1.5% at 250C are required but

this value is expected to be temperature dependent, It would seem that

since an applied bias is necessary this would not be a significant failure

mechanism in storage. However, the effect often takes place quite rapidly

and operation during the initial screening tests or during subsequent opera-

tional checkout of a missile system should be sufficient to initiate the

gold migration mechanism, if the moisture levels are above the threshold

value. Trace amounts of the halogens are usually present in both good and

MGRS devices and are difficult to remove from the microcircuit by normal

cleanir.q techriques.
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E. Summary

1. MIL-STD-883A establishes uniform methods and procedures for testing

microelectronic devices, including basic environmental tests arid physical

and electrical tests.

2. Method 1014.1 has as its purpose the determination of the effective-

ness (or the hermeticity) of the seal of microelectronic devices with

designed internal cavities. The fine leak rate test specifies a maximum

allowable leak rate that may be too high when considering the exchange

of gases between the package ambient and the external environment,

especially in lng term storage situations.

Ti
3. The probabVity of failure of package seals after the devices are

incorporated Mn a i<vissile system is expected to be high when thermal

excursions resu~c in significant mechanical stresses on the seal.

4. Mefond .j13 is a test designed to detect the moisture present inside

microelectronic packages by measuring device leakage currents as the tem-

perature is lowered below the dew point. The acceptable level specified

of -650 corresponds to a moisture content of approximately 5 ppm by volume.

Most microcircuits probably have moisture contents much greater than this

value but the test does not give a positive indication unless moisture-

sensitive devices are incorporated in the microcircuit.

5. Mass spectrometer methods for measuring the gas ambient within micro-

circuit packages have been developed. The methods and procedures used
have to be taken into consideration when comparisons are made between

measuring systems. The use of unbaked parts and the outgassing of the

various materials within the package lead to difficulties in interpreting

the data obtained in terms of the atmosphere sealed into the package.

6. The possible presence of leaks in the package or the use of polymer

seals will give gas analysis results which will depend primarily on the

environmental exposure of the packages and not on the initial atmosphere

sealed into the package.
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7. It would be desirable to incorporate gas analysis as the first step

in the failure analysis of microelectronic components returned from the

field for missile systems which have parts surveillance programs.

8. The consequences of moisture in microcircuit packages are a number uf

failure mechanisms including cor'rosion, ionic drift, reactions with phos-

phosous-doped passivation glasses and the formation of migrated gold

resistive shorts. Considering the long time, the temperature variations and

other environmental conditions of missile systems in storage, all of these

moisture-related failure mechanisms will be important to some degree.
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VI. OXIDES

Silicon dioxide, the oxide most extensively used in semiconductor

device technology, is used for masking and surface passivation, as the

oxide in MOS devices, as isolation layers in multi-level interconnections,

and as a glassivation over the entire 'integrated circuit. Other dielectric

films, e.g., A1203 and Si 3NA, are often combined with Si0 2 in multiple

layer structures either to provide diffusion barriers for mobile alkali

ions or to make unique memory devices, such as the MNOS devices where charge

is stored at the nitride-oxide interface. Reliability problems with these
oxides on bipolar or MOS devices relate to shorts in the oxide, surface
migration of ions, mobile ions in the gate oxice of MOS devices, oxide

breakdown, cracking of the glassivation or nitride layers and dissolution

of the phosphosilicate glass. Many of these phenomena could cause failure
or degradation of MOS devices in storage.

Metal diffusion through cracks, pinholes or discontinuities (as at

the boundary of devitrified areas) in Si0 2 can cause shorts between metal-

lization layers or between the metallization and silicon.
The migration of ions on oxides which is particularly enhanced by a

water layer can result in excess leakage currents or induced inversion

layers in the silicon. The formation of inversion layers depends upon the
thickness of the oxide and the bulk doping of the silicon substrate. Some
types of digital bipolar integrated circuits are based on dopant densities
of 1016atoms/cmý or higher and are less surface sensitive than devices of
lower dopant densities. The relationship between substrate dopant density

and the effective oxide charge density necessary to invert an n-type

silicon surface is shown in Figure 6-1 (fron Schnable and Keen 1).
Mobile alkali ions in the gate oxide of MOS devices can migrate

towards the silicon-silicon dioxide interface and cause changes in the
threshold voltage. Temperature-bias stress tests are capable of determin-

ing the presence of these mobile ions, particularly at the wafer level with

special test structures. In 1974 Bruce Deal2 reviewed the understanding
of charges in thermally oxidized silicon. Of the four types of charges-

fixed surface state charges, mobile impurity ions, fast surface states, and
traps ionized by radiation-the mobile ions are perhaps most important for
long time effects. Comparison of drift rates for various alkali ions under
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temperature-bias stresses is shown in Figure 6-2 (from Deal). Thus unless

strict in-process controls are imposed, most gate oxides will include a

concentration of mobile ions sufficient to cause significant threshold

voltage shifts. Under temperature and bias the changes will occur rapidly,

as indicated in the figure, but even without an -pplied bias one might

expect some migration to occur when there is a nonuniform distribution of

fixed and mobile ions in the oxide. Questions in regard to the use of the

stabilization bake screen (125°C, 24 hours, no bias) for screening MOS

devices for excessive mobile ions are being considered by Rockwell under

a contract with MIRADCOM. 3

The dielectric strength of amorphous SiO2 is of the order of 10V/cm.
0

For a typical 1000 A gate oxide an applied potential of 20 V will give a

field of 2xlO6 V/cm, one-fifth of the dielectric strength. Since oxide

integrity probably only approaches the ideal, due to variations in the thick-

ness, localized defects, etc., breakdown voltages will generally show a

range of values. MOS devices are therefore susceptible to damage due to

static charging. In addition, voltage transients may exceed the breakdown

voltage. The periodic testing of certainmissile systems may introduce such

transients from the ground test equipment. Most commercially available

MOS devices include some torm of input protection circuit but they are not

always 100% effective.

The over-layer of chemically-vapor-deposited (CVD) SiO2 glass doped

with phosphorous provides mechanical protection of integrated circuits,

improves electrical stability and minimizes the effects of loose particles.

Insufficient doping, however, results in cracking due to residual stresses

in the glass, cracking due to thermal cycling and cracking at contact windows.

Increasing the phosphorous doping provides a composition that will getter

mobile alkali ions. However, the phosphorous-doped glasses also react with

water vapor to form phosphoric acid which can have a detrimental effect on
4

exposed metallization layers. Paulson and Kirk of Motorola4 showed that the

corrosion rate of aluminum metallization under bias increased by a factor

of 25 when the phosphorous concentration changed from 2 to 10 wt percent.

As discussed in the previous chapter, this is one of several situations which

emphasize the importance of limiting the water vapor in microelectronic pack-

ages during storage.

The Following chart summarizes the failure modes and mechanisms which

are likely to occur in C/MOS devices that are part of electronic systems

of missiles in storage.
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Reliability data on TI's 4096-bit MOS RAM5 obtained durin5 c visit to

Texas Instruments in Houston, Texas in 1975 reflected the experience with

MOS failure mechanisms. While historically the major MOS failure causes

included device instabilities caused by ionic contam~natiun, gate-substrate

shorts due to oxide defects, open metallization caused by poor oxide-step

coverage, and various forms of leakage, the predominant failure cause of

the 4K-RAM was associated with structural faults in the oxide of the capacitor

or the transistor gate oxide due to particulate ur Gther contamination

occurring before, during or after growth of the thin oxide. Several changes

in the process and screening techrology were made subsequently to eliminate

such faiures. These included:

1) Instituting stricter specificatijns on the purity of the
chemical materials used in the manufacturing process.

2) Minimizing slice contamination, both before and after
growth of the gate oxide with improvements in rinse
equipment and slice transportation.

3) Installing monitors of oxide integrity at critical
process points.

4) Initiating voltage-stress screens.

One can conclude that for large scale integration of MOS deviccs (MOS/LST)

there is a potential for improving reliability by the implementation of

in-process controls and monitors. The Rockwell program is considering such

approaches in addition to evaluating the effectiveness of MIL-STD-883A

screens for MOS devices.

In a paper presented at the Electron Devices meeting in December 1976

Barrett and Smith of Intel Corporaxion discussed the reliability of the

16K-bit, N-channel, MOS RAMs in terms of thu primary failure modes. In

contrast to the 4K, one-transistor, RAM, as used by TI for example, the

16K RAM uses a double layer polysilicon select gate which overlaps the

polysilicon capacitor plate forming a CCD cell. The overall size of the

memory cell is reduced but greater reliance on the oxide integrity is

required.

The data in Table A, from Barrett and Smith, represent failure analyses

of a random sample of 4K RAM field and laboratory failures. Package fail-

ures such as broken leads, lead corrosion, etc. were eliminated from this

listing. Similar trends are observed for 1K and 16K RAMs. The significant
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Table A

Die Related Failures of 4K RAMs

Failure Mode Number % of Total

Surface Defects 22 17.3

Oxide Defects 83 66.0

Metallization Defect 1 0.8

Masking Defects 7 5.5
Assembly Defects 10 8.0

Degraded Input 3 2.4

feature of these data is that the primary MOS RAM failure mode is oxide

breakdown. In their discussion the authors conclude that while acceptable

reliability can in theory be achieved by improving oxide quality alone, in

practice it must be attained by screening out defective oxides. They then

consider the best screen for oxide defects. In comparison with other
failure modes which have activation energies in the range of 1 eV, and are

therefore greatly accelerated by high temperature stresses, the oxide

defects failure mode has an activation energy of only 0.3 eV so that a

high temperature burn-in is not particularly useful. Rather, the most

effective screen is one which employs an over-voltage stress,

In summary, oxides are expected to be an integral part of the electronic

components used in missile systems and the increased use uf such devices

as MOS RAMs, C/MOS and CCDs will mean that the potential for failures in

storage will correspondingly increase. A continuing evaluation of MOS

technology and the examination of failures for identifying the predominant
failure mechanisms should therefore be of vital concern to the Army.
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VII. POLYMERS

A. Barrier Problems

1. HreiiyadDfuion

The prime concern in use of plastics for encapsulation of elec-

tronic devices or as sealants is water resistance. Water is the most

damaging of all outside agents which can cause failure in microcircuits.
Clough and CollinsI describe water attacks on plastic encapsulated cir-

cuits in four stages:

1) absorption of water by the polymer,

2) transport of ionic species through the polymer,

3) formation of conducting paths between electrodes, and

4) corrosion of the embedded materials.

Chapman and White2 have pointed out that water can penetrate plastic

by two mechanisms. Both mechanisms involve diffusion, one through the

plastic and the other through the air trapped in the plastic. We consider

a third mechanism for introducing water, namely by decompositioti f encap-
sulated materials.

R. K. Traeger- studied the hermeticity of polymeric lid sealants.
Moisture permeability of polymeric packages was found to be around 3.7 x i0-O

cc(STP)/cm-sec-atm. With this permeability the interior of a package will
reach 50% of exterior humidity in 6-10 hours. Figure I illustrates time

scales for moisture to penetrate various sealant materials. The data listed

in Table A illustrate differences between polymers. Epoxies are good moisture

barriers compared to other organic materials, but the highly fluorinated

,,,oymers such as Tellorr could be an order of magnitude better. Unfortunately,

TefloF-rýand low permeability epoxy are not usable as lid sealant polymers.

Jones, et al. have considered permeation of moisture through organic
seals using the usual modification of Newton's and Fourier's equations for

thermal conductivity used in permeability and drying studies. If the
permeability P is constant, the time, t, for the partial pressure of water
to increase from p, to p2 is

t (LV]( 273 1In o-2
4 po- Dj
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Table A

Moisture Permeability of Various Polymers
Permeability

Material Temperature c c(STP)/sec-cm-atnr 106 Reference

Silicone 38°C 8.4 7

Silicone RTY 250C 240 3

20-100 3
Silicone junction coating 250 C 36-190 3
Polyurethane 250 C 6-16 3

250C 1.7-5.2 3
250 C 53 3

Epoxy, anhydride 250C 4.8 3
Epoxy, amine 250 C 3.6 3
Epoxy, amine 25°C 3.2-7.5 3
Epoxy, amine 250C 2.9-3.4 3
Epoxy, co•niercial 37°C 0.64 7

500C 0. 98 7
600C 1.2 7

Epoxy, commercial 38°C 0.25 7

60°C 0.62 7
Epoxy, experimental 38°C 0.16 7

-.OC 5020 7

60'C 0.38 7
Phenol i c 60°C 0.11 7
Poly (diallyl phthalate) 69°C 0.88 7

Poly (ethylene terephthalate) 39C 1.7 3
Polycarbonate 250C 20 3

250°C 0.67 3
Polytetrafluoroethylene 400 C 0.28 3

280C 0.064 7

500C 0.11 7
60uC 0.10-0.22 7

Polychlorotrifluoroethyl ene 380C 0.028 7
Polychlorotrifluoroethylene 300 C 0.11 7
Polyethylene copolymer 450 C 0.18 7
Polyvinyl fluoride 250C 1,4 3

380 C 0.26 7

500 C 0.66 7

6000C 1.4 7
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t is time to reach P2

V - is the free volume of the container

I. is the diffusion path lcngth of seal

- is the permeability of sealant

A - is the area of the seal exposed to the permeant

T - is the absolute temperature

po- is the external water vapor pressure

P - is the initial, internal water vapor pressure

S- is the final internal water vapor pressure

Traeger3 reports that moisture will permeate through silicones in minutes$

epoxies in hours, and fluorinated polymers in days (Figure 7-2). Bubble
testing (for gross leaks), helium leak tests, and device operation have been

used to measure hermeticity of electronics packages. According to Traeger

packages sealed with adhesives can pass both fine and gross leak tests.

However, gases, including water vapor, permeate through organics and the

organic seals do not provide long-term resistance to moisture. Perkins and

Licari 5 recently measured the moisture permeation as shown in. Figure 7-3

for ceramic hybrid microcircuit packages sealed with epoxy resins. Their

best seals have permeabilities in the 1.2x10- 7 to 4.2x10- 7  cc(STP)/

cm-sec-atm range. This means that packages reach one half of ambient

humidity in about 90 to 100 days.

Hamilton 6 discussed water vapor permeability of polyethylene and
other plastic materials and described apparatus for measurement of perme-
abilitiese Low densityv nnlyethyie-nes ha-e permeabilities of t"e oieder o'

10 cc/cm-sec-atm at 25°C. High density polyethylenes have permeabilities
from 1/3 to 1/6 that of low density polyethylene, The permeabilities of

polypropylene are between those of high and low density polyethylenes.

Figure 7-4 shows a comparison of nonolefinic polymers with a typical low
density polyethylene.

Hadge and colleagues7 described the apparatus developed in the labora-
tories of the Allied Chemical Corporation for testing vapor permeability
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Figure 7-2. Rate of Moisture Permeation into a Hybrid
Microcircuit Package (after Traeger 3 ). Times
to reach various fractions of external relative
humidity are given for a package with seal aveg.
0.175cm2 , seal length (thickness) 0.15cm, and
interral volume 1.8cm3 , from Equation 1.
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for molded plastics in the thickness range of 0.16 to 0.32 cm. Table A includes

their water vapor permeation results for various polymers,

In 1974, Thomas and Meyer 8 noted that inside a semiconductor package

water is a "killer." Water induces nichrome resistor failures, molybdenum

and gold dendrite growth, aluminum hydroxide formation, and second order

effects such as undesirable intermetallic growth and surface inversion. At

present, package atmosphere analyses are made in a number of laboratories.

Helium and FreonR have been found inside "hermetically" sealed packages.
There doesn't appear to be much if any correlation between fine helium or

krypton leak rates and moisture levels.

Gas analyses of parts from the Apollo program which were sealed seven

to nine years ago showed that although measured leak rates were in che 10-B

cc/sec-atm range, little or no oxygen, argon or water exchange was obse',vec.

This indicates that a true leak rate was lower than 10-' (actually less than

10- 9 cc/sec-atm) and that the parts could have been stored indefinitely with-

out ambient degradation.

A leak rate of i0-' cc(STP)/sec-atm is equivalent to a permeability of

1.6x10- cc(STP)/cm-sec-atm in a barrier 1.0 cm thick, if we take water as

the penetrant at 37°C and 100% RH (pvap = 47.07 nm Hg). In case the demand

for storae life is 10 years .I sec) this permeab1iity would permit

passage of water equivalent to - 82,000 molecular layers. Such accumulation

of water is intolerable. We must conclude that a leak rate of 10-6 cc(STP)/

sec-atm is much too high to use as a criterion for hermeticity.

We expect that one monolayer of labile water probably is necessary to

permit surface migration of ions in electrochemical oxidation-reduction re-

actions leading to migration of metals and resultant failures in microcircuits

and devices. Therefore, we propose as a realistic and prudent criterion for

nermeticity a leak rate which corresponds to the admission of one monolayer

of water vapor or gas in ten years. This leak rate is about 1.2xI0-'3 cc(STP)/

sec-atm per square centimeter of adsorbing surface. We recognize that to

dry any material, component, or microcircuit in the sense of removing the

last traces (monolayer) of water is quite impossible and completely impractical

were it possible. We emphasize that we must remove sorbed water which is
mobile. Sorbed water can enter into reactions as water, and can facilitate

ion migration. Further, we must prevent introduction of water at concentra-
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tions at which water can be labile. This means that we must dry components,

materials, microcircuits, etc. carefully; seal components under dry conditions,

and seek leak rates less than about 1.2xlD- 1 3 cc(STP)/sec-atm in hermatic seals.

A barrier 10 ) thick which would pass one monolayer of water (at 37%C

and 100% RH) in ten years would have a permeability of exlO"I *cc(STP)/cm-sec-atm.

Water permeabilities in polymers are at least 10 times too high. See Figure

7-1.

Further studies of hermetically sealed electronic parts were reported by

Thomas 9 at the 26th Annual Electronic Components Conference in 1976. Moisture

adsorbed on the surfaces of the package parts was the primary source of pac-

kage contaminations. Thomas claims that moisture can be removed by extended
bake-e,•t procedures. Organic materials such as epoxy die attach compounds

require special processing if used in hermetically sealed packages. He says
that a minimum of 48 hours drying time is necessary for organic materials

when baked in a vacuum at 150*C. We doubt that organic materials can be

dried in vacuum in any reasonable time. One of us tried unsuccessfully to

remove toluene from polystyrene by baking in vacuo at 1000C for two weeksl 0

and to remove water from carbon black by baking in vacuo at 5000 C for ten
11 .12daysI. The results of studies by Wiegand and Licari on outgassing support

this observaticn.

Plastic lead seals were found to be nonhermetic with respect to moisture

and, therefore, unacceptable for use in high reliability applications. Ex-

periments conducted on the plastic sealed samples 9 showed that after less
than 100 hours in 85% RH at 850 C packages contained more than 10% moisture

by volume. These packages were "hermetic" with respect to the helium leak

test. These studies showed the uselessness of testing plastic sealed packages
using MIL-STD-883A helium fine leak test procedures. A new standard for

deteriuiriny the hermeticity based on moisture content is needed.
According to Thomas most micrielectronic devirps operate reliably

with moisture contents of 1000 ppm (in the enclosed volume) or less. For
high reliability parts he recommends 200 ppm as a maximum. Thomas suggests
that this is a compromise between current measurement capabilities and the

difficulty in achieving dry environment in a manufacturing facility.

In the past few years much effort was expended in development of new

methods for measuring of moisture content inside packages. A new A12 03

sensor was tested by Texas Instruments Inc., under contract from Rome Air
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Development Center.13 The sensor detects moisture more quickly and cheaply
than does mass spectrometry. The capacitance-resistance moisture sensor
has a lossy dielectric of hydrated porous alumina formed by anodizing
aluminum and covered with a moisture permeable gold film. Capacitance and
conductance depend on partial pressure of water. Improved sensors using [

silica on silicon electrodes have been developed and are being tested at
the National Bureau of Standards. 14 This type of moisture detector can
behave erratically with shifting calibration or become inoperative.

Water, free to participate in deleterious reactions, must be minim.ized
in sealed devices and circuits. Water content in plastics has received
attention out of proportion to its importance, perhaps, because water con-
tents (solubilities) are easier to measure than the more important Wifu-

sivities or permeabilities. Modern Plastics Encyclopedia 75-76 and other
sources, for example Harper,16 give the values of water absorption of plastics
Sthe only factor characterizing behaviour of water in plastics. No water-
vapor permeabilities, diffusion coefficients, or leak rates are given.

Measurements of water sorption were carried out according to the Standard
ASTM D 570. Water absorption is specified as the percent weight gained by

the specimen in 24 hours at 23C. 17 Figure 7.5 presents water absorption versus

density.

Solubilities of water in hydrocarbon and fluorcarbon plastics should
be and are low (<0.01%) except for polystyrene. Water contents of epoxies
are greater , from 0.03 to 0.2%. Except for polar polymers like cellulose
and proteins, all water must be considered to be labile water which can
participate in deleterious reactions. Care should be exercised to main-
tain available water contents below levels which will provide conduction

paths for electrochemical reactions on surfaces. Such levels must be
d eLeriiii ned.

2. Outgassing and Water Extraction FromOrganic Adhesives and Encapsulants

Products outgassed from cured organic adhesives and encapsulants
in high reliability hybrid microcircuits can cause failures.

Perkins and Licari17 investigated methods for determining the out-

gassing of cured adhesives. Short-term tests of two hours using thermal
gravimetry can identify the worst, high outgassing materials. Longer term,
1000 hour, tests are more instructive. The total amount of outgassing is
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No correlation of water sorption with density is expected.
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important because high outgassing indicates that contamination and corrosion

are likely to occur. The chemical nature of outgassed products is much

more critical than is the total amount because some very active constituents

can impair electronic devices when present only in trace amounts.

The results of gas chromatographic analyses by Perkins and Licari 1 7 of

several epoxy resin adhesives are shown in Table B. Only for the package

containing Hysol 0151 was water reported; these results for water should

be questioned. A constitutent which probably is boron trifluoride was

found in the packages containing three types of adhesives, Epo-Tek H61,

Epo-Tek H31, and Epo-Tek M44. Water reacts with BF3 to form boric acid anG

hydrofluoric acid, HF dissolved in water. Thus we may expect BF3 content to

correlate with degradation of device electrical parameters.1 2 -
Wiegand and Licari evaluated five epoxy resin adhesives inteAded for

use in hybrid microcircuits. After extensive testing they concluded that the

most reliable test to determine the amount of adhesive outgassing is 1000

hours at 150 0 C. DuPont 5504A and Ablebond 150-6 are high outgassers (4 and

7 percent by weight). Eccobond 104 and Ablebond 36-2 (0.1 and 0.5 percent,

respectively) showed least outgassing (Figure 7-6)

The tests presented in Figure 7-6 were conducted in air. Wiegand and

Licari recommended a nitrogen atmosphere for future 1000 hour outgassing

tests, because nitrogen is the filling gas in sealed devices.

The outgassing tests described here are instructive, but less than

definitive for two reasons. First, even the low outgassing materials give

off huge amounts of volatile materials. Outgassing of 0.1 percent by weight

corresponds to about 5x1O6 monolayers of adsorbed materials. Second, careful

qualitative and quantitative analyses of gases and non-volatile decomposi-

tion products are necessary to an understanding of failure mechanisms in

integrated circuit packages using organic adhesives, sealants, or encapsulants.

These analyses should be sensitive to about two parts in 108, corresponding

to one monolayer of adsorbed molecules.

Chlorine and other halides such as BF3 should be excluded from circuit

packages of any kind. Results of water extraction analyses of six epoxy

resin cements after digestion of 288 hours at 71 0 C showed chloride to be
17present from 2.7 to 380 parts per million . That concentrations of chlorine

as high as 500 parts per million might be tolerable18 im surprising if one
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Table B

Results of Gas Analysis of FET Test Packages

Adhesive 'Constituent'
Amount ,2 0 02 JrN 2  BF3 ? Low Molecular Weight

(mg) (%) (%) (%) (pp) Hydrocarbons _( ')

Control Zero Zero 7.31 Balance 8

Hysol 0151. 22.7 0.10 1.31 75

Ablefilm 517 28.0 Zero 0.84 57

Eccobond 104 30.0 0.02 37

Epo-Tek H61 47.7 4.72 347 3839

Epo-Tek H74 47.6 Zero . " 63

Ablefilm 529 41.5 Lero 21

Ablebond 36-2 47.2' Zero 251

Epo-Tek H31 42.1 3.43 147 4042

DuPoniL 5504 48.2 0.08 2441

Ablebond 58-I 100.3 4.52 55-J
• Epo-Tek 12.3Zero Zero 3alance 114 79

After Perkins and Licari17__
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considers that chloride ion need be present in small amount only in the

locale of charged conductors to cause migration and failure.

Adhesion and viscoelastic behavior of organic adhesives, encapsulants,

and sealants is not part of this study. Enough Frobably is known about

making adhesive systems that desired adhesion and viscoelastic properties

as well as adhesive wetting characteristics in the presence of sorbed

water car be attained.19

B. Expansion Problems

1. Thermal Expansivities and Stresses in Encapsulated Systems

Almost all organic resins have much higher coefficients of thermal

e'pansion than do metals, ceramics, and inorganic glasses. Therefore,

electronic devices, integrated circuits, and components embedded in organic

resins can be subjected to severe stresses in embedding processes or in

storage and use. Differences in thermal expansivities, coupled with

changes in viscoelastic responses of polymers, with changing temperature can

produce sufficient stress that mechanical failures (particularly in leads

and bonds to devices and circuits), increases in permeabilities or formation

of leaks, and chemical reactions can occur.

Coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) of inorganic materials and metals

conmonly found in hybrid circuits range form 3.2xi0- 6 to 24x1O0" per degree;

the CTE's of unfilled resins are from 80x105 to 400xi0-6 deg-1 , and the

CTE's of filled resins are from 15xlO-6 to 110xi0-6 deg-' 1' 2 0 ' 2 1 (see

Table C). These differences are more than sufficient to produce stresses

which can rupture leads and bonds with quite modest changes in temperature.

For polymers below their glass transitiorn temperatures typical moduli of

elasticity are about 4xWOs psi. 2 2 This coupled with a difference in CFE's

of 50xI0"b deg-' and a ratio of cross sectional areas of ten to one could

produce tensile stresses irn leads as great as 2000 psi with a 10°C change

in temperature.

Thermally induced stresses may be reduced by using filled polymers whose

CTE's can be as low as 15Hx10 deg-'.' Of course, the filler cannot be a

chemical contaminant or affect adversely the properties of either the cir-

cuit assembly or the resin.
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Table C

Coefficients of Thermal Expansion - Linear

Material CTE 106 °C- Ref.

Silicon 3.2 1

Germanium 6.0 21

Alumina 6.5 1

Glasses 8-10 20

Steel 10-12 20

Gold 14 20

Copper 17 20

Aluminum 24 20
Filled Epoxy Resins 16-17 1

Filled Silicone Resins 30 1
(no solvent)

Filled Phenolic Resins 35-110 1

Epoxy Resins 60-70 1
(unfilled)

Phenolic Resins 80-110 1
(unfilled)

Silicone Resin
(unfilled, no solvent) 125 1

Polyurethane Resins 150 1
Flexible (unfilled)

Silicone Rubbers 170-250 1

Silicone Gels 300-400 1
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Instead of using rigid encapsulants, an obvious method of reducing,

but not eliminating, thermally induced stresses is to use polymers at temp-

eratures above their glass transition regions. Harper23 has reviewed a method

for making epoxy resins flexible. Polymeric resins can have large coefficients
24

of thermal expansion above their glass transitions. Data of Baker on an

epoxy-glass composite structure are an example (Figure 7-7). Thermally induced

stresses can be quite large in systems encapsulated in viscoelastic resins

above the glass transition temperature range if temperatures are changed quickly.

For example, if the temperature changes 10%C per second in an encapsulant with

CTE 100x10- 6 deg-1 and viscosity 1011 poises, the stress in a polymer may be

over 1400 psi. This stress can be transformed to leads, bonds, etc., depending

upon geometries. (However, rapid temperature changes can produce stresses

in systems above the glass transition temperatures of encapsulants.)

Glass transition temperatures are strongly dependent on degree of

polymerization, cure, presence of plasticizing material, etc. Glass transi-

tion temperatures for comparable epoxy resins ranged from 100'C to 200°C
25in one investigation. This variations should be considered typical for

proprietary resins. A

C. Plastics Decomposition Products

Decomposition products from sealants, adhesives, and encapsulants

can provide the deleterious materials which react electrochemcially with

components and integrated circuits and cause failure. Polymers such as

epoxy resins can yield halides from epichlorohydrin and from curing agents

such as boron trifluoride. Polyvinylchloride can give off hydrogen chloride;

fluorinated polymers can yield hydrogen fluoride, Ammonia and amines from

curing epoxy resins from polyamides can react with ions to form complexes

and with acids or water to form cations. Aids from cur agents fur epoxy

resins, polyesters, polyamides, or the oxidation of any organic compound can

form salts with metal ions aiding in the electrochemical oxidation and prob-

ably transport these metals. Water may be a decomposition or oxidation

product of many materials.

In summation, thL polymers used inside hermetically sealed systems can

yield materials as destructivw to integrated circuits and components as are

those in the external envirowment.
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Use of considerable care in selecting only stable epoxy resins without

excess curing agents is necessary. Boron trifluoride should be avoided unless

the absence of fluorides can be demonstrated. Use of hydrocarbon polymers,

polyethyleneterephthalate, and well outgassed phenol-formaldehyde polymers

is suggested. More reactive polymers, such as polyvinylchloride, epoxy resins,

polymers, etc. probably should be avoided.

D. Conclusions

1. A quantitative definition of hermeticity is needed. We propose that a

system be considered hermetically sealed if not more than one monolayer of

deleterious material, e.g,, labile water, be absorbed on critical working

surfaces in the useful life (including storage time) of the deVice or cir-

cuit assembly. For example, a leak rate of about 1.2xi0-"1 cc(STP)/atm-sec

would admit one monolayer of adsorbed gas (such as water vapor) on one square

centimeter in ten years if the external pressure of the gas is one atmosphere.

2. Polymers cannot be used to seal circuits where even short-term storage

reliability is required. Polymers are permeable to gases and water vapor

and to liquids including water. Diffusion coefficients are high, in the

D - 10- 9 to i0-' cm2 /sec range. Solubilities are sufficient that permeabil-

ities range form P - 10-l ° to 10-4 cc(STP)/sec-cm-atm. These permeabilities

are from 50 to 50 million times greater than the permeability of P - 2x10- 2

cc(STP)/cm-sec-atm which would admit one monolayer at water through one

centimeter thick material at 100% RH (p = 42.1 mm Hg) at 370 C in tenyap
years. If moisture barriers were to be ten microns thick, the permeability

could be not greater than - 2x101 5 cc(STP)/cm-sec-atm. Permeabilities of

polymers are too great by from seven to eleven powers of ten to serve as

sealants for circuit assemblies.

3. Hermetic seals should be retained in circuitry components in U.S. Army

missiles.

4. No chlorine or other halogen containing materials should be sealed in

any circuitry components. Polymers used should be simple hydrocarbons or

compounds of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Nitrogen containing polymers

should be considered with skepticism.

5. Thermally induced stresses can be excessive in hybrid circuit systems

encapsulated in polymers especially in rigid materials below glass transition

temperatures.
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7. Data on thermal expansion, glass transitions, and viscoeleastic responses

of polymer encapsulants and adhesives are too meager for design of circuit systems.

E. Recommended Studies

1. Leak rates of hermetic seals should be studied to define hermeticity,

to develop leak tests, and to establish relationships among leak rates of

water, helium, and other gases and vapors.

2. Measurements of permeabilities, diffusion coefficients, and solu-
bilities of water in representative polymers should be made so that good

data are available and effects of temperature, pressure, mechanical strain,

previous sorption, and synergism of two or more penetrants be understood.

3. Measurements of allowable chlorine, chloride ion and water concen-

trations in microcircuits should be made. Water alone, chloride ion alone,

or chlorine other than chloride probably can be tolerated at relatively high

concentrations, but the chloride ion and water concentrations together must
be low. These concentrations and concentration ratios probably control

device and circuit life.

4. The measurement of water concentrations inside sealed devices and

circuit assemblies should be continued and expanded. The "gettering"

action of materials used in assemblies or added as "getters" should be

studied.
5. The technique of water exclusion by displacement using polymeric encap-

sulants should be studied. For example, the efficacy of silicon rubber

"sealants"for integrated circuits should be studied at various humidities
including submersion. Time-temperature-humidity effects on performance

with and without chloride ion present should be investigated.

6, Humidity-temnerature-time tests should be studied. The immersion in
1210C (250 0 F) hoiling 1..'.ate for 4 hours probably is too drastic in screen-

ing. Tests of 1000C immersion in fresh water and sea water and exposure to

various humidities and immersion at lower temperatures should be made.

7. Careful attention should be paid to life testing in the telephone

system. Performance for 10 to 40 years under extreme conditions such as in

submerged or buried cables and repeaters is similar in rigors of conditions
and time to those sought for storage and use of U.S. Army missiles.

8. The decomposition of and products formed from polymeric adhesives,

encapsulants, sealants and substrates should be studied with care and in

detail. This will require accurate and sensitive quantitative analysis in
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the part in a billion range. Mass spectrometry, ion emission and absorption

spectroscopy, careful gas analysis, x-ray fluorescence activation analysis,

and chromatographic separation techniques will be necessary.

9. The tolerable levels of chloride ion water should be determined. in

the presence of water, very little chloride ion should be present. Tolerable

levels of cations such as Na+, Br++, Mg++, etc. should be determined.

10. The thermal and photolytic decomposition products of polyners used

should be determined. This requires careful analyses of the one part in

108 level.

11. The effects of water and oxygen on the decomposition of polymers in

closed systems should be determined.

15
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VIII. SCREENING

A. Introduction

Some aspects of screen testing are discussed in this chapter with special

attention to the missile storage environment. A comprehensive screening pro.-

cedure able to remove all types of weak or defective devices from the popu-

lation has clearly not been realized. The potential failure mechanisms are

numerous and the device construction details too diverse to realistically

search out all weaknesses with a single set of stress tests. There actually

are only a few ways to observe and exercise the delicate composite structure

of a microcircuit without undue damage to good devices. Some steps in screen

tests will rapidly extend a device population into the wear-out phase of the

"Bath-Tub" curve if the stress parameters selected for le test are too severe.

It is also known that latent defects can be created during screen testing.

Obviously, this situation must be carefully avoided. Some of the significant

structural or chemical mistakes made in the fabrication of devices are not

revealed in reasonable times using current test methods. For example, it

is necessary to destructively puncture a package to determine if the moisture

level is high because direct measurements are not yet satisfactory. Further-

more, moisture injuced failure modes often require longer time periods to
appear than would be practical using current screening stresses. The screen

must also be appropriate to the intended use of a device. Only after the

important failure mechanisms are identified can the screen test procedure

having the best chance of removing devices with appropriate defects be

selected. We found that the organizations with the most effectiva parts

quality programs used individuals having a strong understanding of device
.. .• ' ... ^ " .. .. . . .....• - -L.. . th t.st

Juuerils CijirJugments,. the eiiPi asis of Llli screen testing.
Based on long personal experience, they looked most closely for particular

failure mechanisms in certain devices.

B. Screen Test Steps

High reliability screen testing normally includes steps from the following

lists:

1. Visual Examination

a) inside package

b) exterior of package
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2. Elevated Temperature at no Bias

3. Temperature Cyclir,!

4. Thermal Shock

5. Mechanical Shock

6. Constant Acceleration

7. Nondestructive Bond Pull for Hybrids

8. Package Leak Tests

9. Burn-In Tests at Various Ambient Temperatures

it) forward bias

b) re erse bias

10. Electrical Parameter Measurements to Detect Changes

11. Radiography

12. Particle Impact Noise Tests

The visual examinations reveal obvious mistakes during fabrication at
no risk of degrading the device. The details requiring attention are ad-
dressed comprehensively in Methods 2010 and 2017 of MIL-STD-883 for monoli-
thic and hybrid microcircuits, respectively. Any indication that a chemical
contaminant is present should reject the part. In addition, the criteria
in MTI eTD 0.0- for cracks, scratches, voids and other geometrical features
potentially producing mechanical stress concentration factors should be made
more severe for stored than for operating devices. Mechanical stresses arising
from sources discussed in Chapter IV will be most effective in causing device
failure at the leading edges of sharp fissures. In addition, moisture tends

to accumulate at such sites, thereby stimulating localized corrosion and
chemo-mechianical processes. The thresholds for crack propagation in the thin
elements of a microcircuit have not been either theoretically or experimentally

evaluated for the conditions associated with storage stresses. Therefore, fun-
damental measurements will be necessary before visual crevice criteria appro-

priate for devices in storage can be specified.

The supposed benefits of mainlaining unbiased devices at an elevated tem-
perature are found to be a point o some controversy. High temperature bakes
are generally considered inexpensive atid nondegrading to properly constructed
devices. It is clear from the investigations referenced in Chapters IV and
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VII that material modifications will uccur at the class B requirements of

24 hours at 150'C. Diffusion of the metal alloy and impurity atoms within

critical features such as bond interfaces and also certain types of chem-

ical reactions will proceed under these conditions, Although no one counts

on the bake to reveal defects independently, it is often believed that sub-

sequent screen stresses will fail devices having certain weaknesses due to

the interactions occurring during the bake. For example, the accumulation

of impurity atoms at a bond interface during the bake may cause the bond to

lift later during temperature cycling or burn-in. Conversely, tle high tem-

perature bake can be beneficial as a metallurgical anneal for properly fab-

ricated microcircuit structures. Vacuum and sputter deposited metal films

are well known to have high dislocation densities equivalent to a highly

work-hardened bulk material. In addition, mechanical stresses associated

with the lattice constant misfit at interfaces between composite layers can

be relaxed to some extent by the anneal. The metals in the neighborhood of

a bond are also highly work-hardened so that the bake anneals residual stresses

here as well as permitting additional interdiffusion at clean bond interfaces

to make a better junction.

Two experimental investigations illustrate the factors discussed above.

SulouffI and Robertson2 have both examined bonds subsequent to at least the

bake and temperature cycling screen steps. Sulouff employed a bond pull

force method and Robertson a bond resistance criteria to evaluate the effect

of screening stresses. While many details differed in these two studies,
both demonstrated thermal induced changes in the materials at some stage

during the screen test steps. Sulouff and Robertson each found that the per-

formance of poor bonds was made worse and that of good bonds better subsequent

to the imposition of these stresses.

Temperature cycling is intended to provide cyclical mechanical stress

of the microcircuit structure based on differences in the thermal expansion

coefficients of device materials (See Table A of Chapter IV). However, there

is widespread controversy concerning the optimum number of cycles for this
step. During our many visits, we found practically no support for the usual

MIL-STD-883A requirement of 10 cycles at limits of -65 0C and 1500 C.
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One would not expect easily detected accumulated fatigue aamage at these

stress levels from only 10 cycles. Various organizations have adopted their

own temperature cycling screen test procedures with th2 number of cycles ran- V
gi-g from 25 tu about 300 c:'cic Although these workers usually had some

empirical confidence about the number of cycles adopted for their, tests, no

one appeared able to relate degradation of faulted devices with the stresses

imposed by therra' cycling. -th needed relationships between cyclical rate,

types of faults, device construction, temperature extremes and number of

cycles required to reveal particular faults have not been generated. As

disciussed in Chapter IV, there have been investigations evaluating the wear-

out processes due tu cycling of some wire bond and package systems. These

studies indicate that wear-out begins at somewhere between 1000 and 4000 tem-

perature cycles. With one exception, the several wear-out investigations did

not examiný specified faults or environments, These data, theretore, indicate

that a temperature cycle screen should involve accumuiated cycles considerably

less than 1000 cycles.

Thermal shock is often substituted for thermal cycling by a number of

organizations and is allowed by MIL-STD-883A Method 5004.3 for class B devices.

Individuals expressed the opinion that an 80% corralation exists between de-

tects revealed by thermal shock ard temperature cycling stresses. Given the

same achieved temperature extremes, the stresses involved in thermal shock

should include those introduced by temnperature cycling. It is usually less

expensive and faster to conduct the thermal shock test. However, as discussed

in section C of Chapter IV, additional factors come into play with thermal

shock. The potential is greatly increased for unnecessary damage to brittle

materials such as the chip, glassivation layers and ceramic seals during

thermal cycling. For example, T.I. noted thermal shock damaged seals such '

that subsequent MGRS failures occurred. The biggest concern is that the

damage done. here migh+ not be detected during any phase of screen testing.

The storage environment is particularly apt to cause growth of the type of

defects potlentially introduced by thermal shock and lead to failure even years

later. The-efore, the thermal shock option should be strongly aiscouraged for

screeninj devices placed in Army tactical missiles.
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Constant acceleration is used to detect poor die attachmen'-s and very

weak gold wire bonds. With a linear density of about 0.01 mg/mm for 1 mil

diarneter gold wires the inertial force at 30,000 g's is 0.9 grams for a 3rm ,

wire length. This force is shared by both bonds, so clearly the force on

a single bond is not large. A similar length of 1 mil aluminum wire with

a linear density of 0.0014 mg/nmr experiences a total force of only 0.13 grams.

A 1 mg chip feels 30 grams at 30,000 g. Obviously, one should never consider

checking aluminum wire bonds by inertial stresses and 'lower acceleratio;,s wil
have quickly decreasing value, even for gold. The vulnerability of some

large hybrid packages has limited constant acceleration testing to much
smaller values of g so that wire bonds are really not tested at all. Mechan-
ical shock based on instruments which are essentially air guns have been used
for ver'y small electronic devices, but are not considered appropriate for

larger I.C.'s and certainly not hybrids. Factors associated with hermetic seal

testing are discussed fully in Chapter V.

Particulate matter within a sealed package is derected using either
radiographic techniques or the more recently developed acoustic methods. The
low absorption of X-rays by low atomic weight materials severely limits the

usefulness of radiographic methods. However, significant advances are cur-
rently being made in the art and s'zience of loose particle detection by moni-
to.ing particle noise in a vibrated device package. One supplier now claims

his system will detect particles as small as 1 x l0-7 grams. This corres-
ponds to a sphere of aluminum with a diameter a little greater than I mi,.

A laroe number of organizations had adopted their own techniques for conduc-
ting particle testing as noted in refererce 139 of chapter IV. However, no
one has been able to differentiate between the part icle material. No .ally,
one is oniy concerneI about conductive particles, out many devices must be
rejected Lecause of harmless, non-conductive particulate matter. A concern.

for stcr%&%ge reliability is that. many particles teid t,) be caught in crevices
or are otherwise attached tU Lome part of the package and then are not de-
tected by the acou,_tc screen test. We fuund workers using various "standard"
shock methods to free tiapped particles. Electronic instrumentation for graded

mechanical shock is now becoming available. The effectiveness of particle
detection screen testing appears to oe closely related to the operator at

this time.
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C. Deliberate Defect Investigations

The basic purpose of a screen test is to separate faulted or otherwise

weak devices from the part population without doirg significant damage to

the remaining dthvices. This implies a knowledge of the type and amplitude

of stress required to cause particular defects to be revealed. In reality,

people have accumuiated screen effectiveness information by subjecting

device populations to typical screen stresses and then observing the failures.

This procedure obviously can be neither precise nor efficient for establishing

optimum screening parameters, iince both the type and number of initial de-

f~cts is generally uninown. The philosophy needed for developing meaningful

screen testing parameters is to concentrate on determining the specific

stress-duration l!vels required to reveal well defined device faults. This

means that the capability is needed for fabricating devices with deliberate

defect types, severity and number. This implies either qLoantitative measure-

ments in advance of defects randomly introduced during fabrication or a deli-

berate modification in the manufacturing process to form these defects. Then

the failures due to specific defects which occur during screen testing can

be used to determine the effectiveness of particular screens. For example,

graduated impurity levels can be introduced at bond interfaces. Experiments

Should thlen bePErfcujrieu Lu Pletrmire the effect of these impurities on bond

durability in expected device environments. This information would provide

the basis -or an appropriate screen tect to fail bonds having unsatisfactory

durability related to interface impurity levels.

A current program undertaken by Rockwell International3 for MIRADCOM

is designed to evaluate the effect of several screen steps on seaected deli-

I2rately introduced defects. One of these is marginal bonds based on adjust-

ment; to an ultrasonic bonder. Weak oonds of two kinds were produced un a

consistent basis following careful experiments using the bond machine para-

meters. Under bonded wires were fabricated with a near, pull strength of

about 2 grams and the other defect was an over-bonded condition which would

not have passed an alert visual examination. The materials included Al-Al,
Au-Al and Au-Au couples. Although their results are not final, it is clear

that 10 temperature cycles had no effect. Extended cycling, up to 500 cycles

for Au and 300 cycles for Al, did not result in electrical opens for this
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type of bond defect. However, the pull strenqths of bonds with these defects

were altered in an interesting manner subsequent to the extended temperature

cycling. The strength of marginal bonds fabricated in the underbonded con-

dition was increased whereas those made in the overbonded conditioil were

significantly weaker. Subsequent investigations were conducted on this type

of defect using a screen stress sequence of stabilization bake, temperature

cycling and constant acceleration. Although this sequence did reveal su.;oe

of the defective bonds as electrical opens, most of the defects remained

undetected until destructive pull testing was conducted.

The Rockwell screening investigations have therefore demonstrated that

temperature c'cling is not effective fir removing bonds which were defect2,.

because of a badly adjusted ultrasonic bonder. Although micronetau'urgical

examinations have not been done on these bonds, it is reasonable 6o assume

that the under-bonded couples were made stronger by the additional inter-

face diffusion at the high temperature regions of the temperature cycling

tests. The reduced strength of over-bonded couples might have resulted from

the thermal-mechanical stresses at the interface of the highly work-hardened

metals within the bond region. The effectiveness of annealing here is un-

determined. The scope of this program did not permit the examination of

bonds having other types of normallyv encountered defects. For example, it

would be particularly useful to know how effective this screen sequence is

for detecting defective bonds based on selected interface, substrate or wire

impurities. The Rockwell program represents a step in the development of

effective screen test procedures based on actual knowledge of how a particu-

lar defect responds to specific screen stresses. However, the temperature

cycling screen test study at Rockwell has not resolved the fundamental con-

troversy relative to an optimum number of cycles. The limited number of

variables examined did not include many additional factors relative to strip

line defects, impurities, rate of cycling and chip defects known to be sig-

nificant. Other aspects of the Rockwell International screen testing inves-

tigations concern the analysis of gases in hybrid packages and MOS/LSI process

parameters. The package gas studies in progress are concerned with the pre-

cision of current state-of--the-art measurement methods and some effects of

moisture on microcircuit materials. The MOS/LSI investigations are discussed

below.
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D. MOS Devices

The problems associated with the s.reening of MOS devices and, in par-
ticular, MOS/LSI devices have been ,isco •ei with a number of technical per-

sonnel in our visits to industrial and -:overrmi.e:nl installations. The

predominance of alkali ion (mainly snJ.'-) cc•,tamination in gate oxides

and the presence of oxide defects (e.,c., pinkhcks) are pos'sible causes of

long term drift in MOS (levices in st:•,age. There is not a general agree-

ment on the use of high temneratur.s reverse bias screens versus high tem-

perature operating bils scru.eas. One wiud expect that the screen which

exercises the mavimum nuiZt,' of gates would 2e preferable, %iowever. the

actual bias-t'ime product would also be import7ant In terms uf the drift of

mobile alkali ions in che field acrcss the oxide. Internal visual i:spec-

tion prior to cappi'g wuild ordinarily pick up proble.nis with mask alignment,

coverage of oxide steps, etc., 'nut wfuld not identify oxide defects such as

pinnoles under the metallization. Destructive te.ms are us,.ally necessary

in that case and, therefore, wouIo not con.titute a scre•.n test. The
stabilization bake or high temperet",re storage screen t12EC,- 24 hr-ý., no

bias) has questionable value for ,US devices unless it functions to stabiize I I
the amount of surface charqe. However, if suf~icieit moisture is uresen'L a

gradual change in surface charge can take place with time. Whether stabili-

zation bake cabi MQsu ba considered a possi•le screen for oxide defects o0

mobile ions in the oxide needs to be ;Žxamined. Ir order to resolve somne of

these uncertainties, the program with Rockwell Jntern&tional wa: inittated

by MIRADCOM. The purpose of the program, with respect to MOS/LSI devices,

was to introduce known defects at Lne wafer level ard then to determine if

the various screens could detect the presence of thesce defects by comparison
of electrical paraieters for devices with ana without the known defects.

The RockwL:ll effort has nide effective use of a process evaluation cir-
cuit (PEC) which was one of their standarJ (PMGS) circuits concwining mary

different devices. Measurable parameters of tite devices enable cor3 elation

of the electrical behavior witn various proces3 step,. For example, threr-
hold voltage shifts are investigated by measuring VT and V6ST of a small

unit FET and an 8 x 8 oil unit FET; charge at the Si-SiO2 inter,1ace i,f

checked by C-V analysis on a gate oxide capaito'; leakage current is measured
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for a serial parallel multiplier, an 8 mil wide gate FET and the 8 x 8 mil

unit FET; and circuit speed is measured directly for the dynamic serial

parallel multiplier. In addition to the PEC, a production MOS device which

is a CPU for one of Rockwell's microprocessors was also fabricated. Since

the PEC used Si0 2 /Si' 3 N4 gate dielectrics, C-V tests on the 5'02 for sodium

ion contamination were also done on test wafers prior to the deposition of

Si 3 N4 and bubble tests were made on the combined dielectric. The results

of the study show transistor data for three sets O parts subjected to
stabilization bake at 200%C for 24 hours and 100 hours: (1) parts fabri-

cated as close to process guidelines and tolerances as possible; (2) parts

fabricated exactly the same as (1), but metailized using a contaminated

spuctering target in a chamber known to be contaminated with sodium; and

(3) parts fabricated exactly the same as (1), but with deliberate misa-ign-

ment of the metal mask to expose gate oxide and bare silicon in contact
arctas. While it is not possible to state conclusively at this time on the
sensitivity of the stabilization bake screen for oxide defects, it does

appear certain that judicious use of a process evaluation circuit, along

with rroducticn runs of MOS/LSI devices, is an advantageous approach for
attaining higher reliability.'
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IX. ACCELErATED TESTING

A. Introduction

Predictions are sought for the reliability of electronic devices and

systems. We can do this only by experience, but we can't wait over the

useful life of each device or system to make our observations. Therefore,

we use "accelerated aging" tests and extrapolate in time. Experience is

our only justification; this procedure has no scientific basis. We delude

ourselves with mental gymnastics in kinetics to assuage our fears and mask

our uncertainties. To approach the prediction of reliability with objec-

tivity, we must understand the bases of kinetics and its application to

predicting physico-chemical behavior in time to come.

Our electronic devices are complex systems undergoing mechanochemical,

electrochemical, and mechanoelectrical changes. These changes must be con-

sidered together. At any time in an. electronic device, several hundreds

or thousands of interdependent chemical, mechanical, and electrical reactions

and processes may be occurring simultaneously. How these processes add

deter iiines the behavior and fate of the device.

1. Rate Equations for Various Processes

The basis for all treatments of kinetics may be stated simply as,

"the rate at which a system approaches equilibrium is proportional to the

departure from equilibrium." Based upon this postulate we may write the
rate equation

Throughput Rate Constant x Potential (1)Drag

This equation describes the motion of a pendulum,' 2 the conduction of

heat, 2 "10 the flow of fluids,lb,3,4'5'6,7,8'9 diffusion of matter,10 con-

duction of electricity, rates of chemical reactions,2Visco-

elastic deformation of materials, rates of radiation of heat,' 8 ' 19

20,21
and the generalized rate equations of so-called nonequilibriurn thermodynamics.

Because rate equations for all or almost all physical and chemical

phe.,omena are of the form of the linear rate equation given above, a simple

linear rate equation can approximate the complex electrical, mechanical,
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and chemical aging behavior of any system including electronic circuits.
Although there is not a good example from electronics, the combustion of

fuel oil illustrates the additivity of linear rate equations. The partial

combustion of simple hydrocarbons involves several hundred chemical

reactions; 2 3 the practical combustion of fuel oil probably involves several I_.-

thousand or tens of thousands of reactions. In addition, flow of oil,

separate into droplets, mixing with air, diffusion, convection, radiation, J-

thermal conduction, charge transfer, and other phenomena are involved. Rates {.
of these processes can be deacribed by linear rate equations. These add for

the multitude of parallel, sequential, competing, and branching processes

so as to give an overall linear rate equation with only fuel and oxidant

concentrations as the potentials.23 We must realize that obtaining a fit
of rate data by a near-equilibrium, linear rate equation tells us nothing
about the processes involved in anything but the simplest, homogeneous

systems.

B. Temperature Dependence of Rate Equations

van't Hoff showed that the temperature dependence of the equilibrium

constant (expressed in terms of concentrations, that is, at constant volume)
is given by the equation 15a

dlnKe =AE

dT = ? •(2)

where Ke is the equilibrium constant, T the temperature, AE is the change

in encrgy in goiirg from reacta:ls to products, and R is the gas constant.

He als, 6aJ o"iuI.. aq iuill i..u constant is given by thE quot IetIL

of the forward and rever!,,, rea :,ions, this based upon Guldberg and Waage's

ideas of mass action. (, 'ting these observations, Svante Arrhenius in
1889 stated that a reasonablL - jation for the temperature dependence of

rate constarts is 24

d In K r Eact - act

-T---- Kr = Ae • (3)

where Kr is a rate consta it, A a l :"ant, and AEact is an energy of activ-
ation. Arrhenius believed that on, olecules which had acquired energy
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equal to or greater than AEact could react. This interpretation persists

today.

Arrhenius knew and appreciated the intimate connection between equil-

ibrium and kinetic phenomena. Therefore, he expected that rate constants,

and equilibrium constants should have temperature dependences of the same

form. The postulate of near equilibrium kinetics leads to the same result.

The argument is as follows: near equilibrium states can be described by

thermodynamic functions similar to those of equilibrium states. Therefore,

if the equilibrium constant at constant pressure K is given by 21b

p

-RTlnKp = AGO = AH° - TAS° = AE° + ApV° - TAS°, (4a)
pA

where AGO, AH , AS , AE , and AV are the changes in Gibbs free energy,

enthalpy, entropy, energy, and volume respectively, in going from reactants

to products at standard conditions (at some pressure p), thEn the rate con-

stant Kr at constant pressure at some near equilibrium state may be written as

-RTlnKr = AGt = AH4  TASt = AEf - pAV4 - TASf (4b)

where AGT, AHT, AST , AE1 , and AV are the activation free energy, enthalpy,

entropy, energy, and volume respectively in going from reactants to some near
1 25

equilibrium, activated state capable of reacting. Eyrings notation is

used intentionally. We see that the Arrhenius and Eyring models are identical.

Use of time-temperature-potential (or driving force) superposition

required that the rate equation be known exactly for each process and that

the temperature dependence of each rate process be known precisely. The
act1iva-inn anarmtl~ r A'f rmzin -r AE -- 1-U3+40 4k, ;S ..

' act -~'I ~,~ 3U

a function of temperature. For transport and mechanical processes in poly-

mers, the activation energies can be very strong functions of temperature.

C. Limitations on Kinetics and Time-Temperature-Potential Superposition

and Extrapolation in Time.

Treatments of kinetic phenomena are based upon the postulate of linear

kinetics: "the rate at whi-' a system approaches equilibrium is proportional to

the departure from equilibrium". Therefore, our equations are limited to near-

equilibrium systeims. This limitation need not concern us in most cases. All
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of our experience shows that linear kinetics is applicable to most systems

and fails only in cases of extreme departure from equilibrium.

Three critical conditions must be met if time-temperature-potential

superposition is to be valid. These conditions are:

1. All possible processes and combinations of these processes
must be considered.

2. The processes and combinations thereof must occur over the
whole range of temperature considered.

3. Temperature coefficients of the rates of all processes must
be known. This means that "activation energies" of all
processes must be invariant with temperature or their
dependence on temperature be known pre-isely.

In almost all cases where we use time-temperature-potential-super-

position and extrapolation in time from accelerated aging studies to pre-

dict useful service life of systems, none of the above conditions are met.

Nevertheless, we use accelerated aging studies, as we must, because we

have nothing else from which to predict useful life of systems. We must

be cautious not to delude ourselves as to the quality and reliability of

our projections from accelerated studies.

Quite obviously, time-temperature-potential-superposition is limited to

small changes in systems. Drastic or permanent changes associated with

phase changes, ,mulavon uaiayE, ,•iedhnical defunnation, structural change,

electrically and mechanically induced chemical reactions, chain reactions,

and parallel reactions make time-temperature-potential superposition next
te impossible. Processes of this sort occur in storage and use of electronic

devices. For example, there is no way to separate mechanical and chemical

processes in polymers. Electrical processes are usually ignored due to a

lack of knowledge and at considerable risk. In electronic devices, com-

ponents, and systems made up of conductors, semiconductors, and insulators,

and including organic and inorganic polymers, one must consider electrical,

electrochemical, and electromechanical processes as well as chemical and

mechanochemical phenomena. In spite of the complexities of systems, there

are attempts to wiake time-temperature-potential superpositions and extrap-

olations in time as though a single, small change was occurring in each

system. On the basis of meager information and such interpretation, pre-

dictions are made that devices and circuits will not be harmed by particular

materials, environmental conditions, stresses (potentials), etc. over long
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periods of time. Such extrapolation is dangerous at best and more likcly

foolhardy if changing conditions and probable mechano-chemical-electrical

processes are neglected.

The only basis for use of time-temperatuirE-potential superposition

and extrapolation in time is real experience in how specific accelerated
27tests correlate with actual performance. What is now a relatively simple

example of accelerated aging in thermal oxidation of polyethylene demon-

strates this. For many years, measurement of rates of oxygen uptake at

140 C or 150°C has been used as a screening test for antioxidants for

polyethyl es.28 Quite obviously, oxidations of polyethylenes at 140°C

are not representative of oxidations at lower temperatures if for no other

reason than polyethylenes "melt" in the 1100 tc 115°C or the 1200 to 135°C

ranges depending on chain branching29a and thermal history29b and that only
less ordered, noncrystalline polyetheylene can be oxidized at temperatures
below the melting ranges.28b,30 Sufficient experience has been accumu-

lated to show that in spite of this and other limitations, the 1400 C oxygen

uptake rate is a good screening test for antioxidant systems for poly-

ethylenes.28c However, the only basis for use of this 140°C accelerated

test is more than thirty years of experience from careful experiments.

Our problem is to apply our experience in correlating accelerated
aging studies with actual performance. Electronic devices and systems are

much more complex than the oxidation of polyethylene examples cited because

we must consider electrochemical and electromechanical processes as well

as chemical and mechanochemical phenomena. Considerable experience has

been gained in the past forty years from aging studies of resistors,

capacitors, tubes, insulation, transistors and some integrated circuits.

This experience must be used carefully to avoid unwarranted conclusions be-

ing dawn.- WP mwzt1 Acdmil thAt Almrn1- All -% ourv avnriawincn is npizlifU-+1-4a,

and cannot be reduced to quantitative extrapolations in time. I.
D. Some Comments on Justifications of Accelerated Testing Models

1. Overinterpretation of Rate Theory

One example of the misuse of kinetics: equations to gain unreliable
or baseless conclusions is a purported derivation3 2 of the "power rule" for

capacitors33 from Eyring's formulation of rate equations. 26 The "power rule"
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for capacitors expressed in differential form

d(damaget . constant x (voltage)n (5)
dt(5

is exactly the near equilibrium rate equation applied to damage of capacitors.

This equation is an overall rate equation which sums and averages over

equations of the sa;le form for chemical reactions, current flow, diffusion,

thermal conduction, etc. Eyring's model is,j:.4actly the same near equilibrium

rate equation with the rate constant expressed in terms of near equilibrium,

state functions of thermodynamics, namely, the free energy, enthalpy, and

entropy. Identification of the rate constant with thermodynamic state

functions in no way constitutes a derivation of or gives a theoretical basis

to the "power rule" for capacitors.

2. Acceleration Factors in Accelerated Agijn

The assignment of numerical acceleration factors in time-temperature-

potential superposition and extrapolation in time probably is not justified

because of the primitive theory undergirding kinetics and the incomplete-

ness of experiments describing aging processes. Because we can write over-

all rate equations summing over any number of processes and because many

of these overall rate constants follow Arrhenius' temperature dependence,

time-temperature-stress superposition and time extrapolatic seem to work

for accelerated aging of some devices, components, and circuits. W, must

be careful not to place too much reliance upon this apparenW 2ement

between experiment and "theory." The summation of r .as over many processes

averages out information so that any details of processes are lost. This

averaging appears to be as destructive to informat. - averaging

over small ranges of size, shape, refractive inaotA etc. in scattpring
34

of electromagnetic radiation.

The use of and reporting of "acceleration factors" to two, three or
four significant figures and extrapolations in time to two significant

35figures cannot be justified. Such over reliance on extrapolation by
authorities in the field invites disastrous error by those less skilled

in the art.

3. Additivity Assumptions in Varying Potentials During Tests
The effects of stepwise and continuous increase i. time-temperature-

potential superposition are taken to be additive in accelerated aging studies.
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In studies of electrical devices, components, or circuits the potential
32

varied usually is voltage. However, potential in this context means

"driving force" and can be mechanical stress, concentrations of chemical

reactants, voltage, etc. For example, the effects of stepwise and con-

tinuous increase of voltage on the failure rate of capacitors has been

analyzed assuming additivity of damage. 3 2 This is exactly the additivity

of the Boltzmann superposition principle36 as applied in linear visco-

elasticity.37,38 Strains produced by various components of stress in a

loading program varying with time are added separately or stresses are

added separately for strains in a strain program, and viscoelastic response

to a stress program can be calculated from stress response to a strain pro-

gram and vice-versa. That damage effects in capacitors are simple additive

functions of potential is no more likely than stress-strain effects are

additive in real materials at finite strains. Superposition simply does

not work for viscoelastic response of real polymers at finite strains. 3 8 b, 3 9 , 4 0

Our considerable experience with departure from additivity in visco-

elasticity can guide us in time-stress superposition in accelerated aging.

Departure from additivity should be expected for strain (flow) processes

which involve cooperative movement of structural moieties in anisotropic,

heterogeneous, composite structures such as polymers. Electrornechano-

chemical systems such as electrical devices, components, and circuits are

at least as complex structures as polymers and are involved in at least

as complex, cooperative processes as are polymers. Therefore, we should

expect time-temperature-potential superposition and time extrapolation to

be nonlinear in stress and temperature. (Consider the nonlinear temperature

dependence of strain behavior of polymers.) 2 6  If we expect nonlinear super-

position and extrapolation in accelerated aging, we must treat our linear

superpositions and extrapolations with skepnticim and care.
4. Comments on Distribution Functions Describing Rates of Failure

In life testing, if populations of devices, components, or circuits

functioning at various times can be described by some convenient distri-

bution function, manipulation and extrapolation of these rate data are

simplified. No justifications from kinetics theories are mentioned in

most works on life testing.

The most logical distribution in time might be that from simple first

order kinetics which leads to an exponential decrease in number with time.
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This is the case if the number of units which fail in unit time is pro-

portional to the number of units operating. Compared to experience this

distribution is not nearly broad einough; decay is too rapid with time.

Simple zero order kinetics in which the number failing is independent
of the number operating gives a constant rate of failure for a given start-

ing population. This gives a broad distribution in which the number operat-

ing varies inversely as time. Experience is that rate of failure decrea-es
somewhat witn increasing times at long times.

Necessary to represent the experiment well is a distribution that is broad
and for which the rate of failure rises from zero at time zero through
a maximum at some relatively short times and then decreases slowly over long

periods of time. The Weibull distribution4 1 has these properties. Thus,
for the fraction of units, P(t)' which have failed at time t

P(t) = 1- e® (6)

where P and 0 are constants, the fractional rate of failure is

t1/0

dt - (7)

The lognormal distribution4 2 behaves similarly. For the fraction failed
P(t) at time t

z i1 r -uz21 )
PJ e du

where u is a variable of integration and the probit43 jis

Z- lnt - InY (9)

II

where t is the geometric mean life of the population and (Y is the standard
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deviatior of the logarithms of the life times. The fractional rate of failure

for the lognormal distribution is:

2
dPtt) - t-I _½(!nt lInt 2(0_ e - a (10)

dt cyv/2

These distributions, the Weibull ard lognormal, are quite similar.

Neither has an obvious advantaue in representing experiments. However,

Peck and Zierdt prefer the lognormal distribution based upon their ex-

perience.44 The lognormal distribution has been used enough that we tend

to forget that its application in these aging studies is empirical. Smith

and Vaccaro observed that a lognormal distribution of lifetimes should be

expected for a multiplicative effect of randomly distributed variables. 4 5

That the mechano-electrical-chemical processes that lead to failure are

randomly distributed and multiplicative is unlikely. More prubable is that

these processes are many in number and are sequential, parallel, competitive,

and chain reaction processes Jhose effects are additive. If we siim over a

relatively small number of such rate processes, we should get a broad dis-

tribution in time like the Weibull or lognormal distribution for unreacted

species. We see this if we consider even two consecutive reactions or simple

chain reactions46 which lead to concentration profiles in timae like the

Weibul] and lognormal distributions. Thermal degradations and oxidations of

organic materials usually involve chaii reactions. Mechanisms or chemical

reactions at surface of solids are little understood; many of these ccmbine r
consecutive and chain reactions. Mechanisms of electrochemical and mechano-

chemical reactions and mass transport including ion migration are unknown.

Rates of all processes add Stoichi•m•t;.ically to give the overall rates of
failure and the distributions of species with time.

E. Comments on Treating the Combined Effects of Temperature and Humidijy_

on tite Lives of Devices, Components and Circuits

A few, different empirical mathematical models have neen used to treat

the combined effects of temperature and humidity on the service lives of

devices, components and circuits.47-52 Thesc include using humidity as a

potential (accelerating stress) 47 partial pressure of water as a potential, 50
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522
and humidity squared as a potential. Reich and Hakim quite arbitrarily

have used the expression for failure rate X

e eA + B (T + RH) (11)

a

where A & B are constants, T is temperature, and RH is relative humidity

in percent. Reich has compared these models using the doubtful method of

calculating numerical acceleration factors; he concludes that more data
531are necessary to test the models. The fact that different empirical

models can be used to represent effects of humidity and temperature and that

one of these, an arbitrary summing of temperature and relative humidity in52
an Arrhenius type equation, seems to work but gives widely variant

"acceleration factors" probably is a result of writing overall rate equations

to describe the rates of cumulative effects of hundreds or even thousands

of processes. We probably should expect that narrowing choices to even a

few models to describe these complex sums of many processes is unlikely.
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X. STATISTICAL APPROACHES 10 STORAG[ RELIABILITY

A. Introduction

The present Army program on storage reliability gives important

recognition to the system reliability of missile systems in storage. The

statistical analysis of field and laboratory data on electronic component

failures requires an adequate grouping of failures in terms of failure mech-

anisms and technologies. However, as pointed out previously, there are

limited data of this type currently available. Thus, the main thrust of

our study was to identify potential failure mechanisms in terms of funda-

mental macerials processes and the expected exposure to various environ-

mental stresses. In this way we have been able to focus on the most critical

situations which would limit the storage reliability of missile systems.

Nevertheless, statistical appreaches to analyzing failure rate data and for

obtaining reliability predictions are of value in initial estimates of

system reliability. This chapter includes discussions on three aspects of

statistical methods: 1) a review of relevant literature on system

reliability; 2) d procedure for modeling storage ireliability when more than

one failure mode exists; and 3) a consideration of the sampling require-

ments of MIL--STD-S83A, a topic which would be relevant to the selection

of sample sizes for small qualification lots of complex and expensive

hybrid microcircuits.

B. Storage Reiiability of Missile Systems

The need to predict the reliability of missile systems in storage or

dormant states has been studied and numerous reports and papers have been

published in an effort to develop a reasonable model that can be widely used.

This section contains a review of some of that literature.

The first problem is the attempt to analyze the data. In order to do

this one must first analyze all the different failure modes. Jordan 1 dis-

cusses one approach to this analysis that even reaches to the designing stage

of the system. The method is called Failure Modes Effect and Criticality

'Oalysis. The first step in a Failure Modes Effect Analysis has six parts.

a) Define the system requirements.

b) Establish ground rules to which the FMEA
is performed.
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c) Describe the system hardware and
functional blocks.

d) Identify failure modes and their effects.

e) Compile the Critical Item List.

f) Document the analysis.

The second step, Criticality Analysis, is where the criticality numbers

(Cr) are computed. The paper performs this analysis on a sihilple hardware

system. There are several other papers which deal with the analysis of

data. They are concerned with the analysis of accelerated life test data.

Nelson2 presents a gra,Thical method based on the Arrhenius model. The

methuds require complete data, The parýr is concerned with estimating the

parameters, a, r,, o , whe'. ji(x) = ,a+,Sx (Ii(x) is the iogarithmic ie,,n anri

o is the logarithmic standard deviation). Nelson and Kielpinski3 preser't

a method somewhat similar to the one presented by Nelson, but this one can

be u~ed on censored data and is based on the log normal and normal life uis-

tributions. This paper discusses common and optimal plans and shows how to

arrive at these types of models. Plithides4 uses a different type of dis-

tribution than either of the previous ones, the Weibull distribu,-ion. This

paper deals with a study conducted on the reliabil'ty of washing ihachines.

There are several general papers on some aspec-., of reliability. One

written by Lucinda Mattera," though not very technice:-, discusses failures
and the increasing importance of reliable parts since every system is made

up of many smaller parts that, if they failed., would cause system failure.
6Calvin discusses, in a much more technical art;cle, the modeling of the

classic bathtub curve using a mixed Weibull distriLution. The data he uses

to illustrate his model are simulated.

Cherkasky7 employs several of the common approaches tn analysis of

system reliabilitv after some extensive literature studies. He discusses

some problems such as the lack of usable data and the use of the exponentii.

distribution as I- model

R(t) = - nop nop knop

where nop stands for non-operating mode. The predicted reliability of the

system is found by merely summing the operational readiness and mission

success terms, and substituting this sum into the classical exponential

formula with
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(At) [k(l-a)Alti1J + (kiXit 3 ) + (kX2k,1)

There are diagrams in the paper which make, this formula a little clearer.
8There is a paper written by Burns and Kapfer on the evaluaiton of C/MOS

devices which discusses several different tests that thuse devices are sub-

jected to. The tests include, for example, temperature cycling, moisture

resistance, bias power and temperature step stress, and DC parameter tests.
Colledge and Kimball 9 discuss the COPPERHEAD Storage Reliability Verifica-

tion. The paper presents the requirements from the Army for Material

Reliability Availability Maintenance and lurability (RAM-D). It also shows

why stor,.ge testing is necessary.

There is a paper written by Salt 1 0 on the different approaches to the

stress failure mechanism related to wires. The work is theoretical and tells

the effects of defects such as notches on failures. There are no data from

specific tests presented in this paper. Cattrell makes us aware that

there is some need for reliability studies on the nonelectronic parts of the

system. Here we have no specific quality levels or: the data which is avail-

able. The paper presents "no test" and "periodic tests" cases for ground

and submarine situations. There are models given in each case which are

based on the exponential distribution.

There are also several papers which have come from government sponsored

research. Oe Boeing Company paper12 presents results from 10,027 Motorola

RTL el,:ctronic parts which were stored for 8 years, The measurements taken

in 1975 were compore,, to those taken in 1967 in order to arrive at some

sort of parameter dri it ri&;dcl. Another of these papers13 is a handbook on
electrical and electror, ic ýcvices presented by the Raytheon Co. The hand-

book attempts to present mod-!ls which describe the life cycle of a missile

systeml. IlTe IrflSlIiu IIIdle 8,; tLUoraye ur nun uperaLiny m11udes and fallure

rates were developed by tUe U.S.. Army Missile Command. The operational

data were extracted from existing sources such as MIL-HDBK-217B.

There is another paper written by Kobylarz and Graf14 on two specific
devices, the 2N3029 silicon controlled rectifier and the (SRC)CD40074D in-

tegrated circuit. A minicomputer was used to collect the data. Several

restrictions were placed on the data so only tne data where the temperature

of the parts was between 230 and 250C were used. The object was to see if
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more frequent testing leads to faster deterioration. Masterson and Miller

present the input required and the output of a program concerned with failure

distributions (the distribution used is Poisson). An example of the program

used is given. Again the quesiton is raised, how many of the iailures are

induced by testing?

Lastly, there are some papers on a particular type of accelerated
testing, cycling. Gagnier prefers power cycling to temperature cyciing,

especially for certain types of failures, such as poor welds and bonds. He

gives a very general model for this type of cyc'ing. Wagner and Mischke 7

present data for a specific wire type. They are concerned hewe moru witn
stress than cycling. They use the Weibull rather than -he normal or 'io5

normal distributions in prediction. Martin Marieua has a paper I. ic h i,

basically the same as Gagnier's.

The problems here are wany. What type of accelerated testing gives

the best results? How many times should a part be tested while it is ir,

storage? How many failures will this testing cause? How can we make dat,
more uniform so that it can all be used? Much further research 'is needed

on all these questions, but perhaps we can find the beginnings of these
answers in the research presented in these papers.

C. A Procedure for Modeling Storage Reliability

I. Determine Failure Mechanisms by Means of:

a) Search of the Literature

b) Interview With

1. design engineers
2. manufacturing and qua, lity control engineers
3. field personnel

c) Testing Where Feasible

II. Detenrmine Events Which Can Result in the Occurrence o" the Above
Failure Modes. These Will be Obtained by the Same Procedure.
Along With the Identification of the Events, the Conditional
Probability of Occurrence of Each Failure Mode When the Event
Occurs must be determined.

This information may be obtained by detailed study of the types of
failure mechanisms. Where insufficient data are available for such a study,

the probability may be obtained by designed experinments run in the laboratory
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making use of such things as accelerated test methods, shock and vibration

tests, high temperature tes's, etc. These experiments would be designed

to simulate the occurrence of all possible combinations of the events

leading to the various failure modes.

Suppose, for example, a missile has two failure modes and three events

may happen causing the occurrence of these failure modes. The first event

will c,.,use the first failure mode to occur with probability ki. The second

will cause the second failure mode to occur with probability k2. The third

will cause both to occur with probability k1 2. (The third event might be

the occurrence of both events one and two or an entirely separate event.)

If event three is not both of the other events, we can further say that it

will cause failure mode 1 but not 2 with probability kho, failure mode 2

but not 1 with probability ko2 and neither to occur with probability kon.

Of course, here kl., +kj 0 + ko2 + koo = 1. If event one is the only event

that can occur, the device failure rate would be kjXi and the reliability

of the device could be expressed as

-kiXi t
R(t) = e

Similarly if event 2 is the only event that can occur the device

failure rate is kX? and the device reliability is

-k 2Xzt
R(t) = e

Thus, the failure rate would be either k1 Xj or kX 2 in these two instances.

Now if event 3 occurs the failure rate would be kj2X1 2 for both modes,

k0o1; for mode 1 on!y, etc. Thus, the overall failure rate for mode 1 would

be k1A, + KOX 1 2 , for failure mode 2 would be k2X2 + kD2X) 2 and for both

modes k 2 X)1 2 .

The reliability of the device would then be written as

R(t 1 ,t.) = e ,t or 0 < t.

and
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R(t ,t ) = Ae 1 4- k01Xi t? k 2  + ('-ko-kc)XI for 0 e t,

Combining these two reliabilities we get the bivariate exponential distri-

bution
19 ,20

-X tI- X2 t 2 - X max (t ,t2 .)
R(tl,ta) e

*
where X, = k1¾j - kio 1 2

X2 k2 k2  -- koX 1 2

X = k12-X12

t.. failure time for failure mode i

If there are three or more failure mechanisms, the above formulation

can be extended to the multivariate exponential distribution. For three

modes this is

R(t 1 ,t 2,tl) exp [-Xklt - X2tz - *3t3 - X*2 max (t 1,t 2 )

-X2 3 max (t 2 .t 3 ) -,K1 3 max (tit 3 )]

Here there are six events possible. Events 1, 2, and 3 cause failure modes

1, 2, and 3 respectively. Event 4 causes failure mode one with probability
k40 ,failure mode 2 with probability k0 4, both modes I and 2 with probability

k44 and neither with probability koo. Here k40 + Ko• + k44 + koo = 1.

Event 5 causes failure mode 1 with probability k500 , mode 3 with probability

koo 5, both one and 3 with probability k505 and neither with probability

kooo. Again ksua + koo5 + k, 0 i + knoo = I.

Event six causes failure mode 2 with probability ko0 o, mode 3 with

probability kaof, both 2 and 3 with probability ko6r and neither, 2 nor 3

with probability koll. Here ko6o + kooG + ko6G + k01 i =1.
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Then A, = k1?X + k40X1 +ksooXis

*
X2 = k 2 X2 + k 0 4 XI 2 + koGoX 2 3

X = k3X3 + koo0 5 1 3 "ko oX2

\12 = k44X1 Z

>11 = ksosX13

X23 = ko66N23

The above expression assumes there is no event such that all three modes

would occur simultaneously.

This may be generalized to n failure mechanisms, again assuming no more

than two can occur simultaneously, as follows:

n * ,
R(t1 ,t 2 ,...,t n) = exp [i-) ti i- X ij max (ti,tj)

i=1 i<3

where X.i kiXi

X. k. X
ij ijij

n * *
and X I Xi Xi

i=1 i<j

and ki, ikj are generalizations of the k's discussed above for n=2 and 3.

X is the overall system failure rate.

D. Statistical Sampling Requirements of MIL-STD-883A

Test method 5005.2 of MIL-STD-883A specifies LTPD values for use with
the sampling tables of MIL-M-38510A, These LTPDvalues vary from 3% to 20%
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and include the follow;ng values: 3%, 5%, 7%, 10%,15% and 20%. Specific

plans corresponding to thesL 'TPD values may be found in MIL-M-38510A.

1. Use of LTPD Plans in MIL-M-38510A

For all tests except Group C, Subgroups 4 and 5, the tests are attri-

bute sampling plans and the values of LTPD refer to percent defective.

For these percent defective plans, the LTPD is that quality, expressed as

lot percent defective, which has probability of acceptance of 0.10. The

tests in Group C, Subgroups 4 and 5,are life teits and, for these cascs,

LTPD means the device failure rate, expressed as percent of failures per

1000 hours, for which the probability of acceptance is equal to 0,10, as-

suming an exponential failuru distribution. For these tests the values

of n, the sample size, in MIL-M-38510 must be multiplied by 1000 hours to

give the total test time to be used. For example, a test time of 45,000

hours may be accomplished by 45 devices tested fo,' 1000 hours each, or 30

devices each tested for 1500 hours, or some other convenient combinations

making up 45,000 test hours. In general, however, the standard indicates

initial tests shall be for 1000 hours. Later, life tests may vary between

340 hours and 2000 hours. If tests are for less than 1000 hours arid the

stipulated number of failures occurs, additional test hours may be used,

up to 1000 hours and a corresponding new acceptance number determiner' from

Table B-1. For example, suppose the plan n = 45, c = 0 (LTPD = 5%)

were used and 90 devices were put on life test for 500 hours. Note

90 x 500 = 45,000 hours. Now if one failure occurred during this 500 hour

test, the test time could be increased up to 100 hours, making a total test

time of 90 x 1000 = 90,000 hours. The new acceptance number would then

be found by reviewing Table B-1 to find that the test could be stopped,

if no more failures occurred, at 70,000 hours. This would correspond to

70,000/90 or 778 hours. Thus, to summarize, if 90 devices are put on test

and no failures are encountered in 500 hours the lot could be accepted.

If one failure occurred in 778 hours, the lot could be accepted. If two

or more failures occur the lot should be rejected since the total test

time required for two failures is 105,000 (which is greater than the rnaxi-

mum allowed test time for 90 devices of 90,000 hours.)

If a test time of more than 1000 hours is selected, with a corres- L
pondingly fewer aumber of devices tested, and more than the allowed num-

ber of failures occur, additional test samples may be used once to bring
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the total test time up to that for which the observed number of failures

are allowed. If no further failures occur the lot may be accepted, other-
wise it is rejected. Thus, for example, for the 5% LTPD plan with c = 0

we might put 25 devices on test for 1800 hours. If one failure occurs
during this 1800 hours we might test an additional 18 devices for the 1800

hours. If no more failures occur we may accept the lot, otherwise it would

be rejected.

The above discussion centered around the use of Table B-I of MIL-M-
38510A. This table is based on the Poisson Distribution which is a con-

venient approximation to the actual probability computations when the size

of the lot is large relative to the sample size. For small lots the hyper-

geometric plans in Table B-IU should be used. These plans are indexed by

lot size, which runs from 10 to 200, and acceptance number which runs from
0 to 2. For each lot size, appropriate sample sizes are listed along with
their AQL and LTPD values. The following table indicates the effect of lot
size for the previous example, i.e., LTPD = 5% and c = 0. As the table
indicates, the percent of the lot which is to be tested decreases as the

lot size increases when the LTPD is maintained at 5%. Similar results are

obtained for other LTPD values and acceptance number.
2. Derivation of LTPD Plans in Table B-i oF MIL-M-38510A (based (in

Poisson Distribution)
LTPD is defined in this standard as that quality for which the prob-

ability of acceptance is 0.10. Thus, for each acceptance number, c, we
merely go down the column of a Poisson table, such as that in the following

table, until a value of 0.10 is obtained. The corresponding value of np
is then read from the left margin. Thus, for example, for c = 0, the prob-

ability of zero defectives corresponds to a value of np of 2.30. The sample

size is then obtained by dividing this value by the stipulated LTPD value.

Thus, for LTPD = 5% and c = 0, the sample size is

2.30
.0 = = 45.

Some values of np 1 0 for each acceptance number are listed below.
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Table A

Effect of Lot Size on Sample Size for LTPD 5% and c = 0

N n
ALot Size_ _Jample Size) n/N

10 -- 100
20 -- 100
30 25 83

40 32 80
50 32 64
60 32 53

80 40 50
100 40 40

120 40 33
150 40 27
160 40 25

200 40 20
Large (B-I) 45 --
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Table B

Summation of Terms of Poisson's Exponential Binomial Limit
1,000 x Probability of c or Less Occurrences of Event That
Has Average Number of Occurrences Equal to c' or np'.

S0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0.02 9801,0w
0.01. 9C.1 99 1,000
0.00 042 99S 1000
0,OS 023 997 1,000
0.10 005 9931,00(0

0.15 8 91 90 999 0,'0
0.20 819 9,2 9991,000
0. 25 77 974 998 1,000
0.30 741 9 93 0961,000

0.35 705 951 V94 1,000
0.40 670 938 992 9991,000(
0.45 638 925 089 990 1,000

0.50 607 910 986 99SI1,000

0.55 577 894 932 9981,000
0.60 549 878 977 9971,000)

0.65 522 851 972 900 999.1,0()o
0.70 497 81 9066 994 999 1,00U
0.75 472 827 9, 993 0991,000

0.80 449 809 953 991 999 1,of)
0.35 -27 79 19-5' 9S9 99$ !,000O

0.90 407 772 937 987 998 1,009C

0.95 387 754 929 9S4 9971,000

L.0 368 736 020 981 906 90 i1OW

1.1 333 600 900 071 90 05 901,000
1.2 301 603 879 916 992 99S ,000
1.3 273 627 857 957 9S9 998 1,000

1.4 2417 5021 833 940 986 997 00901 000
1.5 223 558 809 934 981 996 9991,000

1.6 202 525 783ý 021 976 9D4 99911,000
1.7 183 493 7,7 907 970 992 998 1:000

1.8 165 46. 3 89]1 06 090 9 97 90 11,000

1.9 150 43.1 704 875 9 S 07 97 90991,000

2.0__ I 13-51 4061 6771 8371 41 931 095 1911,0001
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Table B

Summation of Terms of Poisson's ExpoenCial Binomial

Limit. (continued)

. 0 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
C" or Tip" N...i

2 2 11 f 3 81 92 97.q) 9", 08 11000O
2.. 09 1 303 SY70 7791 904 1 94 9M~ 99 .7 9-391,OD0
2. 07.1 267 5165 736 877 951 9T3 995 9991 ,000
2.8 06; 2 7 029 31 469 392 8 MS 935 76 92 98 '1999
3.0 050 g9o 423 647 8i5 916 966 0 8Sf MU6 999

3.2 1o 17 1 ISo0 603 781 8,,, 03 9831 094 ý.8
3.4 033 147 30•I •,S, 7.1, 871 9452 977 4 9 92 90

3 6 027 126 303! 515 706 844 927 9691 s 996
3 8 022 107 269 473 66 816 9009 9601 N.1tq I
4.0 01,! 092 238, 433 6029 785 889 940 979 97 92

4.2 0oi 078 210t 3-I j1 390 753 S•; 936 972 089
4.4 012 v G G 1851 359 55 1 720 844- 921 9f41 9 r
4,6 01 0 0ý 1,6 103 326, 513 Gs;6 818 905 055 980

4.8 00s ()8 1431 294 476 651 791 887 9014 975
5.0 007 040) 125 265 440 616 762 8667 932 968

5.2 006 031 109 238 406 581 732 845 918 960
5 4 005 021 09.1 213 373t 546 702 822 903 951
5.6 004 0241 0S2 191 342 512 670 797 885 941
5.8 003 021 072 170 313 1 78 638 771 807 929
6 0 0M2 017 062 1,51 2S5' 4-16 606 744 847 916

10 11 12 13 14 15 10 GI

3.2 1,(000

3.4 im0,1,000
3. 9991,000

3.8 998 9991,000
4.0 997 9991,000

4.2 9006 999 1,r00(1
4.4 09'1 998 999 1,000
4.6 I092 997 9991,0001

4.8 99k0 990 )q1,0
5.0 986 995 998 09911,000

5 982 0993 997 99'1 000

5.4 977 990 99• 99901,00

5.o 0-7 9.soj 99 997 09911,00,o
5.8 95 980 W1 993619 99999,1,000 1i
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Table B

Surmnation of Terms of Poisson's Exponential Binomial
Limit. (continued)

'•"1-- --- -: - -_ _ .. .."2- -- . ... .4 .:' 7 s - ' -

S 0 1 2 :1 4 5 f

6.2 002 015 0514 134 259 414 57-1 71( Gf2 902
6.4 002 012 016 IJO 235 3S4 5412, 6S7 Sw ss6

6.6 001 010 OO 105 -L3 355 511 65S 780 069
6.8 001 O')9 034 093 192 327 480 628 755 850
7.0 001 007 030 082 173 301 450 599 729 830

7.2 001 006 025 072 156 276 420' 569 703 8i9
7.4 001 005 022 063 140 253 392 539 01 7j 788
7.6 001 004 019 055 123 231 305 510 64S, 765
7.s 000 004 016 048 112 2i• 33•5 481 620 741

8.0 000 003 01.1 012 100 191 113 453 593 717
8.1 000o 002 009 0.30 074 150 2;16 386 r52.,j 653
0.0 0001 OO0 0il 021 035 116 207 321 4311 5S7
9.5 000 0i0 0041 01-1 040 0091 165 2G9 392 522
10.0 000 000 003 010 029 067 1301 220 333 458

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 IS 10

6.2 949 075 D9S 995 9 999 1 000
6.4 039 960 986 9941 997 09991,oýoo
6.6 927 963 0S2 9921 997 999 9 9091,000
6.8 915 955 978 990 906 99Z 9991 000

7.0 001 947 973 997 q91 o1 99:ooo
7.2 8S7 937 967 98.4 993 997 999 999 1,000.
7.4 871 926 V61 0%0 991 996 9'J8 9991,0oo

7.6 85.1 915 954 976 989 995 991 999 1,000
7.8 835 902 045 971. 986 993 997 999 1,000

8.0 816 988 936 Wb6 983 092 996 098 qq()1 o00
8.5 763 849 909 949 973 986 93 997 9991 999
9.0 706 803 876 926 959 078 995 999
q.5 645 752 836 898 9-10 967 952 991 906 098

10.0 583 6971 792 804 ,97 951 97 S6 993 997

21 20 1 22

8.5 1.000~

.5 I9991, Gooo !1.0 9900 1 0010.0 981 9991 000

I 9I 2

* -- . ALL • I• I _I__ r
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Table B

Summation of Terms of Poisson's Exponential Binomial
Limit. (continued)

. ..0 1 _2- . ,

¢ 0 On 2 304 ,5 6 7 1 9

1.5 000 000 001 002o 015 03 5 070 1 2 4•• o 321 1

1 0 0 J) 03 0 1 0?i00 11 j
125 000000 02 05 015 3 71 125 6 0

13.0 000 000 000 001 004 Oil 0'" 6054 100 16

13 5 000 000 000" 001 003 008 019 0111 0"9 115
14 0 000 000 00 000 002 000 01.1 032 062oo 2 Oi, O3  062 100--••
14.5 L011 000 00') 02 O 00 0
15,0 000 0001 On0 00oi 1 003 006 018 :3 07

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 ',i IS 1. ..

10.5 521 639 742 825 888 932 D60 978 9,8 9 94
11.0 460 579 6391 781 854 907 9441 968 982 991
1.!. 402 520 633 731 815 878 P24 954 074 98,

12.0 3.47 4"'62, 576! 682 772 8-4.1 89ý1 937 063 970
12.5 297 4(•6 5•9 628 725 806 869, 016 948 969

11.0 252 353 4J .573 675 764 835 890 230 957
13.5 211 3011 .109 518; 6231 718 79S 861 9081 942
14.0 176 2W C :3,8' 46.1 570j 669 756 827j 881 923

14.5 1-45 22. 3-11 413 .18 619 711 790, 853 901is. 0 181 .)8K, 26' 363j 456651 M 66 1. -49. S,19. g75

20 21 22 23 21 25 26 27 28 29

10.5 997 999 99.0 1 000
11.0 995 99s 999.1,(0099

11.5 992 996 8 99 1,060
12.0 988 994 097 99 999.1,000
12.5 983 991 995 998 DUO 999 1,000

13.0 075 980 9921 9.96 098' 999 1,000
13. 5 9C151 9.90 89 994 997 998 909 1.OOO

14.0 952 971 (IQ31 991 995 9971 90 999 1,000
..5 936 9 76 980 992 996 998 999 999, 1,0M

I3.U 9171 94ý1 9967 9811 9891 •99 1 9971 99 911, COO
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Table B

Sunmnation of Terms of Poisson's Exponential Binomial
Limit. (continued)

,-!-. _ . . . . . • 1 i .. .u . * .. .,

c 7 8 9 10 IL 2 1

Sor ?Ip'-)

17 On0 (,0l (001, 010 022, 013 07, 1271 275
17 OW0 (,01] 002 00..O1 013 026 019 085 135 201

18 000 000 O01 003j 007 o1,j 030 0o55 092 1 13
19 '.100 000 0t 0021 00- 091 OIS 035 061 093

20 000 000 000 001 002 003 01) 021 039 066

21 000 000 000 OW, 0o01 003 Ol 013 025 043

22 000 000l 000 OM0' , 1 0021 004j 008 015 023
23 0,(o 0001 (00 000 000 001 00'2 004 009 017

24 00 0 OOj0 000, 0M0 000 OO 003 00. Oil
:? 000 000 o OX)' 0001 o00 001 001 003 005

14 15 16 17. 118 19 20 21 22 V3

16 36- -16- 7 Z' 6 6 712 812 S-;- 911 9-12i 9063
17 701 371 -16S5 4 655 736 805 861 90-, 937
18 208 2871 375 469 562 651 7.31 799 855! M9

19 150 215 292 378 469 6-7 725 703 849

20 105 157 221 297 381 470 559 644 721[ 7S7

21 072 111 163 227 302 3-4 471 558 610 716

22 0131 077 117 16) 232 306 3S71 472 556 637

23 031 052 082 123 175 23:8 310 3,0 472 555

24 020 034 050 087 128 180 243i 314 392 473

25 012 02,2 038 060 092 134 18S! 247 318 304

24 -25 26 -27 28 29 -30 - 1 32 33

16 1 78 987 993 9J6 99O 999 991 000

.10 9731 cF. ý,I 9 ,0

18 9:12 935 972 O O N 99 8 0911000
19 893 927 151 9% 980 088 093 990 998. 09
20 843 988 022 948 966 978 9S7 992 096 907

21 782 83S 8S3 917 944 063 076 985 991 904

22 7 12 777 832 877 !13 940 (5 9 973 983 989
23 635 708 772 827 873 908 93G 956 071 981
24 551 6321 704 768 823 86 9(04 932 053 969

25 -IT 553 629 7W 763 818 F.63 900 (29 950

34 315 36 37 .38 3i9 40 41 42 4.3

19 999.1 (1(
20 90)9 0991,000

21 997 998 999 991,000-39 ... ... O R ý)( 99111: !, Of_

24 979 9070, 9 99 9 97 91,000

()) 9,L 78 987 )1 9, 97 998s 99%_ C9,01,0..
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Table C

Values of np for LTPD Plans

np
C 1P1 C "P1 c .10

0 2.30 5 9.28 10 15.41

1 3.89 6 10.53 11 16.60

2 5.32 7 11.77 12 17.7/8

3 6.68 8 12.99 13 18.96

4 7.99 9 14.21 14 20.13

15 21.29

The operating characteristic of a sampling plan is the probabi'ý',y of

lot acceptance when the quality (in terms of percent defective) is equal
to any stipulated value, p. The operating characteristic of a sampling

plan is often expressed as a curve on which the probability of lot
acceptance is plotted against the percent defectcive. Such curves are com-~
monly re~erred to as OC-Curves. Some examples of OC-Curves for some of the

plans in MIL-M-38570 are includ.ýd in this report.
3. Procedure for Cornputation of Points on the OeaigCharacteristic

Curve for a Sampling n Uig tFI- Poi.sson DistirIbutLIo-1 A1.dlJe [-R-

of MIL-M-3810A)

1I. Select value of p (percent defective) desired.

2. Multiply each value of p (in decimal form) by
the sample size.

3. Enter a Poisson Table to determine the probability
of c or fewer defectives in the sample. This is
the probability of acceptance of a lot which has
p-percent defective using the sampling plan defined
by the values n and c, where n is the sample size
and c is the maximum number of defectives per-
mitting lot acceptance,

The OC-Curves for 5, 10 and 15% LTPD plans using acceptance numbers
c 0, 1, 2, 3 are shown below. For these plans, it will be noted that

all plans with the same LTPD go through the (Pa = 0.10, LIPO) point on
that graph. The probability of lot acceptance for other values of p varies,
with most variation occurring when the quality is significantly better than
the specified LIPO. These plans show the effect of increasing the accep-
tance number on the probability of acceptance of a lot.
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S1,'1

0.9 Plan n c
08A 45 0

B 77 1

0.7 D C 105 2

C D 132 3

0.6 B
Pa 0.5 -

0.4-

0.3-

0.2-

0.1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 10-1. Operating Characteristic Curves for 5% LTPD Plans.

-II

0.91
A 22 0

0.8 B 38 1
C 52 2

0.7 D 65 3
C D

0.6 B
Pa0.5-\A

a A L

0.3-

0.2-

0.1-

5 10 15 20
p (%2)

Figure 1'-2. Operating Characteristic Curves for 10% LTPD Plans.
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1.0 __

01C D an n C

0.8 A 15 0
0.7- B B 245 1

C 34 2

0.6 0 43 3

P
0.5- A

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

0 5 10 15 20
p(%)

Figure 10-3. Operating Characteristic Curves for 15% LTPD Plans.
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The following OC-Curves show, for c - 0 and c = 2, the effect of

changing the LTPD on the probability of acceptance. It should be noted

that this change results in corresponding changes throughout the quality

range.

4. Hypergeometric Sampling Plans

These plans, found in Table B-II of MIL-M-38510A are, as previously

discussed, more accurate for smial lots. The plans based on the Poisson

distribution (Table B-I) assume a large lot relative to the sample size.

If this assumption is not met, the probability of acceptance obtained

using the Poisson distribution may be somewhat in error.

The table gives values of AQL and LTPD. AQL is defined as that lot

percent defective for which the probability of c or less defectives in a

sample of size n is equal to or greater than 0.95. The LTPD is defined

as before. This gives the user two points on the operating characteristic

curve.

The hypergeometric distribution is as follows:

r! (N-r)!
P _x!(n)x.2! .,n-x . N-r.-n-x_

N!
n!(N-n)T

where N = lot size

n = sample size

r = number of defectives in the lot

x = number of defectives in the sample
P(x) = probability of exactly x defectives in the sample

= r fraction defective in the lotP n

Thus. for N = 20 . n = 4, c = 1. the AQL and LTPC. valu,,. .are obtained,

respectively, by solving the following for r and then p.

1 r! (20-r6
0.95 1 x-T(4-x)! (4-x).!(16-r+x)_

x=O 20!
4! 16!
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1.0

0.9
Plan LTPIT n C0.3, A 5"' 45 0

0.7 B I1' 22 0
C i5% 15 0

0.6

0.5

0.4

0.3- C

0.2- A B

0 5 10 15 20 2.

P(%)
Figure 10-4. Operating Characteristic Curves for c 0 Plans.

1.0 r0

0.9 Plan LTPD n c

0.8 A 5% 105 2
B 10% 52 2

0.7 C 15% 34 2

0.6
Pa 0.5

0.4-

0.3 B A B

0.2 I

0.1
. -- ______--_-_- -___. ..._

01
5 10 15 20 25

P(M)
Figure 10-5. ODeratinn Characteristic Curves for c 2 Plans,
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and

I r! (20-r)!
0.10 1 x!(4-x)! (4-x)1(16-r+x)!

4! 16!

2.40
The first equation gives an r of 2.40, which gives a value of p of 2. - 0.12

or I?%. The second equation gives an r of 13.2, which gives a value of

p of -.2 0.66 or 66%. Thus, AQL = 12% and LTPD 266% for thi:
20 plan as

shown in Table B-II of MIL-M-38510A.

The operating characteristic curves for the sampling plans given in

Table B-II may be plotted by using the two points tabulated in the table.

If another point is desired, the hypergeometric expression may be equated

to some other convenient value of Pa. For example, we might use Pa = 0.50.

For the plan used in the above example (N = 20, n = 4, c = 1) this leads
to

1 r! (20-r)!
0.50 7. x!(4-x) . 4-x)!(16-r+x- !

x=O 20!
4! 16!

Solution of this equation is r = 5.53, which yields a value of p of

20 .. 0.28 or 28%. Thus, a 28% defective lot has a 50% chance of being20-

accepted using this sampling plan. The OC-Curve for this pldn is therefore

shown in the following illustration.
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1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

P 0.6
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0.5 -
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Figure 10-6. Operating Characteristic Curve for N4 = 20, n = 4,
c - 1 Hypergeometric Plan.
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XI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The tactical missiles used by the Army will normally employ state-of

the-art electronic components as of the time the missile design is frozen.

Currently deployed missile systems therefore involve a range of electronic

device technologies. It is impossible to compare failure rates across the

full inventory of Army missiles due to the wide range of device technologies

employed. There will probably never be a significant statistical basis for

determining missile reliability using storage failure rate data obtained

from old systems since the new technologies will generally involve very

different structures. Consequently there is a need for the continued

evaluation of potential storage failure mechanisms based on advancing cur-

rent technologies.

2. The most important environmental forcing functiens, or stresses, in

storage are mechanical, chemical and low thermal. Mechanical stresses occur

due to thermal-mechanical interactions and residual stresses. Chemical

stresses result from contaminants such as residual process chemicals and

environmental gases which are introduced through improper or failed seals.

Although purely thermal stresses have much less importance in storage than

operating environments, certain low temperature reaction rates anild dif-

fusion processes are temperature dependent.

3. The synergism of the three primary storage stresses is critical. Any

one of the three acting alone may not be particularly damaging but the com-

bined effect of two or three forcing functions acting together is likely to

cause device failures.

4. Environmental extremes for Army missiles in storage have involved

temperatures of -50 0 C to +750C. diirnal. cycling of 700%,, "In percent relative

humidity, direct sea spray, industrial pollutants, sonme mechanical shock and

fungus.

5. The failure mechanisms of greatest importance in storage have been

identified as those related to various marginal manufacturing mistakes,

corrosion processes and mechanical fracture. Electrical or potential cur-

rent induced degradation processes should not be important in the storage

environment. Moisture within a package is probably the most important
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factor for both corrosion and mechanically induced failures in storage.

Chemicals including moisture trapped within a package due to improper

cleaning or because of evolution from materials such as polymers are a

critical concern for long-term reliability. The package seal is also

critical for keeping out atmospheric contaminants. Thermal-mechanical

stresses aided by chemical agents will cause crack propagation in seals,

passivation layers, bonds, metallization layers and the silicon chip.

6. New manufacturing methods such as the Tape Automated Bonding tech-

nology should be continually evaluated to determine if there are potentia-

storage failure mechanisms. For example, are there detrimental effects

4n a storage environment from probable impurities introduced during bump

plating and bonding operations?

7. The presence of defects such as impurities, dislocations, microcrdr:ýs

interfacial faults and grain boundaries in the materials of a microcircuic

structure can result in failure due to low temperature atomic diffusion

processes.

8. The design of circuit configurations along with the choice of materials

for electronic systems placed in storage should be based on a sound under-

standing of potential degradation processes in expected storage environments.

9. Particulate matter is one of the dominant concerns as a storage

failure mechanism.

10. The hermeticity of microelectronic packages is an important concern

for long-term storage conditions. The screen test for determining the

effectiveness or hermeticity of the package seals includes a fine leak

rata test. The maximum allowable leak rate specified for this test should

be lowered to 10-1 atm cm3 sec- for devices that are expected to 5- stored

b .cause of the exchang of gases between the initial package ambiert and

the external storage environment for packages with a finite size leAK.

11. All microcircuit packages should be vacuum baked at 1500C for at least

4 hours and sealed in dry nitrogen without ever being exposed to moisture

containing gases such as air. The moisture content of the nitrogen staling

chamber shtuuld be less than 100 ppm.

12. Sij;nificant improvements are needed in the measurement technology for

moisture and other gases in microcircuit packages. Current methods are too
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expensive and complicated while providing insufficient sensitivity and wide

variations in numerical values for supposedly identical gas contents.

13. Thc fcl6; across a thin gate oxide in MOS devices can often approach

the die. .ictric strength of the oxide. However, because of various factors

that are not easily controlled the breakdown voltages have a range of

values. Consequently, any application of potentials to the gate electrode

can be a possible cause of oxide breakdown, particularly when static

charging is not avoided or if there are voltage transients present in ground

test equipment.

14. The use of plastics introduces high risks of differential expansion

problems which result in mechanical damage such as pulling apart leads.

15. Whenever polymeric materials are employed for die attach within hybrid

microcircuit packages, they must be proved compatible with all enclosed

elcz:tronic materials. No chlorine or other halogen containing materials

shou'id be sealed in any circuitry components. Polymers used should be
simple ilydrocarbons or compounds of carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Nitrogen
cont.ir'ng polymers should be considered with skepticism. The responsi-
bilitj for proof of compatibility should be with the manufacturer for

specific epoxies and circuit element combinations.

16. Miiles placed in storage should never contain electronic parts

errf)oyini polymers for package seals. Polymers will transmit moisture

an&• other gases.

17. Screening and accelerated testing procedures of Army missiles must

have steps determined by potential storage failure processes. There is

doubt that the screening sequence contained in MIL-STD-883A is fully appro-

priate to tVe storage environment.

1M. There -s widespread cnt.rovcrsy ab oult the optimum numi'er oF cycles in

a temperature cycling screen test. Opinions vary from 25--300 cycles for

effective screening but the use of only 10 cycles is not considered to be of

any value. Results of the Rockwell International screen test program have

not resolved this question.

19. Thermal shock should never be used as a screen test stress for hermetic

devices placed in stored missile systems.
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20. The metallurgical consequences of an upper lim- cf 150o vs. 125°C
for temperature cycling and stabilization bakes wito regard to solders

should be investigated.

21. High temperature burn-in is a relatively effective screen for failure

modes having high activation energies. For oxide defects the failure
mode has a much lower activation energy. The high temperature burn-in is

then not particularly useful. An over-voltage stress shiould be investigateu

for screening MOS devices for oxide defects.

22. Complex MOS/LSi microcircuits require adifferent approach to reliabily

than mere application of MIL-STD-883 screens. Attention to good quality
control at the process level and the development of more appropiriA:

screens are essential to improved reliability. Ir, addi-ci. -., ,he osc-
of a specially designed process evaluation circuit providing device iiateri-k,

parameters at the wafer level should be required for high reliability device'.

This circuit should also be useful for developing and evaluating the
effectiveness of screens.

23. The philosophy necessary for developing meaningful screen testing param-

eters is to concentrate on determining the stress-duration levels required

to reveal well defined device faults. The capability is therefore needed

for fabricating dovices with deliberate defects of desired type, severity

and number.

24. There is no scientific basis for the widely practiced time-temperature

superposition and extrapolation methods used in accelerated aging studies.
The only justification for particular test procedures is experience and

good judgment. This judgment requires an understanding of the general pro-

cesses involved and their interrelations. High temperature aging tests of

operating microcircuits should not be expected to provide meaningful life-

time predictions for devices placed in storage environments.

25. Only general environmetftal data are currently available for the temper-
ature, environmental gases, vibration, etc. expected in storage. There is

need for specific information c9ncerning the interior of a missile in

storage in order to make judgments concerning future reliability factors.

The chemical factors associated with moisture, evolved gases and fungus need

to be developed at four levels:
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1. Within the storage structure (iqloo, shed, etc.)

2. Within the missile container

3. Within the missile electronic system compartment

4. Within individual component packages.

A measurement program should be established so that actual data will be

available concerning these factors.

26. The effectiveness of desiccant materials used within Army missiles

should be evaluated. This topic was not pursued during this program but

questions were raised by several organizations.

27. The various types of missile storage containers should be evaluated

to determine how well they protect missiles from strrage environments most

critical to the electronic systems.

28. Procedures should be in effect to close the loop concerning the detailed

analysis of parts failing in servi-e and manufacturing p,.:rameters. Failures

in field environments are generally more severe than indic:ýted by initia'.

predictions. Feed-back from service failures should be available to guide

design decisions of future systems.

29. Future efforts in storage reliability should be directed towards deter-

mining the response of materials in microcircuit structures to the storage

environmental forcing functions. This will require the application, and in

some cases, the development of advanced measurement techniques in order to

determine chemical, mechanical and thermal threshold levels for device

degradation processes. Particular emphasis should be placed on quantitative

evaluations of moisture induced failure processes so that contaminant require-

ments can be established. The basic threshold levels for degradation have

to be estab] ished blfr e-ffecti 4ve screeins and acc~elerated test methods
can be designed.

30. Measurements of permeabilities, diffusion coefficients, and solu-

bilities of water in representative polymers should be made so that good

data are available and effects of temperature, pressure, ncechanical strain,

previous sorption, and synergism of two or more penetrants be understood.

Data on thermal expansion, glass transitions, and viscoelastic responses

of polymer encapsulants and adhesives are too meager for design of circuit

systems. Measurements are needed here.
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31. Age sensitive materials used in missile systems must be well charactel-

ized. Missile storage reliability is determined by the stability of the

materials used to fabricate individual parts within the system while exposed

to the storage environment of a tactical missile. There is a strong need

for compiling material degradation data from the technical literature,

directed experiments and theoretical calculations.

32. The purchase of Army missile parts should be controlled by the engi-

neering staff. Government facilities having the strongest reliability per-
formance usually have their engineering staffs closely involved and reSpor-

sible for part purchasing, monitoring and testing decisions. A strong

parts reliability program should be maintained at MIRADCOM as an esseniLidi

aspect in the development of new missile systems.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF TECHNICAL CONTACTS

A large number of individuals were contacted during the course of

these investigations. Most of these involved personal visits, but some

discussions were conducted over the telephone. There were additional indi-

viduals we would like to have visited because of their special expertise,

but time and logistical considerations made those visits impossible. We
are indebted to the individuals listed below for sharing with us their

experiences and judgments.

N. Alexander, Rockwell International, Anaheim, California
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APPENDIX B

INDUSTRY SURVEY

An industry survey on missile system electronics related to storage

reliability was conducted by using a questionnaire prepared by personnel at

MIRADCOM. A copy of the questionnaire used is included in this appendix

and an analysis of the responses follows below, with the items numbered

according to the numbers on the questionnaire. The future was taken as 190G.

1. The predominant circuit type which is currently digital in most of the

industries surveyed should see an increase in percent usage with a

corresponding decrease in analog circuitry. RF circuits are a sinail

percentage of the total except for those industries that have a signifi-

cant need for microwave circuits. Overall there is practically no change

in the percentage for RF circuits and a slight decrease for those industries

which produce or use microwave circuits.

2. There was prdCticdlly universal dyreeimernt thdt the predoiliirlant iuodule

design, present and future, is planar PC board soldered.

3. (a) Either TO Cans (single chip) or Dual in Line Packages (single chi,.

are used by most industries,one or the other. No significant change

is expected in the future.

(b) The use of thick film multi-chip hybrids predominates over the thin

film hybrids by a factor of 3 indicating the large use of thick film

interconnections. Very little change is expected in the future except

for isolated cases where the precision required for microwave circuits

forces the choice toward thin-film circuits.

(c) Current use of SSI monolithic devices is expected to decrease slightly

in the future in favor of MSI devices ( >15 equivalent gates) and LSI

devices (75-1000 gates).
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4. Dual In Line hybrid packages and Flat Packs appear to be the industry

trend with a major usage of vertical sidewall packages. Flat packs are used

almost exclusively by MINUTEMAN.

5. Hermetic sealing is the predominant environment protection method used

for microelectronic circuits and semiconductors with the majority of industries

testing for minimum leaks of the order of 10-7 atm cc/sec.

6. Although the responses in this section reflect the nature of the industry

and no semiconductor manufacturers were included,one can conclude that the

predominant monolithic technology is now bipolar-T 2L with the future seeing

more use of MOS and C/MOS technology. It is interesting that the majority

of the responses indicated a future use of CCD technology (5-10%).

7. Chip attachment to the substrate including chip resistors and chip

capacitors is over 90% by epoxy bonding techniques. Eutectic bondi .g is

used for high power devices and a few companies use soldering techniques

for chip capacitors. The trend appears to be toward more epoxy bonding

presuiiably because of the need to repair hybrids. Future use of beam lead chips

is indicated, if they become more generally available.

8. Gold-to-gold accounts for approximately 6% for the present and is expected

to increase to an average of 8% in the future. This increase depends to

some extent on the use of gold metallization on silicon chips. The use of

gold wires to aluminum metallization presently at the 40% level is expected

to decrease to about 30% in the future. A surprisingly large number of

InuusLrie use almnu-oalin nn -,gons uwi-fh n~mv'-ran+2r-lac hgainn na

50% for the present and the future. The tradeoff here is apparently the

problems with the gold-aluminum intermetallics versus the risks of aluminum

corrosion. One company mentioned the need for developing other metallization

contact schemes, e.g., copper-to-copper.
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9. Oxide passivation is used for most chips with an increased use of silicbn

nitride in combination with the thermal oxide expected. GlassivaLinn i.,

used over the entire chip instead of polymer coatings.

10. Almost universal use of MIL-STD-883, Class B screens was noted with a few

exceptions on the number of temperature cycles (25-50 cycles), the substitutc

of 100%' mechanical shock for constant acceleration, the upper temperature

limit for stabilization bake and temperature cycling (125 0 C instead of 150°C'

and the use of 100% non-destructive bond pull tests.

11. A sampling of the remarks on recommended changes to screening methods inci ,.,

the following statements:

"Add loose particle detection."

"Increase temperature cycling to 25 cycles.'

"Special applications r'equire special screening techniques."

12. The answers to the question on the adequacy and appropriateness of the

MIL-STD-883 screening methods for long-term storage varied from a qualified
"yes" when there was little knowledge about long-term storage to a "don't

know" and "no way'" In one case a suggestion was made that each materials

system requires careful evaluation for long-term storage.

13. When used by the particular industry the screening methods for semiconductor

devices generally followed MIL-STD-750.

14. There were few recommendations on changes to semiconductor device screening

methods.

15. Answers to this question were similar to those of item 12.

16. One could not prove that the storage requirements included in development

contracts wcre met but, in most cases, compliance was based upon the

componc.t screening methods used.

17. Plastics (epoxies) are used for die attachment, etc. Some information might

be available on their use in long-term storage.
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DEPARTMECNT OF THE ARMY
~ HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES ARM'i MISSILFE COMMAND

REDSTONE ARSENAL_ ALAEBAMA 35809

OUESTIONNAIRE - Missile System Electronics
An Industry Survey for Storage Reliability

Please Indicate Future Time Frame ( ) [
1. Predomi;•.int Type Circuit

a. Analk Present __ _

Fu tu re %

b. Digita'i Present _

Future _

c. 1W Present _

Future __ -_

d. fKEhARKS :

2. Predominant Module Desion

a. Planar PC Board Soldered. Present %_
Future A,

b. Planar PC Board Welded Present %
Future .%

c. Cordwood Soldered Present %F,_t,_re ,.I

d. Cordwood Welded Present ___,__

Future "%

e. REMARKS:

3. Discrete Components Used

a. Semiconductor Devices

S. ... .... .. ii



(1) Flatpack (Single Chip) Present %
Future %

(2) TO Can (Single Chip) Present %
Future "

(3) Dual In Line Package (Single Chip) Present %_"
Future %

b. Hybrids Devices

(1) Thick Film Hlybrid (Multi chip) Present %___-
Future _

(2) Thin Film Hybrid (Multichip) Present _

Future _ %__

c. Monolithic Devices-Q

(1) SSI Devices (Single Chip) Present %
Future %__-_

(2) MSI Devices (Single Chip) Present %
future_____

(3) LSI Devices (Single Chip) Present __ %
Future-

d. RI7IWRKS:

4. Prv.dominant Hybrid Podule Size

a. TO Cans Present %
Future %

b. Vual In Line Packages (Ceramic) Present %
Future %

S" " S " "(Vertical Sidewall) Present %

Future %"d II " "(Platform) Present _

Future %

c. Flat Packs Present %
Future %

d. RERARKS:

2
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5. Pr.ýdoniinant Environment Protection for Ilicroelectronic Circuits
and Senuiconductors

a. H~ermetic Sealing (1 x 10-6) Present %
Future %

"a erei e (1 x 10-8) Present
Future

b. Conformal Coating Present %
Future %

c. Semi-Rigid Encapsulation Present %
Future 2

d. Rigid Encapsulation Present %
Future %

e. Foam Encapsulation Present %
Future %

f. Other Present %
Future %

1 g. REIVIRKS:

6. Monolithic Technology

a. Bipolar Present % ]Future - '-%

b. MOS Present .
Future -

c. C-MOS Present
Future .

d. T2 L Present %
Future "

e. A Present %Future

f. CCD Present FFuture -- %

g. REMARKS:
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7. Chip - Attachment Techniques to Substrate

a.- Chip and Wire

(I) Epoxy Bonding Present %___m_
Future %

(2) Eutectic Bonding Present %
Future "%

b. Beam Lead Chips Present %
Future %

c. Flip Chips (Solder Bump) Present %
Future %____

d. LID's Present %____
Future %___-

{ e. Chip Resistors (Tantalum)

(1) Eutectic Present %
Future _ _

(2) Epoxy Present %
Future _

'. '- Capaci tors

(1) Soldered Present %
Future %___

(2) Epoxy Present %
Future %____

g. Other Present %

Future _

h. REMARKS: V

8. C eta l1ization lvterconnection ContactTechni.ues

a. Gold to Gold Prese.tA,
Future %

4
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b. Aluminum to Gold Present _____

Future ____

c. Aluminum to Aluminum Present %___
Future _ % .

d. Other Present %
Future %

e. REMARKS: j

9. Chip Surface Protection Techniques

a. Oxide Passivation Present %
Future . ... .._ %

b.. Silicon Nitride Passivation Present %
Future %

c. ' Glassivation Present %
Future %

d. Dielectrics Present %
"Future %

e. Polymer, Films Present %_ _

Future %

f. Uncoated Devices Present %
Future %

g. RE___RKS:

10. Screen Methods for ilicroelectronic and flybrids Nlicroelectronics (UTL-STD-883)
(If screening methods differs from MIL-STD-883, Class 6, please discuss
under remarks)

a. Interiial PreCap Visual (Microelectronic Devices, Per YES NO
Method 2010, Test Condition 3, Hybrid Microelectronic Devices,Per Method 2017)

RE;IARKS:

----- --- , --



b. Stabilization Bake (Per ;.ethod 1008, 24 hrs Ilinimuni, YES NO
Test Condition C) (150 0C)

REMARKS:

c. Temperature Cycles (Per Hethod 1010 Test Condition C, YES NO
-65oC to +150oC, 10 Cycles)

REMARKS:

d. Constant Acceleration (Per Method 2001 Test Condition YES NO
E mi n, Y Plane) floc i7 for Hybrids

REMARKS:

e. Interim Electricals (Before Durai-In) YES NO

REIVIRKS:

f. Burn-In Test (Per Miethod 1015, 168 hrs at 125 0 C Minimum) YES NO

REMARKS:

g. Final Electrical Test YES NO

(1) Static Tests 250C

(2) Ilaximum and Minimum Rated Operating Temperature
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g. Final Electrical Test (Continued) YES NO

(3) Dynamic/Switching Tests (at 25 0 C)

(4) Functional Test ( at 250 C)

REMARKS:

h. Seal (Per Mlethod 1014) YES NO

(1) Fine , 'I

(2) Gross

REMARKS:

I. 1 00% 10 111 ..tr c ,.v for, ui"' Luds ,n i "l -YES 1.1O

REMARKS:

11. Recommended Changes to Screening Miethods

12. Are the Above Screening i.!ethods Adequate and Appropriate for
Electronic Lomio-ents ic ii ie Piac n Leerm orae?

13. Screening Method for Semiiconductor Devices IIL-STD-750

a. High lemperature Storage (48 hrs Minimum at YES NO

Ta 175 0 C)

REMARKS:



b. Thermal Shock (Temperature ýycle, Per Test YES NO
Method 1051, 10 Cycles)

c. Acceleation (Per Method 2006, Y1 orientation YES 1O40
at 20,000 G [inimum)

REMARKS:

d. Hermetic Seal (Per M-ethod 1071) YES NO

Test Condition G or H (Fine Leak)
Test Conditioni C or E (Gross Leak) - --

REARKS:

e. Pre-Burn Electrical Test YES I0

f. Burn-In Test (Per Mlethtod 1026 Test) YES 14O

REUIARKS •

g. Post Burn-In Electrical Test YES NO

REMIARKS:
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14. Reconmnended Changes to Screening Methods

15. Are the Above Screeninq flethods Adequate and Apprqorate
for Electronic Com.iponents Which Will Be Placed in Long Term Storage?

16. Storage Reliability (AR 70--38)

a. What is your approach towards rmeeting the storage requiremehts
(time oriented) placed upon you in development contracts?

b. Accelerated test methods to evaluate storageability of
electronic components. 0

c. What type of failures have you observed from storage
that diffIrV frouI uperati-i,,?

d. Have you observed mechanical failure mechanism on
microelectronic circuits in storage which have been Class B screened?

17. Use of Plastic in Long Term Storage Which You Have Available
Data Check UiNDER

YES ,NO N !!VaSTIGATI3,.
a. Die Attachment

b. Polymer Seals for Hybrid Packages

c. Substrate Attachment in Package

d. Direct Encapsulated Semiconductors, M-icrocircuits,
Hybrid Microcircuits
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IF YOU WISH A COPY OF THE FINAL REPORT, PLEASE FURRI;SH YOUR NAIE A14D

ADDRESS BELOW:

NAME:
COMPANY:

.ADDRESS:
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